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Summary 

Over the past few years, ecolabelling schemes, environmental management systems and 
similar environmental initiatives have undergone rapid development. The present report 
surveys these systems and assesses their impact on the leather industry, especially on leather 
exporting companies. 

A total of twelve ecolabelling schemes relating to leather and/or leather products are 
contained in the annexes to the report. Of those, five entered into force in 2000 and a further 
three in 1999. More schemes are under preparation. 

Most schemes concern the environmental impact of leather production in addition to 
addressing consumer protection issues. Furthermore, many schemes include sets of functional 
requirements. 

In recent years, the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) has developed 
standards for environmental labels and declarations. Furthermore, a revised regulation for the 
award of a European Community ecolabel has just been issued. 

Environmental criteria as found in ecolabelling schemes also form part of product 
specifications applied by a number of leather-consuming industries. They also find 
application in public purchases and tenders. 

Many private labels that make unwarranteded environmental claims still abound. Steps 
should be taken to combat the use of such labels. According to the ISO standards, labels of 
this kind must be avoided; in some European countries they are already being phased out. 

Environmental management systems are enjoying increased acceptance among tanneries and 
their customers alike. Of the two international standards for environmental management 
systems that exist, the ISO 14001 standard and the EU eco-management and audit scheme 
(EMAS) regulation, the former is open to companies throughout the world, whereas the latter 
applies solely to companies operating in the EU or Norway. Both systems are well co 
ordinated with, and bear a high degree of similarity to, each other. EMAS is somewhat 
broader in scope than ISO 14001. EMAS registration calls for environmental conditions 
being met not only by the company applying for registration, but also by its suppliers and 
subcontractors. In the course of time, many automotive companies will insist upon their 
suppliers having an ISO 14001 certificate themselves. 

At least 25 tanneries have obtained ISO 14001 certificates to date; 15 or more are in the 
process of obtaining certification. One tannery has already secured EMAS registration and 
three more are preparing for the same. 

Life-cycle assessments or the evaluation of the potential environmental impact of a product 
system from cradle to grave are fundamental features of some ecolabelling schemes and 
environmental management systems. Since the selection and weighting of impact categories 
within a life-cycle assessment is based on value-choices and not on science, the assessment 
has a strongly subjective element. As an evaluation tool, it should thus be handled with 
caution. In any event, specific features of the life cycle, such as recycling waste leather, will 
take on greater importance in the future. 
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International companies are using cross-boundary environmental management to an ever 
greater degree and it will take on particular importance for leather-exporting companies. In 
the same vein, governmental regulations governing the amounts of hazardous substances 
contained in leather are also gaining in importance for leather exporters. 

External environmental demands pose a challenge to the leather industry: a challenge 
which can and must be effectively met. 
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1. Introduction 

In the years since the UNIDO expert group meeting held in Vienna, 12-13 March 1997 (1), 
measures related to ecolabelling, environmental management, official regulations and other 
environmental procedures have developed apace. This holds particularly true for the 
industrialised countries. These developments are bound to bear far-reaching consequences for 
the tanning industry in the leather exporting countries as well. In both instances, they pose a 
challenge that calls for an appropriate response. 

As a follow-up to the meeting in Vienna, three workshops were held in: Chennai (India) on 
23 October 1997; Yogyakarta (Indonesia) on 13 May 1998; and Beijing (China) on 22 
November 1998. Among the subjects taken up at the workshops, an outline for an 
international ecolabel scheme for leather was discussed (see Annex 21). 

The present report contains a comprehensive survey of recent developments, the current 
situation and possible future developments, with special reference to the implications they 
bear for the leather industry. 

Schemes normally referred to as ecolabels fall into two categories: (a) exclusively product 
based labelling schemes and (b) schemes based on both production conditions and product 
properties. 

In the strict sense of the term, product-based labels cannot be regarded as ecolabels, since 
ecological considerations do not fall within the scope of such labels. It would be more correct 
to describe them as "consumer protection labels" since the criteria on which they are based 
relate mainly to the supposedly harmful substances contained in the leather. 

In the other category, ecolabels in the proper sense of the term, account is also taken of the 
ecological consequences of the leather production process. 

By including the environmental consequences of leather production, such a scheme acts of 
itself as an incentive to use ecologically sustainable production processes by: (a) helping to 
enforce existing, usually reasonably strict, environmental legislation and (b) protecting 
tanneries which have introduced significant environmental improvements against unfair 
competition. A certificate issued according to this type of scheme may be awarded to 
tanneries direct. It can be used as a marketing asset and thus help to recoup some of the funds 
invested in environmental improvements. 

Given that no such thing as an "absolutely ecologically sound product" exists, all ecolabelling 
schemes are necessarily relative in the sense that they focus on products considered less 
harmful than other products in the same product group. An important feature of all 
ecolabelling systems is that the criteria governing award of the label must be stricter than or 
at least as strict as the requirements set in official regulations. A general clause is often 
included stipulating that production "must comply with any relevant environmental 
regulations". 

Fundamentally, establishing criteria and setting limits must be considered a political question. 
However, international standards for the elaboration of ecolabelling schemes do exist. 
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Most ecolabelling schemes also include functional requirements, the basic philosophy being 
that ecolabels ought not to be awarded to low-quality products. 

Consumers today are becoming increasingly aware of "social" or "ethical" values, such 
as occupational health and safety, animal welfare and child labour. Consequently, 
parameters of this kind are increasingly common features of ecolabelling schemes and 
have an impact on product specifications being set by various customers. 

The information to be provided by the producer may be based on self-declaration (which has 
to be presented in a manner that inspires consumer trust) or on certification by an 
independent third party ( often an accredited verifier). The trend is moving towards greater 
demand for independent verification. 

Environmental management systems can be similarly certified according to international 
standards. However, ecolabelling and environmental management schemes are essentially 
different. An ecolabelling award refers to a specific product, whereas an environmental 
management certificate relates to a production site or company as a whole. Over and above 
insisting on product specifications, some customers demand that their suppliers have a 
certified environmental management system. 

2. Eco labelling 

2.1. General 

The Global Ecolabelling Network provides a general survey of ecolabelling activities and 
competent bodies around the world. The material can be downloaded from the internet (30). 

The Global Ecolabelling Network summarises ecolabelling as follows: 

• "Eco labelling ( or environmental labelling) is a guide for consumers to choose 
products and services that cause less damage to the environment. 

• Ecolabelling makes a positive statement that identifies products and services as less 
harmful to the environment than similar products or services used for a specific 
function. 

• Ecolabelling is fundamentally different from the setting of mmimum product 
standards or requirements. The key difference is that ecolabelling is intended to 
reward environmental leadership". 

More often than not, the criteria applied and the limits set in ecolabelling schemes are thus 
stricter than corresponding official regulations. Furthermore, applying for an ecolabel is quite 
voluntary. Ecolabelling schemes are revised regularly, typically every third year, thus 
ensuring that that they remain at the cutting edge of general environmental improvements. 

2.2. Ecolabelling schemes of relevance to the leather industry 

Twelve schemes relating exclusively or partly to leather and/or leather products, are listed in 
Annex 2. The schemes themselves are found in extenso in Annexes 3-13 and 18. 
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A feasibility study on introducing an EU ecolabel for furniture is currently being conducted. 
A Nordic Swan Label scheme for furniture is also being drawn up, for which most of the 
criteria have been established. The elaboration of criteria for upholstery leather, however, has 
been postponed until 2001. 

It is also assumed that an ecolabel for footwear will soon be established in the Czech 
Republic (2). 

Of the schemes listed in Annex 2, one (ICT Eco-Tox Label) is based exclusively on self 
declaration; all the others involve certification by an independent third party. Three schemes 
aim at leather properties alone, whereas the remaining schemes also take account of the 
ecological consequences of leather production, either by using specific criteria or by stating 
that production must comply with national environmental regulations - or by a combination 
of both. 

Functional requirements are included in eight schemes. 

In two schemes (Nos. I and 6), award of the label is contingent upon compliance with the 
Washington Convention on Endangered Species (3). In the Dutch scheme for footwear (see 
Annex 8) it is also stated that "Fur and leather made from the skin of animals specially bred 
for their skin may not be used in the footwear". 

The Dutch footwear scheme also has "total energy content" as a parameter. It lists in an 
appendix figures for the energy content of various materials used in the footwear, including 
upper leather, insole leather, sole leather and leatherboard. 

Comments on individual schemes listed in Annex 2 are given below: 

No. 4. Lederinstitut Gerberschule Reutlingen. Certificates have been awarded to just over 30 
companies, most of the award recipients are tanneries (some of which also 
manufacture leather products). More recently, a leather garment producer obtained a 
certificate ( 4 ). 

No. 5. EU ecolabel for footwear. As at October 2000, the label had been awarded to two 
shoe factories: one in Italy and one in Spain. 

No. 8. The former Oko-Tex Standard 116 for leather has been revoked. In its stead, leather 
products are to be evaluated according to the general Oko-Tex Standard 100. 

The Oko-Tex standard 100 distinguishes between four categories of products: 

Category 
I For infants (up to 3 years of age) 
II With skin contact 
III Without skin contact 
IV For house fittings and fixtures 

Relevant leather products 
Woolskin bed pads 
Gloves, watch straps 
Leather garments 
Furniture, wall linings 

Where leather products are concerned, two sets of limits are problematic: the 
minimum pH level (4.0 for all categories) and the maximum content of extractable 
chromium (1 ppm for category I, 2 ppm for categories II-IV in table above). 
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At a recent meeting, it was decided to change the lower pH limit for leather to 3.5. 
The chromium limit for leather was not changed. 

The Oko-Tex Standard 100 is based exclusively on product properties. Recently, 
however, an Oko-Tex Standard 1000 has been introduced, comprising a certificate for 
the maintenance of satisfactory environmental and occupational health conditions 
during production. In many respects, the Oko-Tex 1000 is similar to the ISO 14001 
(see Chapter 4. 1.). The Oko-Tex 1000 certificate is only awarded to companies which 
have already obtained an Oko-Tex 100 certificate for some of their products. 

As at October 2000, 20 Oko-Tex 1000 certificates had been awarded; none of which 
had gone to leather companies. 

No. 9 According to the Austrian scheme for office furniture, neither the use of chrome 
leather nor that of "hazardous" azo dyestuffs is allowed (see Chapter 8). 

As for hazardous substances in leather, the following parameters are included in most 
schemes: pentachlorophenol, azo dyestuffs generating certain aromatic amines (see Chapter 
8), hexavalent chromium and formaldehyde. Limits set for cadmium and pH also form part of 
some schemes (in fact, the pH value may also be considered a functional parameter). 

In one scheme, the SG schedule (see Annex 5), a limit has been set for free glutaraldehyde in 
leather. 

In other schemes, regulation is such that award of a label is made contingent upon certain 
categories of chemicals not being used during production. 

Some schemes include parameters that are inappropriate to leather: primarily, metals such as 
antimony, zinc or mercury. Most probably, those schemes were initially drawn up for a whole 
range of materials. That notwithstanding, superfluous testing represents a waste of resources 
and the costs incurred have to be borne directly by the producer - and ultimately by the 
consumer. 

Any limits cited in ecolabelling schemes or any other regulations should be stated as 
numerical values. "Zero" limits are meaningless since zero concentrations are never to be 
found in nature or in industrial products. Similarly, the term "below detection limit" should 
be avoided, unless a figure for the detection limit is defined. (If necessary, the figure can be 
adjusted during a general revision of the scheme). Most schemes cite limits in numerical 
terms. 

As for ecological production-related criteria, some schemes simply state that production must 
comply with environmental regulations (national or local). Water-based finishing is 
prescribed in some schemes. The EU scheme demands that the tannery waste water be treated 
(either in the tannery itself or in a communal treatment plant) to obtain a 75% reduction of 
the COD. The two Dutch schemes set a maximum limit for the discharge of chrome from the 
tannery at 0.33 kg Cr/ton finished leather or 0.08 kg Cr/ton rawhide. The footwear scheme 
goes on to stipulate that the tannery waste water must be biologically treated. 
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The Brazilian scheme sets pH and temperature limits, in addition to specifying concentration 
levels for BOD, COD, total Cr, sulphide, suspended solids, and settleable solids in the 
tannery waste water. 

The Catalan scheme demands as a minimum compliance with official regulations. Further 
demands may be made with regard to COD, suspended solids and heavy metals in the waste 
water. 

2.3. International standards for ecolabelling schemes 

A revised regulation governing the award of a European Community ecolabel has just been 
issued (see Annex 15). 

In the introductory remarks it is stated that: 

"It is necessary to guarantee transparency in the implementation of the scheme and to ensure 
consistency with relevant international standards in order to facilitate access to, and 
participation in, the scheme by manufacturers and exporters of countries outside the 
Community". 

This is borne out by other statements in the introduction reading: 

"In the case of SMEs and also product manufacturers as well as service providers of 
developing countries, the application fee will be reduced by at least 25%" 

"In the case of SMEs and also product manufacturers as well as service providers of 
developing countries, the annual fees will be reduced by at least 25%". 

Further reductions in the annual fee may be granted to applicants who have already received 
certification under EMAS or ISO 14001. 

According to the new regulation, both goods and service may qualify for an ecolabel award. 

Life-cycle considerations have to be part of the process of establishing ecological criteria. 
Details are to be found in Article 3 of and Annexes I and II to the Regulation. Life-cycle 
assessments (LCAs) must be conducted in accordance with ISO 14040 and ISO 14024 
standards, where applicable. (See Chapter 5 for more on LCAs). 

The ISO has developed four standards for environmental labels and declarations(5) (6) (7) 
(8). Environmental labels and declarations are defined simply as "claims which indicate the 
environmental aspects of a product or service" (5). 

The standard ISO 14020 (5) comprises general principles for environmental declarations, 
formulated as a series of statements with matching "specific considerations". 

ISO 14024, 14021, and 14025 define, and set norms for, three different types of 
environmental declarations: 
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Type I (ISO 14024) (7): 

An independent third party formulates environmental requirements for a group of goods or 
services and awards a label, a symbol or something similar, provided that the product in 
question complies with the requirements laid down. Compliance has to be verified by an 
independent third party. The classic ecolabelling schemes (Nos. 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11 and 12 
in Annex 2) belong to this category. (Strictly speaking, schemes Nos. 3 and 8 are not 
environmental declarations, but relate solely to consumer safety). 

Type II (ISO 14021) (6): 

Self-declaration of environmental assertions put forward by the supplier of the product 
without third-party verification. The claims must be substantiated and consequently applied if 
commercial customers or consumers are to trust them. The JCT Eco-Tox scheme (No. 1 in 
Annex 2) is an example of this type of declaration. 

Type III (ISO 14025) (8): 

Declaration, verified by an independent third party, for a product, within categories of 
parameters determined in advance and based on life-cycle assessments according to the ISO 
14040 series of standards (see Chapter 5). The declaration may also contain additional 
environmental information. This type of declaration involves procuring a large volume of 
data and is normally too complicated for small and medium enterprises. 

To some extent type-III declarations are expected to oust classic ecolabels in business-to 
business relations, whereas classic ecolabels will be mainly directed towards final consumers. 

However, even in the Scandinavian countries, the EU and the Nordic Swan labels will 
continue to prevail for the time being, since type III declarations are considered too 
complicated for general use. 

International standardisation of ecolabelling schemes according to ISO standards is important 
if the creation of technical barriers to trade is to be avoided. Moreover, the aim should be to 
co-ordinate ecolabelling schemes for individual product groups at the international level, and 
to phase out those schemes that are only valid at the local or national levels. 

The WTO Committee on Trade and Environment (CTE) has published a document entitled 
"How environmental taxes and other requirements fit in." (see Annex 17). It provides 
comments on: 

• Ecolabelling and LCAs 
• Handling requirements (packaging , recycling and disposal requirements, etc.) 
• Environmental changes and taxes 

It addresses those aspects with regard to their possibly raising technical barriers to trade. 
Generally speaking, the objections the document raises are primarily aimed at 
government and other mandatory measures, especially those directed towards 
production conditions in the exporting country. The objections raised are not directed 
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towards voluntary schemes. However, the document can be taken as an argument in 
favour of all schemes being international to the maximum possible extent. 

2.4. Private ecolabelling and unsubstantiated "ecological" claims 

The use of unsubstantiated environmental claims must be rejected out of hand. According to 
ISO standards, assertions such as · "environmentally friendly", "green", "natural" and 
"ecological" should not be used. In the Scandinavian countries, consumers' organisations and 
other entities agree that labelling and declarations of this kind have to be rooted out, and only 
authorised labels established according to international standards may be used. Many retail 
chains which formerly used their own ecolabels have since replaced them with duly 
authorised labels. The ISO standards state quite categorically that: "Environmental labels and 
declarations shall be based on scientific methodology that is sufficiently thorough and 
comprehensive to support the claim"(5) 

It is well known that many companies market leather and leather products bearing 
designations similar to those mentioned above. The most frequent criteria used to substantiate 
claims that a leather is "ecological" or something similar are that the leather is vegetable 
tanned, that it is dyed with natural dyestuffs or that it has not been dyed at all (see Chapter 
5.2 for the chrome-vegetable issue) 

According to Germann: "In future, the use of terms like "eco", "bio" or "natural" in the 
marketing of leather (products) for commercial considerations only, will be restricted. The 
increasing amount of information as a result of future research in the field of ecology will be 
better understood and more accurately interpreted by the public authorities. So, for instance, 
investigations on ecological balance sheets for different technologies in leather production 
will enable an environmental assessment in a realistic manner. 

Among other things, this will illustrate that neither synthetic tanning or auxiliary agents 
should be considered as generally "bad" nor natural products as generally "good". All 
ecological effects resulting from the production of these agents, up to their remaining 
portions in final products and wastes have to be taken into consideration" (9). 

A governmental committee set up in Denmark to study the production of "organic" non-food 
products, discussed the possibility of leather qualifying for an "ecological' label, since 
ecologically produced hides are available. However, the committee ultimately felt that given 
the chemical processes used in tanneries, leather - regardless of the tanning method - should 
not be labelled "ecological". 

3. Customers' environmental demands 

3.1. Public purchases 

Since 1995, a law has been in force in Denmark obliging official agencies (governmental, 
regional and municipal) to take ecological properties into consideration in their purchasing 
policies. The Danish environmental protection agency (EPA) has established guidelines for 
"ecological purchases" covering several product groups, including upholstered furniture and 
working gloves. 
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According to the guidelines for upholstered furniture (1998), "leather ought not to be chrome 
tanned". As justification it is stated that "chromium is a metal injurious to health". A similar 
formula was to be found in the original draft guidelines for working gloves drawn up in 2000. 
However, it proved possible to change the wording in the final version so that leather tanned 
using high-exhaustion chrome tanning is now accepted. Furthermore, preference has to be 
given to undyed leather. Hair-save unhairing and utilisation of fleshings are cited as examples 
of environmentally friendly methods. 

The principles governing purchases made in a typical Danish county are given below. 

Preference shall be given to: 

• Products incurring the lowest possible environmental load during their life-cycles 
• Suppliers with an EMAS registration or an ISO 14001 certificate. 
• Products complying with an authorised ecolabel scheme. 

If none of these criteria apply, Danish EPA guidelines, if any, are used. 

3.2. Automotive and footwear companies 

Over the years, the automotive companies have made extensive environmental demands with 
respect to the properties and production of the leather they purchase. 

Most European car producers call for non-chrome leather. One company specifies an upper 
limit of 5 ppm Cr; this means that the tannery also has to eliminate all metal-complex 
dyestuffs containing chrome. Another company requires that the leather be Oko-Tex certified 
(see Annex 10). As mentioned in Chapter 2.2, this involves an upper limit of 1 ppm 
extractable Cr (with an acidic artificial perspiration solution). 

Automotive company requirements normally include restrictions on "hazardous" substances, 
such as a limit on the formaldehyde content of 5-10 ppm. More and more automotive 
companies require that their suppliers have an ISO 14001 certificate; in some cases, they 
have set a deadline for the acquisition of the same by 2002 or 2003 (13) (14). Some 
international shoe companies have set similar product specifications. 

4. Environmental management systems 

4.1. International standards 

Two international standards for environmental management systems (EMS) exist: 

(a) The ISO 14000 series, consisting of the two standards ISO 14001 and ISO 14004. The 
ISO 14004 standard is ancillary to ISO 14001 and contains guidelines on principles, 
systems and supporting techniques (10) (11 ). 

(b) The EU EMAS regulation. 

As defined in ISO 14001, an environmental management system is "the part of the overall 
management system that includes organizational structure, planning activities, 
responsibilities, practices, procedures, processes and resources for developing, implementing, 
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achieving, reviewing and maintaining the environmental policy". The EMAS definition is 
couched in more or less the same terms. 

At present, both standards are being revised. Issuance of the revised ISO 14000 standards is 
scheduled for 2003. It is assumed that the revision will comprise: 

a) Close co-ordination between ISO 14001 and ISO 9000: 2000 
b) Textual clarification by means of amendments 
c) Extension to and improvement of ISO 14004 

The inclusion of new requirements or subjects is hardly expected. 

The revision of the EMAS regulation is practically complete; that notwithstanding, the 
revised regulation is only expected to become official in the first half of 2001. However, it 
can be expected that to all intents and purposes the official version will be identical to the text 
in the Common Position adopted by the EU Council (see Annex 16). 

The most important innovations of the EMAS regulation are: 

a) As is already the case for ISO 14000, EMAS registration is going to be open to all 
organisations, the activities of which have an environmental impact. Both schemes 
define an "organisation" as "a company, corporation, firm, enterprise, authority or 
institution, or part or combinations thereof, whether incorporated or not, public or 
private, that has its own functions and administration" 

b) The ISO 14001 standard has been adopted as a requirement for environmental 
management. This means that when an organisation already has an ISO 14001 
certificate, EMAS registration will not entail any duplication. Furthermore, EMAS 
registration will automatically include ISO 14001 certification. 

c) Simpler administrative and economic procedures are going to be introduced for 
small and medium enterprises. 

ISO 14001 is open to organisations throughout the world, whereas only organisations 
operating in the EU or Norway are eligible for EMAS registration. 

The two schemes are closely co-ordinated and bear a great similarity to each other. Both are 
voluntary; both include a commitment to continuous environmental improvement and 
reduction of pollution, as well as to compliance with relevant environmental legislation and 
regulations (more explicitly formulated in EMAS). 

In addition to the requirements set for ISO 14001 certification, EMAS registration calls for: 

• Verification by an accredited verifier 
• An introductory environmental audit (verified) 
• A public environmental statement (verified) which has to be updated annually 
• Regular validation, at least every third year (verified) 

The ISO 14001 certificate relates to the environmental management system as such, whereas 
EMAS registration relates to the site with ongoing activities. An important feature of the 
EMAS regulation is that in order to be registered, the organisation (company) "shall consider 
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. . . . the environmental performance and practices of contractors, subcontractors and 
suppliers." 

"The organisation should endeavour to ensure that the suppliers and those acting on the 
organisation's behalf comply with the organisation's environmental policy within the remit of 
the activities carried out for the contract" (Annex VI to the "Common Position"; see Annex 
16 of the present report). 

The first ISO 14001 certificates and EMAS registrations were awarded in 1996. 
Approximately 15,000 "organisations" have since obtained ISO 14001 certificates, most of 
them in the Far East (more than 3,000 in Japan alone, as well as numerous "organisations" in 
Korea and the Taiwan province of China) and Western Europe. Relatively few certificates 
have been awarded in South-east Asia or Latin America, but in both regions the number is 
growing rapidly. Only very few certificates have been awarded in the United States and 
equally few in Central and Eastern Europe. 

According to the most recent list (12), 2,945 companies are EMAS-registered, of which some 
two thirds are located in Germany. 

In 1999, 107 Danish companies were surveyed as to their experience with environmental 
management systems (ISO 14001 or EMAS). The main findings were: 

1. The systems had been introduced primarily for strategic reasons. 
2. In most cases, introduction had yielded savings in terms of resources and 

environmental costs, in addition to enhancing the corporate image. 
3. Implementation of the system had led to a larger scale of improvement than 

official regulations 
4. Implementation had borne consequences upstream (towards suppliers) in 51 % of 

the companies, and downstream (towards customers and/or waste disposal) in 
40% of the companies. 

5. Requirements set for suppliers: 

Percent of the companies 
Provision of information about their 77% 
environmental practices 
Proven compliance with environmental 76% 
regulations 
Operation of an EMS 14% 
Operation of a certified EMS 6% 

6. The major obstacles to implementation were time and knowledge. Costs were less 
important. 

7. Average implementation costs were in the order of US$ 65,000 (based on a 
representative sample of all company types and sizes). 

As mentioned above, introduction of an environmental management system is a voluntary 
undertaking. However, more and more customers require that companies operate certified 
environmental management systems. Many customers lack the time and knowledge needed to 
conduct a reliable evaluation of the environmental practices of their suppliers or the 
environmental properties of the products supplied. Consequently, they rely on suppliers they 
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trust. That trust may come about as result of environmental certificates, ecolabels, reputation . . or pnor expenence. 

The Danish EPA carried out a study entitled "Eco-labelling and EMAS. Choice or 
integration?" (1999). The study showed that direct integration of the two systems is infeasible 
since ecolabelling aims at the product, whereas environmental management systems aim at 
the enterprise as a whole. 

None the less, positive interaction between the two systems is both feasible and desirable. A 
company finds it easier to apply for an ecolabel if it already has a certified environmental 
management system. As mentioned above, this is borne out by the fact that applicants for a 
EU ecolabel enjoy a reduction in the application fee, if they have an ISO 14001 certificate or 
are EMAS-registered (see Chapter 2.3). An environmental management system makes it 
easier to control the properties of individual products and emissions from the production 
processes. It is thus a good basis for proving compliance with ecolabel criteria and limits. It 
may be advantageous to draw on the same verifier for both systems. 

An environmental management system offers a higher degree of certainty in terms of the 
reliability of the information that the suppliers have to provide in order to demonstrate 
compliance with ecolabelling specifications. This degree of certainty also extends to the 
information that the supplier does not use chemicals that are impermissible under the 
ecolabelling scheme. 

On the other hand, ecolabelling is an effective supplement to environmental management 
because it involves specific environmental demands. 

4.2. Environmental management systems in tanneries and their implementation 

1995 marked the first award of a certificate for an environmental management system; it went 
to a tannery in the United Kingdom. The certificate was awarded according to the British 
standard BS 7750, a precursor of the international ISO 14001 standard. The first tannery 
obtained an ISO 14001 certificate in 1997. 

Today, approximately 25 tanneries in Western Europe are in possession of an ISO 14001 
certificate; some 10 more have submitted applications. 

A number of tanneries in Africa, India and Latin America are preparing themselves for 
certification. 

In Australia, many tanneries have installed environmental management systems in order to 
comply with local environmental requirements, reduce costs and ensure safety in the 
workplace. In all likelihood, they will not seek formal certification unless their customers 
demand it. 

To date only one tannery in the United States, Garden State Tannery Inc., has obtained an 
ISO 14001 certificate (14). Given the demands being made by the automotive industry (see 
chapter 3.2), however, it is to be expected that many tanneries, both within the United States 
and without, will have to apply for certification. 
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It is also to be expected that other leather-consuming industries will follow the trend and call 
for ISO 14001 certification. 

In Germany one tannery is EMAS-registered, as are two shoe factories. 

Unione Nazionale Industria Conciaria (the Italian Leather Manufacturers' Association) 
undertook a project on behalf of the EU entitled "Pilot project to prepare, promote and aid 
Italian tanneries' participation in the EC ecomanagement and audit system 
(LIFE/ENV/IT/136)" (15). In addition to the Italian Leather Institute (SSIP), 11 Italian 
tanneries each employing 25 to 200 employees participated in the project. 

Of the 11 tanneries, 6 had obtained an ISO 14001 certificate prior to the project or achieved 
certification in the course thereof. Two more are currently applying for a certificate. 
Furthermore, three of the tanneries that participated in the project are now applying for 
EMAS registration, two of the latter already have an ISO 14001 certificate. 

As part of the project, comprehensive material was compiled in Italian. It comprises 
background material, manuals and videos about the procedures governing ISO 14001 
certification and/or EMAS registration. 

The project showed that the costs of introducing an environmental management system 
varied from tannery to tannery, ranging between some US$ 17,000 and 55,000. The lower 
figure was considered the most representative. The variation was not due to tannery size. The 
cost of maintaining the system was estimated to correspond to approximately half the total 
labour costs of a highly qualified technician ( environment manager). 

As for benefits, the tanneries point to such gains as resource savings and lower impact levels. 
However, it is not easy to estimate their economic value; one tannery estimated the gain to be 
roughly US$ 25,000 a year, to which must be added improvements in the corporate image 
and in relations with the immediate surroundings: benefits that defy quantification. 

The study concluded that: 

"The tannery's initial investment in adopting an ecomanagement system in all probability has 
adequate return-time in itself. What is harder to evaluate is what will occur in actual 
operation. Here it seems that tannery size is again a crucial factor"; 

and 

"The results have shown that the tanneries [ which are] potential candidates for 
ecomanagement are first of all those with more than 50 employees, while it is harder for 
those with 25 to 50". 

4.3. Environmental reporting 

Many companies around the world issue public environmental reports, either on a voluntary 
basis or in compliance with a mandatory regulation. As mentioned above, these reports are 
required for EMAS registration. 
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In Denmark, the issuance of public environmental reports has been mandatory since 1996 for 
a number of companies, including tanneries. For EMAS-registered companies, special 
reporting of this kind is not necessary. About 1,000 companies are required to submit reports; 
some further 200 do so on a voluntary basis. In certain cases, for example companies 
operating internationally, these reports are comprehensive and verified; they are directed 
towards customers and environmental authorities around the world. 

As from 1999, 300 companies in the Netherlands are required to submit annual public 
environmental reports. In Norway and Sweden, all companies are required to include 
environmental information in their business accounts. 

The reports must indicate the volume of water, chemicals and energy consumed, as well as 
the output of liquid, solid and gaseous wastes. Furthermore, pursuant to a bill due to be 
enacted this year, a description must be given of the company's environmental management 
systems, subcontractor requirements (if any) and waste handling operations. Any complaints 
must also be mentioned. 

5. Life-cycles and the leather industry 

5.1. Life-cycle assessments 

A global consensus is developing that members of every individual trade and profession must 
aim at minimising the environmental impact of their trade or profession, and not merely the 
impact deriving from the production process itself. Trade must also take steps to guard 
against its production processes and products creating more general, long-term problems. 

As a tool for this specific purpose, a methodology for life cycle assessment has been 
developed and defined in four ISO standards (16) (17) (18) (19). 

A life-cycle is defined as "consecutive and interlinked stages of a product system, from raw 
material acquisition or generation of natural resources to the final disposal". A life-cycle 
assessment (LCA) is defined as "compilation and evaluation of the 

inputs, outputs and the potential environmental impacts of a product system throughout its 
life-cycle" ( 16). 

It is further stated that: 

"LCA is a technique for assessing the environmental aspects and potential impacts associated 
with a product, by: 

• Compiling an inventory of relevant inputs and outputs of a product system; 
• Evaluating the potential environmental impacts associated with those inputs and 

outputs; 
• Interpreting the results of the inventory analysis and impact assessment phases in 

relation to the objectives of the study." 

An LCA studies the environmental aspects and potential impacts throughout a product's 
life (i.e. cradle-to-grave) from raw material acquisition through production, use and 
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disposal. The general categories of environmental impacts needing consideration include 
resource use, human health, and ecological consequences" (16). 

An LCA is restricted to environmental impacts; it does not extend to the economic or social 
aspects of a product. 

Before embarking on an LCA, the first step is to define the goal and scope of the study. 
Guidelines are to be found in ISO Standard 14041 (17). 

For example, the objective of an LCA may be: 

• For an existing product, minimisation of the environmental impact over the life-cycle 
by substituting substances, energies and processes. 

• For a new product, selection of suitable substances, processes and design. 
• In both cases, the results have a bearing on the selection of suppliers. 
• For the comparison of a number of existing products, identification of the product 

with the lowest environmental impact. This may be used, for example, to compare 
different types of leather or to compare leather, textiles and synthetic materials. 

The EU Eco-label Award Scheme (see Annex 15) prescribes that an LCA be used to lay 
down criteria for an ecolabelling scheme and to determine those categories of products for 
which an ecolabelling scheme should be established. 

Some governments use LCAs to draw up product legislation, including taxes on purchases. 

Delineating an LCA depends on the purpose of the analysis. In the case of leather the 
question is whether analysis should extend back to the cattle breeder or even further. 

In an LCA for cured meat, for example, the question arises whether it goes back as far as the 
fertilisers and pesticides applied to the grazing fields. 

The guidelines for the application ofLCAs in the EU Eco-label Award Scheme state that: 

"For agriculture and forestry, it might not be possible to draw a sharp boundary on a spatial 
basis between product system and environment. If resources are taken from a natural habitat, 
then the boundary should be set at the point of collection. In a fully artificial production 
system, such as glasshouses with glasswool culture, the processes should clearly be within 
the system boundary. In intermediate cases, the boundary will depend on the intensity of 
cultivation, on other attributes of the ecosystem affected by cultivation, and on specific 
aspects of the soil or of the cultivated crop or the wood". 

This consideration is relevant - not only for raw hides, but also for vegetable tanning 
materials. 

It is important to bear in mind that selecting and weighting impact categories are based on 
value-choices, and not on science. "Different individuals, organizations, and societies rnay 
have different preferences, therefore it is possible that different parties will reach different 
ranking results based on the same indicator results or normalised indicator results" (18). The 
standard stresses that: "All weighting methods and operations used shall be documented to 
provide transparency" (18). 
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As ranking and weighting cannot be standardised, any valuation necessarily takes on both a 
political and scientific dimension. The interpretation must integrate scientific data with 
political goals set for environmental quality. 

One consequence of all this is the risk that an LCA can be biased since, consciously or 
unconsciously, it is influenced by the interests of the country where the choice and weighting 
of impacts are made - more often than not the importing countries. An environmental 
statement from a Japanese company reads: "Impact assessment was conducted using the 
following categories because they represent indicators that are familiar and understandable to 
users in Japan ... ". In the WTO document, referred to above (see Annex 17) it is stated that: 
"Labels following the [LCA] approach are frequently based on criteria that relate to only a 
few aspects of a process of production or of a product. This creates the potential for 
unwarranted trade restriction, in particular protectionism in disguise." 

In Denmark, a tax on packaging material is being introduced, based on an LCA conducted by 
the Danish EPA. The industry contested the results of the LCA, asserting that assumptions 
made in the LCA were incorrect or unscientifically based. The EPA replied that political 
priorities had also been taken into account (Berlingske Tidende, 11 October 2000). 

5.2. Life-cycle considerations relating to the leather industry 

For the leather industry, the importance of life-cycle considerations and the significance of 
LCAs will undoubtedly increase in the future. Although it is not known how the impact 
categories will be selected and weighted in future and the consequences that bears for the 
leather industry, the order of priorities will in all probability differ from that of today. 

An LCA for leather, compared to alternative materials, would probably show a positive 
balance for leather. Consideration would be given to the fact that hides and skins are a 
renewable resource. Furthermore, they are a by-product of meat production, which, if not 
used for the production of leather, would give rise to considerable environmental problems. 

That notwithstanding, an LCA is an instrument which has to be handled with the utmost 
caution. As described above, the selection and weighting of impact categories are subjective. 
Consequently, the conclusions of an LCA hinge on the assumptions made by the person(s) or 
institution(s) conducting the assessment. It is important that people from the leather trade take 
an active part in future activities in this field. 

LCAs might also play a useful role in providing a well-founded comparison of the 
environmental impact of different tanning agents and that of the resultant leathers. An 
ecological comparison between different types of tanning agents, encompassing leather 
production, waste water, sludge, and leather wastes, has been carried out (20. Chrome tanning 
has its own advantages and drawbacks, and the conclusion is that the chrome-tanning method 
must be considered not very harmful in environmental terms. 

To date, nobody has ever conducted a complete LCA comparing different tanning methods, 
ranging from the procurement of raw materials to the disposal of waste products. In an LCA 
on that scale, the weighting of different impacts would probably have a decisive influence on 
the findings. With regard to the procurement of tanning material alone, a comparison would 
have to be made of the environmental impact of chrome-ore mining, the collection of vegetal 
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material in natura, plantation cultures and organic synthesis. These issues would represent 
but a fraction of the complete LCA. 

At the other end of the life-cycle, the issue is waste leather: not only the waste leather 
generated by the tanneries themselves, but also the waste leather emanating from both 
leather-consuming industries and the final consumers. In shoe factories, for example, 30% of 
the leather input ends up as waste (21). As mentioned in Chapter 4.2, two shoe factories have 
acquired EMAS registration; they are required to oversee the environmental practices of their 
suppliers. 

Ever-increasing demands are being voiced that waste leather and leather products be 
minimised and recycled. Sooner or later, leather producers will have to contribute to the 
efforts to comply with these demands. 

Recyclability requirements are rapidly increasing, where motor-cars are concerned. An EU 
directive relating to end-of-life vehicles (i.e. breaking up cars) was recently issued (24). 
Leather is not among the materials explicitly mentioned in the directive. However, it required 
that: "Materials and components of vehicles put on the market after 1 July 2003 do not 
contain . . . hexavalent chromium ... ". The Commission has yet to establish maximum 
concentration values for various substances, including hexavalent chromium. 

The directive prescribes increasing recyclability of end-of-life vehicles (80% of the weight to 
be recycled as of 1/1 2006; 85% of the weight as of 1/1 2015). Probably, this will entail a 
demand for recyclable leather, possibly non-chrome leather (see Chapter 3.2). 

6. Occupational health and safety management 

The British Standards Institution has developed two standards for the assessment and 
certification of OHS management systems: BSI-OHSAS Standard 18001:1999 and 
18002:1999 (22) (23). OHSAS 18002 is ancillary to OHSAS 18001 in the same way as ISO 
14004 is ancillary to ISO 14001. 

The standards have been developed so as to be compatible with the ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 
standards, thus facilitating the integration of management systems relating to quality, 
environmental practices and occupational health and safety. 

It is to be expected that ultimately OHS management systems will be certified to the same 
extent as ISO 14001 or EMAS certification. 

7. Cross-boundary environmental management 

The Danish Board of Technology, an advisory agency to the Danish Government, 
recommends that: "The development of a market for products with lower impact on the 
environment requires that Danish companies and consumers have easy access to information 
about the environmental properties of individual products. Within the trades mentioned above 
[ one of these is the leather trade], it will be necessary to develop environmental declarations 
and ecolabelling schemes, preferably internationally standardised, e.g. through United 
Nations agencies. Furthermore, a governmental purchase and contract policy, rewarding 
companies which are able to document that they supervise sufficiently their foreign 
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subcontractors and productions, will increase the market for environmentally favourable 
products. 

Combined with this, aid in the form of training and know-how transfer must be lent in order 
to ensure that foreign subcontractors comply with the enhanced environmental demands. It 
would be useful if the (Danish) Government were to support Danish customers in this kind of 
activities" (25). 

In the report, the points of view expressed by the WTO (see Annex 17) are taken into 
account. It is pointed out that the environmental problems and their order of priority differ 
from country to country and from region to region. In performing cross-boundary 
environmental management, due consideration must be given to a country's environmental 
and social conditions. (Where tanneries are concerned, thought might be given to the 
discharge of salt with the waste water: a practice that may be dangerous or harmless, 
depending on geographical conditions). 

As mentioned in Chapter 4.1, an EMAS registered company has to ensure satisfactory 
environmental performance and practices on the part of its subcontractors and suppliers, even 
those not within the EU. 

A Danish, EMAS-registered, textile company, Novotex A/S, has developed a system for 
evaluating the environmental impact of textile production through the complete life-cycle of 
cotton as a basis for their production of eco-labelled "Green Cotton®" textiles. The system is 
ISO 14001 certified. The aim is to obtain quantitative measurements of the environmental 
impact of each step in the production process, extending right back to the very growing of the 
cotton itself (26). 

The system is used as a tool to evaluate the environmental standards maintained by the 
suppliers and check whether the companies involved are reducing the environmental impact 
of their production. The system can also be used to screen potential new suppliers. In the 
application of the system, the local conditions of the supplier are taken into consideration. 

Every supplier linked to the production chain in some way or another has to complete a 
detailed questionnaire once a year. For each criterion, a score is given, ranging from a cut-off 
level to a best available technology-level. The questionnaires are followed up by regular 
audits: for example, every third year. 

For their ecolabelled products, the company demands sustainable cultivation of cotton, 
requiring that the cotton: (a) be handpicked in order to avoid the use of defoliants; (b) contain 
no pesticide residues; and ( c) be grown according to ecolabelling standards for organic food 
production. 

The system calls for a high level of communication and administration. However, the 
company seeks to minimise the burden on its suppliers, inter alia, by supplying computer 
software and helping them with technical know-how as far as possible. 

Regular suppliers use the system to establish their own internal systems. They obtain a 
comprehensive view of their environmental conditions and relations with environmental 
authorities. 
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Consumers are becoming increasingly vociferous in their demands with respect to what may 
be termed "social" or "ethical" parameters, such as occupational safety and health, child 
labour, low wages and animal welfare. This has a knock-on effect for, importing companies. 
In the United States, an increasing number of companies have appointed ethics officers to 
manage their "ethical programmes". In the United Kingdom institutional investors are 
obliged to publish their (ethical and environmental) code of conduct (if any) governing their 
investments. 

In order to maintain their public image and reputation among consumers, many ( especially 
international) companies have adopted a code of conduct, including requirements being set 
for their suppliers and preparations being made for contingencies. 

A Danish company used to sell footballs that it had made by a subcontractor in a South-east 
Asian country. A Norwegian TV journalist reported that the footballs were sewn by children. 
Immediately, the story broke on Danish TV as well. The story was untrue as the Danish 
company had maintained a close check on its supplier. Nevertheless, it took some months to 
get the story retracted, by which time people had forgotten all about the footballs. In one 
country, the Danish company even had to bring the matter before a board of appeal. 

After this incident, the company labelled its footballs "guaranteed handsewn by adults", only 
to have the label pirated by less serious companies. 

International auditing companies have developed social auditing systems for companies 
and they conduct independent audits. For the audits, they use local auditors conversant 
with local culture and practices, in order to maintain a proper balance between Western 
norms and local conditions. 

8. Mandatory regulations and ecolabelling criteria governing various 
substances in leather 

In the interest of consumer protection, many countries, including the EU as a whole, have 
established regulations governing the amounts of hazardous substances contained in various 
materials, including leather. Countries and regions alike have prohibited the production, 
marketing or import of products containing substances with concentration levels exceeding 
the limit. Hazardous substances may also be regulated through a ban on their use in 
production. The substances or groups of substances, regulated in this way by official 
authorities, are more or less the same as the criteria most often used as in ecolabelling 
schemes. 

Substances, belonging to one or both of these groups are: pentachlorophenol, certain azo 
dyes, formaldehyde, cadmium and hexavalent chromium. 

Pentachlorophenol: 

The official limit in the EU as a whole is 1000 ppm (27). However, in most EU countries and 
in many non-EU countries, the upper limit is 5 ppm (originally established by Germany in 
1989). 
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Azo dyestuffs: 

Under certain conditions, some azo dyestuffs can decompose in the organism and generate 
certain aryl amines that are considered carcinogenic. Maximum limits for these amines (and 
consequently the corresponding dyestuffs) were initially introduced in some EU countries, 
the first being Germany in 1997. 

The regulation has since been harmonised within the EU as a whole (28). Restrictions have 
been established for azo dyestuffs which upon decomposition may generate one or more of 
21 aryl amines, specified in a list in the directive (see Annex 19). 

The upper concentration limit in leather, for example, is defined as follows: 

Products with a content of azo dyestuffs, which may generate one or more of the specified 
aryl amines in an amount corresponding to a concentration of more than 30 ppm (per amine) 
in the product, are prohibited. 

Formaldehyde: 

The relevance of the limits set for aldehydes in leather applies to a relatively short period of 
time subsequent to production since aldehydes taken up in the leather gradually become 
totally bound in the hide substance. Free aldehydes in leather, however, can very well 
provoke an allergic reaction. 

Official regulations governing the formaldehyde content in various materials are common. In 
Europe, the Japanese or Finnish guidelines are generally used (maximum limits 60 ppm and 
100 ppm, respectively). For various materials or uses, lower limits can be found: as low as 
20 ppm. 

The Finnish regulation is stricter than appears at first sight. On entry into the country, only 
one random sample in a shipment is tested by customs. If the formaldehyde concentration in 
that sample exceeds the permissible limit, the whole shipment is impounded. This means that 
in practice, the average concentration has to be substantially lower than 100 ppm. 

There appear to be no official limits on the concentration of glutaraldehyde in leather. 

Cadmium: 

In Denmark, the upper concentration limit is 75 ppm in the product. However, concentration 
figures are no longer particularly relevant since the use of pigments containing cadmium has 
ceased. 

Extractable chromium: 

According to an EU directive (29), the maximum content of extractable chromium in leather 
used in toys has been fixed at 60 ppm (HCl extraction at pH 1.5 and 37°C). 
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Hexavalent chromium: 

No official regulation has been drawn up to date. Several countries, however, are in the 
course of drafting a regulation including upper limits for the concentration of hexavalent 
chromium. Hexavalent chromium content in leather can be relatively simply avoided by 
means of process modifications. 

The use of pigments containing cadmium or hexavalent chromium has been banned. A survey 
of concentration limits according to some ecolabelling schemes is to be found in Annex 20. 
The table lists those substances used as criteria in a significant number of schemes. 

In some schemes, the expression "below detection limit" is used. The detection limit for aryl 
amines is normally stated as 30 ppm (the concentration that the EU applies as its limit). The 
detection limit for hexavalent chromium in leather is 3 ppm Cr (method IUC/18). 

In several ecolabelling schemes, the criteria for various substances are not expressed in terms 
of concentration values, but as "use in the production not allowed". 

Threshold values stipulated in the various schemes vary widely. In most cases, the lowest 
values are found in the SG and Oko-Tex schemes. 

Generally speaking, the limits are no stricter than the corresponding values found in official 
regulations. In many cases, values at or near the detection limit have been set as limits. 

9. Conclusions and recommendations 

1. Given the inevitable demand for and development towards a sustainable community in a 
globalised world as a consequence of greater population growth and increasing consumer 
awareness world-wide, environmental requirements and regulations are here to stay. 

2. However, it is hardly possible to predict in detail the consequences of this trend. In all 
probability, government and other mandatory regulations will intensify. The future of all 
voluntary schemes is determined, in the last resort, by the attitude of the final consumers. 
The ultimate question is whether a sufficient number of consumers are willing to pay 
higher prices for products declared ecologically and ethically sound. Experience in 
Western Europe to date shows that some (and not just a few) are so inclined, whereas 
others are not. 

3. As for the future, a qualified guess would be that environmental and social requirements 
set by large, mostly multinational companies are going to gain in importance. Bogus 
labelling schemes (using such terms as "nature") will disappear. 

In all likelihood, not all the ecolabelling schemes used at present will survive. Locally or 
nationally based schemes have failed to secure broad acceptance and internationally 
based schemes will gain ground at the expense of more local schemes. 

4. Third-party verification, to the extent that it is part of most current schemes, is necessary 
in order to achieve and maintain credibility. 
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5. An international ecolabelling scheme for leather and leather products conforming to ISO 
standards and WTO rules would be of great benefit to the leather industry. An 
international label would be most useful from the standpoint of exports, whereas a 
national label scheme may be helpful when dealing with local consumers and coping with 
local environmental pressure 

6. It is important that the leather industry exert to the greatest possible degree influence on 
environmental developments of relevance to the industry, such as definition of criteria in 
ecolabelling schemes or value-choices in LCAs. For example, of immediate importance is 
the chrome issue or an effective response to claims being made by such organisations as 
PET A. Tasks such as these can only be effectively performed on the basis of close 
international co-ordination within the leather industry. International organisations, such 
as ICT or IULTCS, will have an important role to play in this regard. 

7. Environmental demands are thrust upon the leather industry from without. They represent 
a challenge: a challenge that will undoubtedly be met. 

It is important to realise and take advantage of the possibilities these demands open up: 

Production of "ecological" leather and the implementation of a reliable environmental 
management system are useful marketing assets, including the maintenance of a 
positive corporate image. 

Competent environmental management goes hand in hand with competent quality 
management. Both presuppose a high level of production control. 

Environmental management systems facilitate relations with environmental 
authorities, thus saving money and eschewing problems. 

8. In many cases, for example in a tannery cluster, it is useful for a group of tanneries to 
employ jointly an environmental manager or consultant. 
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ECOLABELLING SCHEMES FOR LEATHER AND LEATHER PRODUCTS 

No. Country Organisation Name Most Products Annex 

recent No. 

version 
1 International International Council of Tanners Eco-Tox Label 1996 Leather III 
2 Indonesia BAPEDAL (Indonesian EPA) 1996 Sheep and goat skin, garment IV 

leather 
3 Germany 1) SG (Schadstoffgepruft) 1997 leather, fur, and leatherboard V 
4 Germany Lederinstitut Gerberschule Test Mark for Leather 1997 Leather and leather products VI 

Reutlingen 
5 International European Union Community Eco-label to 1999 Footwear VII 

Footwear 
6 Netherlands Stichting Milieukeur Certification Schedule Footwear 1999 Footwear VIII 
7 Netherlands Stichting Milieukeur Certification Schedule Furniture 1999 Furniture IX 
8 International TESTEXl Oko-Tex Standard 100 2000 Leather and leather products X 
9 Austria Bundesministerium fur Umwelt, Osterreichisches Umweltzeichen 2000 Office furniture XI 

Jugend, und Familie 
10 Brazil Associacao Brasileira de Marca ABNT - Qualidade 2000 Footwear XVIII 

Normas Tecnicas Ambiental 
11 Catalonia Departament de Medi Ambient Distintiu de garantia de qualitat 2000 Leather products XII 

ambientai3> 
12 India Central Pollution Control Board Ecomark Criteria for Finished 2000 Leather XIII 

(India) Leather 
.. 

1) Pruf- und Schuhforschungsinstitut Pirmasens; TUV Rheinland Sicherheit und Umweltschutz GmbH; Institut Fresenius 
2) International Association for Research and Testing in the Field of Textile Ecology 
3) Emblem of guarantee of environmental quality 

~ 
::l 
Cl) 
>< 
N 



Annex 3 

International Council of Tanners m 
ICT ECO-lox Guideline No. 1/96 

Environmental Impact and Safety Compliance Statement 

This lcatlw is IIWIUractured from a renewable natural resource which is itself a by-product of food 
production. No cdacean derived products have been used in processing nor arc the skin., derived from any 
speci~ Ii~ under the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora 
(CITES) Annexes I and II. Effluent and wastes arising from the production oft.ho leather have been treated 
and disposed of aocording to<0 Law, 
Rlaling to removal of organic matter, heavy mdal and other toxic ions. 

The producer has in place an Environmental Management and Audit Scheme which is assessed according 
toCl) . . 

The supplicc advises that the undennentioncd materials have not been used in tho production of this leather, 
aldloup they may be present in insignificant amounts arising from acknowledged trace contaminants of 
dll:micaJs used in processing. 

Consumer Safety Factor Absence determined by Umlt for tnsipllficance 
process<,> or QuanUty found by 

analnls141 

Cadmium based pimicnts .SOmg,,k g Total Cadmium 
Soluble nidcel salts - 2.5n121'h 
Soluble henvalait dvomiwn 5ml!/lr.e - . I 5Rl1!.l'ltl! . 
C.cllnpounds which release uyl amines 50mgikg 
-.der reductive conditionsm 

Declaration issued by: _ 

on behalf of _ 

Order reference: Date: _ 

Test House providing analytical data: 
(if applicable): _ 

(I) 

II) 

(J) 

Insert name of country. 
Insert namo of scheme, if any, cg BS7750, 
or state if internal. 
Tide if chemical not used in processing. 

•> 
(5) 

Recomm ended methods given overleaf .. 
A3 determined in Bundcsgesctzblait, 
Jahrgang 1994, Tcil I. (Germany). 

0 Copyright reserved JCT 
P.T.O. 
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Amiek 4 , I 
I 

Elfflr'Omuent Impart ~cmait AgJ.cies 
(BAP.BDAL) l 

! 

; 
I 

I 

: DECREE 
DIRECTOR OF THE ENVIRONMENT IMPACT MANAGEMENT 

i AGENCIES . 
; . I 

~r.: Kep-071996 , 
; OD 
I ' THE APPOINT.MENT OF THE INDONESIAN ECO-LABELLING 

EXPERTS COl\fMITTEE 

THE TASKS: 

•. : . I 

a Determine the products and /or ~ces category fypes will be arranged in eco-labelling 
I ' 

progr amwes on priority scale basis. j 
b. Formulate a general guide on ecolabel criteria for products and /or services. 

c. Appoint a technical team whose ~ are preparing draft on products and/or services category 
' 

ecolabel criteria as stated iu item a ; 
• I 

d Prepare and submit final draft on l ecolabel criteria as stated in item c to the direclcir of 
• • • t . 

. . 
F.nvironmem Impact management Ag~cies or other officers in eharge, , 1 

I 
e. Prepare materials for discussions on the fuaal draft of ecolabel criteria as stated in item d • 

I 
I 

f Provide snggestions/advicesfor fhe ~or of the EviroIIIDelll Impact Management Agencies for 
I 

inputs received from all linkaged patties in ecolabel criteria detenninati on. 
I • : 

g. Provide suggestions mid proposals on institutional development, system, mechanism, · and . ' 
l . 

procedure of eeo-Iabelling implemeut2tion for the director ofF.nviromneot Impact mansge'iileut 
; - .. 
; A8encies. 

I I 

b. Prwai e and submit reports on die task implemenfation periodically to the directot- of 
' • I 

I Enviromrieat Impact mansgement ageaeies or other officers in charge. 

I 

Q. 03.'. ,t2 _.qe, 
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SHEEP ANq GOAT SKIN GAfil1ENT LEATHER . !~, 
L Enmonmental requirements :! 

Ca4' ci~.,.o..,- 
- i I 

I 

i : 

! 
No. f Enviromnental aspect Requirement 

i 
Method 

' 

1. M2terials used 

I --. 

Mit.crials used are of skios produced 
by ~laubtered sheep m goats e.xx:ept 
th~ of productive femeles-. 

I 

I l 

~eats issued by ~ers and 
.aiigned by Gcoeral Manager- and 
approv ed by the bead! ol slaughter 
houses. 1 I 

2. Chemical use 0:203 coatent rniniroum 2.5% 
oil]- or fat cootent rmx. 6--12¾~ pH 
3.Sf-7 .O; water com.cm. etc. 
PCP, heavy metals, u:odyes, 
fOQna.ldehyde are not allowed, 

! 

Statements issued by producers aod 
signed by General M~ enclosed 
with product ~ ~crtificates 
issced by lRDLAI (eonform SNI. 06- 
0234• l 989) and t.estiJ;ig L ccrti~cate 
using Ge mJd .ASS fo/ ~~ 
metal subs:Ytancei.. PCP;and Az,;,dyes. 

3. In~ Ma COD 300 .mgs/1. 
~BODlSO~ 
M.d:.fat5mgs/l 
MaiNED 10 mgs/1 
Mat. S 1 m£ll 
Max:TSSlSO~ 
Mn. Cc. 2 mgs/1 
Max:.PH&-9 

Statements issued by . ~ and 
~I signed by General ~er enclosed 

vi.th efilualt testing! . ~mificatcs 
issued by IRDLAI or ! Eavirooment 
Health Technical Imtib.Jtc (BTICL} 
conforming with Taimeey Waste 
W~ Quality Stan~ : Kcp. 
03/Meo.KLH/II/91 - j ! 

4_ Air Emission ID.S=0.03pprn 
.Aml!ncmia!NH3 = 2.0 ppm 
S)Zt,=0.10ppm 
~= 0.26 mg/m:3 
No~e=<70 

i 

Statements issued by ~cen. and 
signed by ~cral Mm:Jger enclosed 
with testing . ccrtific~ iissu.ed by 
IRDLAl com · vith. .;...,..,i...........t onnmg ' ~---~---- 
of : Kep. 02/.Men.Kili/1/1988 

l i 

I 

I 

Q c)~ u _q(, 



i. 

Il. Function.al requirements : 

; I ' ! I 

No. Environmental aspect I Requirement i I 

I Method l ! 
i ; 

I 

. db ~j d 1. Visually inspected : ; ~ 1SSUe cy pro cers an ' 
Grain side Not loose signed by General Mznageri e4closecl 
Leather- performance Compact. plastic and $Oft with product tcstlni cert~ficates 
Finishes Even an# bril?1ll . issued by IRDLAI ( confcsrns with . Tear-resistance strong.' good SNI 06-0234-1989) '. : 
Elasticity Elastic l ' 

I i 
2. Physical: I I 

Thiclcness 0.8• l.7 ~ (for~ shoes ) I 
-· 1.4-1.'7 mn ( for daily purpose-army I 

shoes) ! 
1.6-7...0 !mm ( for on duty purpose- 
army shoes) I 

' Tannitlg Properly tamed 
Rub fastness : dry unfadc; I I 

wet little fade is allowed 
Tensile: stn:ngth :Min2~kgs/cm2 ; i 

Tensile strctc:h Max. 70:0/4 
Flexil>ility Min. 20)000 times 
water absotptioo i 

' ~ Zhouo. Max. 80"/o i 
b. 24.houn. Max 109°/o ! 
Burting resistance Max. 600 psi. 

I i 
! 

I I 

' 
'I 

I 
I 
" 

I 

I 
I 

i i 
I 
I 



J.I I .i.• .. 
• ; 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
IV. Adutioa.al Re..airaneats.. \ 

I 
I 
i 

I : \ 
No. Environmental aspect I Requnement· 

\ 
Method 

• I 

1. Label ~e emir ou11 ientaJ logo is not Obscnative 
iiiroduced ~ tltly regnlatiooal ; . . 
reauiretuc:ats mulable. i ( . l 

2. Notepads Ncke pads should be attached. Qb$ervati ave 

i ' ; ; 
i . ; 

; I 
i : ' I I . ; I ~ - 

lt J ~ that C"OIJSI JOJCT' packing 3. Plickmg Sblt~ issued by~ that 
is made fram msteria1s conf.orming padcing \ is sifl1),ed by i tbe general 
cnvh 01 a, ~J ~ those .: I I 

l":91Jii8'=; ' 
are\ recycleable ~ or other . ' \ 
mat.briais to be recycled. : I 

; eas:f . ; ; 

' : ~ 

' 

\ 
i 
\ 
I 
I 
i 
1 
I 
I 
I 

\ 
i 
I 
I 

! 
I 
i 
i 

\· 
i 



Be on the safe side - 
with shoes, leather goods, 
leather clothing and 
leather products 

Annex 5 
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.. * SCHADSTOFFGEPRUFT 
Pruf- und Forschungs 

institut Pirmasens 

* This mark has been registered as a service mark with the German Patent Office 

SCHADSTOFFGEPRUFT = tested for harmful substances 



Responsibility Health SG criteria for testing 
~ As at July 7, 1997 
l(H,WSlfYl(lf;~ 

Natural materials such as Responsible manufacturers Parameters Leather, fur Textiles Leather fibre Paper, wood, I Adhesives I Methods/standards applied 

leather and fur have to be and retailers of shoes, leather material11I cellulose fibre, cork 

tanned and dyed to achieve goods, leather clothing and Limit values Limit values Limit values Limit values Limit values 

the desired characteristics. the materials required for Adults/ Adults/ Adults/ Adults/ Adults/ 

Chemicals are also used for production know the danger children 111 children Ill children 111 children 111 children 111 

conservation purposes while and act accordingly. Odour typical ol product 131 typical of product 131 typical of product 131 typical of product 131 typical of product 131 I SNV 195 65 t 

the materials are in storage Colour fastness Ill 
or in transit. To document that their prod- Fastness 10 rubbing with 

ucts have been manufac- perspiration solution acid/alkaline 3 min. 4 min. 3- 4 min. DIN 5407.0 / QIN 53339 

Chemicals are indispensable tured with exceptional care, pH of aqueous 35-7.01- 8 01151 4.5- 7.5 35- 7.0 4.5- 7.5 textiles: ISO 3071 
for the production of leather they label them with the SG exnact leather: DIN 51112 

goods - today and in the mark which verifies that the Formaldehyde (rr.lcasablc 150/50 mg/kg 150/50 mg/kg 150/50 mg/kg 150/50 mg/kg 150/50 mg/kg LAW 112, leather: DIN 53315 
future. goods have been "tested for under test conditicnsl 

harmful substances". 
Glynxill. Gl11iilrillrlr,hyd each 150/50 mg/kg 150/50 mg/kg 150/50 mg/kg 150/50 mg/kg DIN 53315 

In order to protect con- 
sumers, chemical substances This mark is awarded only to Pentachloropneno' (PCP) 0,5 mg/kg 0,5 mg/kg 3 mg/kg 0,5 mg/kg 0,5 mg/kg 161 DIN 53313 

may only be used as long as 
products which meet the Chlunnated phenol es 171, Sum 1 mg/kg 1 mg/kg 3 mg/kg 1 mg/kg 1 mg/kgl6I DIN53313 

they do not constitute any 
stringent limits and para- (other than rCl'I 
meters for harmful sub- 

danger to health. stances set forth in the SG P~sticides IOI/wood preservatives M 11 mg/kg/ /1ID1 1 mg/kg// 1 mg/kg 11DI/ / 1 mg/kg/ /1 mg/kg extraction. DIN 38407-F-2 or HPlC 

Consequently, it is extremely 
catalogue of test criteria. forlJ1dd,,,, szc dyP., I ,,~1 detoctab!e not oeiectable not detectable not detectable textiles: section 35 LM8G 82.02-2 
All SG limits are much lower leather: section 35 LM8G 82.02·3 

important to check that they than the statutory specifi- Allergiz,ng disperse dyes not detectable extraction TLC 
are used correctly during pro- cations. 
duction, that the auxiliaries Ouomium VI, soluble not detectable not detectable not detectable not detectable DIN 53314 

are suitable and that the The SG mark confirms that Soluble minernl 200/ 50 mg/kg 200/ 50 mg/kg extraction, determination 
materials contain only a low there is no danger to health tanning agents, soluble by ICP-OES, AAS 

quantity of harmful sub- according to present-day total Al. Cr, Ti, Zr content 

stances or, even better, none knowledge. Substances extractable 
at all. 

And this gives the co_nsumer 
by washing out: 

I 
I I I DIN 53307 

Upper leather/ lining leather/ I 15% 15% / 1.5% 

This is the only way to obtain 
security. vache lcnther/ sole 15%/5% 5% / 1.5% 

products which are not harm- Other heavy metals 

ful to health. (soluble): 

Anlirnony 2.0 mg/kg 2.0 mg/kg extraction in accordance 
Arsenic 0.2 mg/kg 0.2 mg/kg 0.2 mg/kg 0.2 mg/kg with DIN 5~020, 
Cadmium 0.1 mg/kg 0.1 mg/kg 0.1 mg/kg 0.1 mg/kg detennination by 
Chromium, total content 2.0 mg/kg 2.0 mg/kg means QI ICP-OES, AAS 
Cobalt 4.0 mg/kg 4.0 mg/kg 4.0 mg/kg 4.0 mg/kg 
Copper 60.0 mg/kg 60.0 mg/kg 60.0 mg/kg 60.0 mg/kg 
Lead 0.8 mg/kg 0.8 mg/kg 0.8 mg/kg 0.8 mg/kg 
Mercury 0.02 mg/kg 0.02 mg/kg 0.02 mg/kg 0.02 mg/kg 
Nickel 4.0 mg/kg 4.0 mo/kg 4.0 mg/kg 4.0 mg/kg 
Tin 1.0 mg/kg 1.0 mg/kg 



Annex 6 

Lederinstitut Gerberschule Reutoingen 
LEHR-, PROF- UNO FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT 

Dear Sirs, 

The Lederinstitut Gerberschule Reutlingen (LGR) grants a certificate in 
conjunction with a test mark for leather which has been produced in an 
environmentally acceptable way and tested for hazardous substances as well as 
for articles which have been made from these leathers. 

The foundations for this constitute legally binding definitions by the leather manu 
facturer an~ initial sample testing by the materials testing department of the LGR. 

The management of the test marks by means of an appropriate application and 
random sample test, which are at the discretion of the test place, can be extended 
over the initial period of operation of one year by a further six months. The LGR 
reserves the right to obtain products from the tested leathers in the market place 
and conduct random tests on them. · 

An additional element of the process may be an audit of the leather producing 
company by LGR staff. In this context both the requirements of the leather manu 
facturing and the environmental aspects will be tested. This audit is not a com 
pulsory requirement in the acquisition of the test certificate. It should however be 
aspired to by the certificate holders. 

The following declarations must be handed over by the leather manufacturer with 
the application and must be confirmed by the legally binding signature of the 
authorised representative. 

Hausadresse: 
Erwin-Seiz-Stral3e 9 
0-72764 Reuuingen 

Postanschritt: 
Postfach 29 44 
0-72719 Reutlingen 

e-mail: lgr@schwaben.de 
Tel. (071 21) 1623-0 USt.-ldNr.: 
Fax (07121\ 1623-11 DE 146484890 

Bankkonto: 
Volksbank Reutnnoan 
1B1.Z 640 901 00\ 
Konto Nr. 101 E17 ~02 

=>0stSC~CC'.< S~~::::.:.~ 
:3LZ c:-a :•!o ~: 

·-:or.::: .,. _: ,::. 



page 2 of 10 pages 

1. Information on the Leather Production 

This information of the leather production represents legally binding declarations 
by the leather manufacturer, which may only be given by the manufacturers them 
selves and cannot be delegated. The information assists the LGR in the decision 
to issue the certificate and the test mark. The examination of the leather in ques 
tion can only be undertaken after delivery of the completed application and com 
pliance with all points of the requirements. 

The LGR pledges the confidential treatment of the manufacturer and all the infor 
mation provided in the application. 

,,, ... ,.·:~~:~i~~1~,~:;:~:~i:l~f :;,:iil!i:f;f;ii~~l~~,ij'~!~:il:) 
(Should pre-finished interim products like wet-blue or crust leather be manufactured elsewhere, then 
the finished leather manufacturer must have the certificates for these products which must be attached 
to the application). 

1.1 Leather Manufacturer with Full Company Address 
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1.2 Name and Address of the Authorised Representative 

1.3 Leather type, Description or Brand Name relating to manufacture or 
brought about by use 

1.3.1 Leather Colour Description used: (Main, primary and secondary colours 
descnptions) 
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1.3. 1.1 Main Leather Colour. (for overall testing) 

1.3.1.2 Primary Leather Colours: (under this point 10 primary leather colours may be given 
which are also subject to the additional test in point 2.1.3.) 

1.3.2 Perceived use of Leather. (e.g. bags, shoe upper leather etc) 

1.3.3 Animal and Leather Type: (bovine aniline leather, goat suede etc) 
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1.4 Information on the Fulfilment of Environmental Reguirements in the 
Country of Manufacture 

1.4.1 Sulphide removal 

Requirements in the country of manufacture in mg H2S/I: _ 
respectively in mg s2·11: or in freight of: _ 

Total Effluent: □ Partial Flow: □ 
The fulfilment of this requirement must be substantiated by the 
forwarding of at least two inspection certificates of the last six months 
prior to Application (with copies of Analysis Statements for the 
application). yes: □ 

1.4.2 · Minimisation of Chrome Emission 

Requirements in the country of manufacture in mg Cr/I _ 

respectively in freight of: _ 

Total Effluent: □ 
.• 

Partial Flow: □ 
The fulfilment of this requirement must be substantiated by the 
forwarding of at least two inspection certificates of the last six months 
prior to Application (with copies of Analysis Statements for the 
application). yes: □ 
(Only to be completed when using Chrome-Ill-salts. in the wet processing.) 

1.4.3 The total effluent from the leather manufacturing process is 
mechanically: yes □ and biologically treated: yes □ 
This information is valid for direct discharge: □ 
and also for indirect discharge: □ of which the effluent is 
treated, e.g. in a municipal treatment plant mechanically and biologically. 

The stated compliance with the environmental requirements can be 
verified at any time by an authorised member of staff of the LGR in the 
company. The compliance with the environmental requirements of the 
country of manufacture must be substantiated for six months prior to 
delivery of the application by provision on request of the inspection 
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analysis. The ongoing fulfilment of the environmental requirements must 
be substantiated on request through regular verification for the period of 
the validity of the certificate by means of analysis reports. 

1.5 For materials which have been added and remain in the leather, the 
safety data sheets and supplier product specifications are available, from 
which the following required data regarding the product content are 
evident. 
{The safety data sheets must be provided by the leather manufacturer with the application. 
Duplicates of the safety data sheets must be kept by the leather manufacturer with the test 
number for a period of 3 years. They may be examined by the test place) 

1.5.1 Tanning/Retanning agents yes□ no□ 
1.5.2 Dyestuffs: (Excluding Az.o dyes, which in the 5th directive to the 

·modification of the Commodities Act of the Federal Republic of Germany 
can be split into named amines.) 

yes□ no□ 
1.5.3 Fatty materials: (Absorbable organic halogen compounds must not be 

included (AOX).) 
yes□ no□ 

1.5.4 Finishing materials: (Only waterbased finishing products may be used. 
Use of e.g. top coats with organic solvents must guarantee compliance 
with the legal requirements.) 

yes□ no□ 

1.5.5 Bactericides and fungicides: (Products containing PCP must not be 
used) 

yes□ no□ 
The active agents of the applied products must be indicated as follows: 
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The leather manufacturer is liable by means of this legally binding declaration for 
the accuracy and the observance of the information provided in the application. 
Any changes to the manufacturing process which infringe upon the details given 
must be notified to the test centre immediately. Only they may decide whether the 
certificate with the test mark can be maintained. Should changes occur with 
regard to the named authorised representative then this must be advised together 
with the signature of the new authorised representative to the LGR. 

Should it be established by the LGR through investigation that the observance of 
the basis on which the granting of the certificate was made is no longer applicable 
then a warning will be issued by the LGR and in the case of a failure to comply 
the authorised use of the certificate can be withdrawn. 

Tests leading to the granting of the certificate can only be carried out on new 
unused leather, they cannot be undertaken on leathers taken from a user 
situation. 

As the LGR has no influence on the sampling and the continuity of production, the 
certificate and test mark with reference to the leather sample testing only relate to 
those samples submitted and examined. The guarantee by the test centre for the 
finished lots according to the declarations is therefore excluded. 

The following signature will be provided by the authorised representative: 

Name and function of the authorised representative: 

Place and date: 
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2.1.1 Chrome VI Compounds 

2.1.2 Pentachlorophenol (PCP) 

below the detection limit of the test 
method DIN 53 314 

below the prescribed maximum 
levels of 5 mg/kg ( chemical 
prohibition directive of the Federal 
Republic of Germany 14 October 
1993) 

2.1.3 Azo Dyestuffs which can be split 
off in cancer producing amines 

2.1.4 Free and by partial hydrolysis 
separable formaldehyde 

below the detection limit of the test 
method DIN 53 316 E 

not above 200 mg/kg 

These tests can, according to need and as decided by the test centre, be 
enlarged upon or extended by means of the following examinations: 

2.1.5 Smell test not below level 3 

2.1.6 Qualitative test on free sulphur negative 

2.2 Designation of the analysis processes used: 

(Where the test methods are still under development they will be used by 
the test centre in conformity with the latest position. This will be 
guaranteed by collaboration with the relevant national and international 
governing bodies.) 
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2.2 Designation of the analysis processes used: 

(Where the test methods are still under development they will be used by 
the test centre in conformity with the latest position. This will be 
guaranteed by collaboration with the relevant national and international 
governing bodies.) 

Chrome VI compounds DIN 53 314 
Pentachlorophenol content- DIN 53 313 
Establishment of Arylamine DC / HPLC / GC-MS - DIN 53 316 E 
Formaldehyde content, (free and by partial hydrolysis separable) 
dependent upon B 82.02 - Official Collection of Examination processes 
according to Section 35 LMBG. 

2.3 The following quality tests are s u g g e s t e d (where required they can 
be replaced or extended by other tests): 

2.3.1 Test for Rub fastness for 
teamer colours and finishes 
DIN 53 339 

2.3.2 Determination of the pH value of 
an aqueous leather extract 
DIN 53 312 

The requirements will be 
established according to the type of 
leather 

minimum 3.5 (a limitation of the pH 
value to the alkali zone will only 
ensue if required) 
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3 Testing fees 

3. 1 For basic testing of one main leather colour with test certificate and 
specifcation of test number 2.300,- OM 

3.2 For every additional leather colour according to 1.3.1.2 300,- OM 

3.3 For auditing at the request of the applying company or test certificate 
holder: 
Travelling expenses (using the most appropriate, fastest means of 
transport), 
Remuneration for time spent in compilation of the 
audit certificate (daily rate 700,- OM) 

3.4 For extension of the overall test certificate 
on application after expiry of 1 year 500,- OM 

3.4.1 In· case of nonconformance discovered during the course of random 
sample inspections for 3.4, incurred test expenses as well as costs for 
any necessary issue of reminders shall be charged in addition. A new 
leather of the colour designation in question must be submitted, for which 
repeat testing expenses must be charged accordingly. 

3.5 If nonconformance to basic requirements is discovered during the course 
of basic random sampling inspections, testing and reminder expenses 
will be charged on the basis of the inspections forming the subject of the 
objection. 
New leathers must be provided for the nonconforming samples taken 
from the random sample inspection. The inspection costs incurred here 
shall also be charged. 

3.6 Should it become necessary to withdraw a test certificate, 
administrational costs shall be chargedat 300,-- DM 



j, :,~,~~'~2;~~¥~it:~~~~ftt}·~ijt',~:~~~:,;, 
The Lederinstitut Gerberschule Reutlingen hereby grants the company: 

use of the authorisation for the leather which under the following 
description or trade mark in the inspection application: 

and the colour descriptions: 

for the designated production for one year from the date of granting the 
application of this 

Certificate and Test Mark 

with the test number: 

The certificate and test number can also be used for objects which have been 
manufactured either in total or to the greater extent (min of 80% of the leather surface 
area) from the leather tested. Labelling of finished items where other leather which has 
not been tested is also included must feature the reference to the leather which can 
display the test mark and test number in a clear and unmistakable manner. 

The test mark must exactly represent the points given by the test centre in form and text 
and, like the test number, be clearly recognisable and legible. The required minimum 
size must be adhered to. No particular colour specification is made. 

In the case of an approved extension of the application, no change of test mark and 
number will apply. 

Date 

Lederinstitut Gerberschule Reutlingen 

Dr.-lng. H.-P. Germann 
Director 

Dipl. Chem. J. Lange 
Head of material testing 
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COMMISSION DECISION 
of 17 February 1999 

establishing the ecological criteria for the award of the Community eco-label to 
footwear 

(notified under document number C{l 999) 340) 

(Text with EEA relevance} 

{1999/179/EC) 

THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 

Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Community, 

Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 880/92 of 
23 March 1992 on a Community eco-label award 
scheme ('), and in particular the second subparagraph of 
Article 5(1) thereof, 

Whereas the first subparagraph of Article 5(1) of Regula 
tion (EEC) No 880/92 provides that the conditions for the 
award of the Community eco-label shall be defined by 
product group; 

Whereas Article 10(2) of Regulation (EEC) No 880/92 
states that the environmental performance of a product 
shall be assessed by reference to the specific criteria for 
product groups; 

Whereas in accordance with Article 6 of Regulation (EEC) 
No 880/92, the Commission has consulted the principal 
interest groups within a consultation forum; 

Whereas the measures set out in this Decision are in 
accordance with the opinion of the committee set up 
pursuant to Article 7 of Regulation (EEC) No 880/92, 

HAS ADOPTED THIS DECISION: 

Article 1 

The product group 'footwear' (hereinafter referred to as 
'the product group') shall mean: 

'All articles of clothing designed to protect or cover 
the foot, with a fixed outer sole which comes into 
contact with the ground'. 

Article 2 

The environmental performance and the fitness for use of 
the product group shall be assessed by reference to the 
specific ecological and fitness for use criteria set out in 
the Annex. 

Article J 

The product group definition and the specific ecological 
criteria for the product group shall be valid for a period of 
three years from the first day of the month following the 
adoption of the criteria. 

Article 4 

For administrative purposes the product group code No 
assigned to this product group shall be 'O I 7'. 

Article 5 

This Decision is addressed to the Member States. 

Done at Brussels, 17 February 1999. 

For the Commission 
Ritt BJERREGMRD 

Member of the Commission 

(') OJ L 99, 11. 4. 1992, p. I. 
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ANNEX 

In order to qualify for an eco-label, the product as defined in Article I must comply with the criteria of this 
Annex, with tests carried out on application as indicated in the criteria. Where appropriate, other test methods 
may be used if their equivalence is accepted by the competent body assessing the application. Where no tests 
are mentioned, or are mentioned as being for use in verification or monitoring, competent bodies should rely 
as appropriate on declarations and documentation provided by the applicant and/or independent verifications. 

The competent bodies are recommended to take into account the implementation of recognised environ 
mental management schemes, such as EMAS or ISO 14001, when assessing applications and monitoring 
compliance with the criteria in this Annex. 

These criteria aim in particular at limiting the levels of toxic residues and the emissions of volatile organic 
compounds, and at promoting a more durable product. 

The functional unit is one pair of shoes. Requirements are based on shoe size 40 Paris point. For children's 
shoes the requirements apply for a size 32 Paris point (or the largest size in the case of maximum sizes smaller 
than 32 Paris point). 

ECOLOGICAL CRITERIA 

I. Residues in the final product 

(a) The average concentration of residues in the final product shall not exceed the following: 

- chromium (VI): 

- arsenic: 

-cadmium: 

-lead: 

JO ppm, 

10 ppm, 

10 ppm, 

JO ppm. 

Test methods (wt report required on application) 

Cr (VI): standard EN 420 (note that difficulties in measurement due to interferences may be 
encountered when analysing certain coloured leathers), 

Cd, Pb, As: analyses by atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS) following digestion by strong acid. 

Sample preparation: 

(I) Separate the upper components from the bottom components, 

(2) grind completely the upper components and the bottom components, keeping both separate, 

(3) analyse a sample of each of these two preparations, 

(4) the concentrations of the above substances in each of these two samples shall not exceed the 
above values. 

(b) The amount of free and partially hydrolysable formaldehyde of the textile components of the footwear 
shall not exceed 75 ppm and of the leather components shall not exceed ISO ppm. 

Test methods (test report required on application) 

- textiles: Japan Law 112, SFS 4996 or Preniso 14184-1 

- leather: !UC 94.50001 a or DIN .53315 

2. Emissions from the production of material 

The waste water from leather tanning sites shall be treated, either by an in-house or municipal waste water 
treatment plant/facility, so as to achieve a reduction of the COD content of at least 75 %. 

Test method (test report and appropriate complementary data required on application) 

COD: ISO 6060 water quality, determination of chemical oxygen demand 
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3. Use of harmful substances (up until purchase) 

(a) Pentachlorphenol (PCP) and its salts and esters shall not be used. 

Test method (for purposes of verification) 

- textiles: 

- leather: 

gas chromatography (GC) with electron capture detection (ECO), limit 
value 0,05 ppm 

analyses should be carried out by DIN 53313 with 
(a) mass spectrometry (MS) or 
(b) electron capture detection (ECD); limit value 5 ppm. 

(b) No azo dyes shall be used that may cleave to any of the following aromatic amines: 

4-aminodiphenyl 

benzidinc 

4-chloro-o-toluidine 

2-naphthylamine 

o-amino-azotoluene 

2-amino-4-nitrotoluenc 

p-chloroaniline 

2,4-diaminoanisol 

4,4' -diaminodiphenylmethanc 

3,3' -dichlorobenzidine 

3,3' -dimethoxybenzidine 

3,3' -dimethylbenzidine 

3,3' -dimethyl-4,4' -diaminodiphenylmcthanc 

p-cresidine 

4,4' -methylene-bis-(2-chloraniline) 

4,4' -oxydianilinc 

4,4' -thiodianiline 

o-toluidine 

2,4-diaminotolucne 

2,4,5-trimethylaniline 

4-aminoazobenzene 

o-anisidine 

(92-67-1) 

(92-87-5) 

(95-69-2) 

(91-59-8) 

(97-56-3) 

(99-55-8) 

(106-47-8) 

(615-05-4) 

(101-77-9) 

(91-94-1) 

(119-90-4) 

(119-93-7) 

(838-88-0) 

(120-71-8) 

(101-14-4) 

(101-80-4) 

(139-65-1) 

(95-53-4) 

(95-80-7) 

(I 37-17-7) 

(60-09-3) 

(90-04-0) 

Test method (for purposes of verification) 

textiles: German method B-82.02 or equivalent, limit 30 ppm. (Note that false positives are possible 
for 4-aminoazobcnzene and confirmation is therefore recommended), 

leather: standard DIN 53316, limit 30 ppm. (Note that false positives are possible for 4-aminoazo 
benzene, 4-aminodiphcnyl and 2-naphthylaminc and confirmation is therefore recommended). 

4. Use of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) during final assembly of shoes 

The total use of VOCs during final footwear production, for the following categories, shall not exceed on 
average: 

- general sports, children, occupational, men's town, specialist cold: 
- casual, women's town: 

- fashion, infants, indoor: 

30 gr VOC/pair, 

25 gr VOC/pair, 

20 gr VOC/pair. 

VOCs arc any organic compound having at 293,15 K a vapour pressure of 0,01 kPa or more, or having a 
corresponding volatility under the particular conditions of use. 
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The total use of VOCs during final shoe production shall be calculated as follows: 

M(VOCtot,I) - l: (M(,dhui,n) X c(VOC.)) + I: (A(fi•i•hn) X M(fioithn) X c(VOCI)) 

Where: 

M(VOC1oul) 

Mt,dhuivn) 

C(VOC,) 

A(fini1hn) 

M(liniahn) 

the total use of voes in the production of the pair of shoes (g). 

the amount of adhesives (') applied to the pair of shoes considered (g), 

the voe content of the adhesives applied (index: g VOes per g adhesive), 

the area of the pair of shoes onto which the finish (1) is applied (m'), 

the amount of finish applied per metre square (g/m2), 

the VOC content of the finishes applied (index: g VOCs per g finish), C(VOCI) 

and: 

(') only adhesives with solvents have to be taken into account. Water based and hot melt adhesives are 
exempted; 

(') finishes: base coats, top coats and repair coats, (upper) finish layers of leather, synthetics upper, lining, 
cotton, etc. only when based on solvents. 

Registration of purchased leather, adhesives, finishes and production of footwear over at least the last six 
months is required. 

5. Electric components 

The footwear shall not contain any electric or electronic components. 

6. Packaging of the final product 

(a) Where cardboard boxes are used for the final packaging of footwear, they shall be made from a 
minimum of 80 % recycled material. 

(b) Where plastic bags are used for the final packaging of footwear, they shall be made from recycled 
material. 

CONSUMER INFORMATION 
7. User instructions 

The following information shall be supplied with the product: 

- these shoes have been treated to improve their water resistance. They do not require further treatment. 
(fhis criterion is applicable only to footwear that has been water-resistant treated), 

- where possible repair your footwear rather than throw them away. This is less damaging to the 
environment. 

FITNESS FOR USE CRITERIA 
8. Parameters contributing to durability 

Occupational and safety footwear must carry the CE mark {in accordance with Council Directive 89/ 
686/EEC (') on the approximation of the laws of the Member States relating to personal protective 
equipment). All other footwear must meet the requirements indicated in the table below (test report 
required on application). The parameters referred to are measured according to the following test methods: 

- uppers flex resistance: 

- uppers tear strength: 

- uppers bondability: 

- outersoles flex resistance: 

- outersoles abrasion resistance: 

- outersoles bondability: 

- insoles water absorption and desorption: 
- uppers water resistance: 
- outersoles water resistance: 

Document CEN/TC 309 N 113 
Document CEN/TC 309 N 115 

EN 1392 
prEN 12769 

prEN 12770 

EN 1392 

prEN 12746 
Document GEN/TC 309 N 121 
prEN 13072. 

(') OJ L 399, 30. 12. 1989, p. 18. 



Parameters contributing to durability 

General sports Children's Casual Men's town Specialist cold Women's Fashion Infants Indoor town 

Uppers flex resistance: (kc without visible Dry= 100 Dry = 100 Dry - 80 Dry - 80 Dry - 100 Dry= 50 Dry - 15 Dry - 15 Dry - 15 
damage) Wet= 20 Wet= 20 Wet= 20 Wet= 20 Wet= 20 Wet= 10 

-20 °C = 30 

Uppers tear strength: 
(Average tear force, N) 

- leather 80 60 60 60 60 40 30 30 30 
- other materials 40 40 40 40 40 40 30 30 30 

Uppers bondability: (N/mm) 4,0 4,0 3,0 3,5 4,0 3,0 2,5 3,0 2,5 

Outersoles flex resistance: 
Cut growth (mm) $4 $4 S5 S6 S 6 $ 8 S 12 $ 12 
Nsc = no spontaneous crack nsc nsc nsc nsc nsc at nsc nsc nsc 

-10°C 

Outersoles abrasion resistance: 
D 0,9 g/cm3 (mm") S 200 S 250 S 200 S 350 S 200 S 400 S 450 S 400 S 450 
D < 0,9 g/cm3 (mg) S 150 s 170 S 150 S 200 S 150 S 250 :5 300 S 250 S 300 

Outersoles bondability: 
(N/mm) 

D 0,9 g/cm3 4,0 4,0 3,5 3,5 3,5 3,0 2,5 3,0 2,5 
D < 0,9 g/cm3 3,0 3,0 3,0 3,0 3,0 3,0 2,5 3,0 2,5 

Insoles water absorption and desorption: abs 
(mg/cm2) 

90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 
des(%) 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 

In addition, specialist cold footwear shall meet the following requirements for water resistance: 

- uppers: penetration time 240 min, absorption < 25 %, 

- outersoles: penetration time 60 min and afer two hours water absorption < 20 % (highly water resistant - applicable only to certain soling material). 
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Annex 8 

CERTIFICATION SCHEDULE 

FOOTWEAR 

Effective from: 

Exempted for use until 

Established by: 

Code: 

1 april 1999 

1 april 2002 

Stichting Milieukeur 

Serial number 

SL5 

MKll 

This certification schedule comprises 15 pages (excluding cover sheet) 

No part of this certification schedule may be reproduced in any form without permission from 
Stichting Milieukeur 
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1. Product group 

This certification schedule pertains to the product group footwear. 

This product group covers "all articles of clothing intended to protect or cover the foot 
with a sole that comes into contact with the ground". 

1. For Milieukeur to be applied to footwear, at least 95% of the weight must consist of 
or more than 90% of the surface of the leg material specified in appendix 1. 
The requirements in this certification schedule apply provided that the materials referred 
to in appendix I .account for more than 5% of the weight or more than 10% of the surface 
of the upper material of the footwear. 

The requirements are set for shoe size 40. If this "test model" meets the criteria, then the 
entire series complies. For children's shoes the requirements are for shoe size 32. 

Footwear as defined by this certification schedule includes: 

shoes with a flat or high heel for normal use indoors or outdoors; 
sandals with or without heel strap; 
dancing shoes; 
sport shoes with no special hardware (e.g. cleats); 
shoes made from one piece of, for example, rubber or plastic; 
safety footwear for which the guidelines EN 344/345/346 and/or 89/686/EEG are 
applicable. 

The product group is divided into three categories: 
Category 1 (intense use): Men's (daily use), sport, children's (daily use), industrial 
(safety) footwear. 
Category 2 (average use): Ladies' (daily use), sandals, men's and children's (high fashion 
for special occasions), specific season-related footwear. 
Category 3 (light use): Ladies' (high fashion for special occasions), slippers and footwear 
for around the house). 

Not applicable are shoes to which specific hardware has been added for the practice of 
certain sports, such as spikes, clamps, skate blades, football boots (studs), ski boots, 
etc. Among other reasons, these fail to meet the requirement which reads: "with a sole 
that comes into contact with the ground". 
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2. Categorisation 

For the awarding of a Milieukeur, shoes that differ from each other in only a few 
components can be covered by one certificate. The supplier is required to clearly 
indicate the variations in the description to be attached to the application for 
certification. 

The certification institute evaluates whether or not the required condition of type 
similarity has been met and on which aspects extra testing will be necessary. 

If a group is expanded with new designs, the same procedure has to be followed. 

The term variations also means changing the supplier, e.g. obtaining leather from a 
different tannery. 

3. Environmental requirements 

3 .1 Raw materials 
Environmental requirement Method 
3.1.1 The total energy content including energy Measurement report, containing the masses of the 

used during manufacturing (wrenching, different materials and a calculation of the total 
heat-setting, soling and finishing), may energy content of the footwear. 
not exceed the following standards. For determining the energy content of the 
Category I: 95 MJ/pair (not applicable for materials, the table in appendix I must be used. 
safety footwear and children's footwear) 
Category I: 75 MJ/pair (not applicable for To determine the energy used during production: 
children's footwear) I measured average energy use per pair 
Category 3: 60 MJ/pair during the entire manufacturing process 

(manufacturing and drying machines) 
Safety footwear: 150 Ml/pair 2 capacity of the machines (manufacturer's 
Children's footwear size 32: 60 MJ/pair details) multiplied by the measured 

average service throughput time of a pair 
of shoes 
Purchased electrically= 9.5 MJ/kWh 
Natural gas= 50.4 MJ/kg 
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Environmental requirement Method 

3.1.2 To the materials may not be added: Declaration of the supplier and/or manufacturer, 
halogenated fire retardants; signed by the (managing) director+ list of 
colouring agents with an LD50 (rat,oraal)- colouring agents used with LC50 and/or LD50 
value smaller than 2000 mg/kg; values and references. 
colouring agents with an LC50 (fish, 96h) 
or an EC50 (daphnia, 48h) or an IC50 For the toxicity values, the International Substance 
(algae, 72h) smaller than 100 mg/I; Information System (ISIS) is to be consulted. 
colouring agents for which the LC and the 
LD value is unkn own; 
benzidine analogous colouring agents; 
additives for which the arsenic, cadmium, 
chrome (except Cr III-tanned leather), 
copper-, mercury-, lead and zinc- 
concentrations exceed the BAGA limit; 
chlorophenols appearing on the "black 
list" for substances. 
chlorous Volatile Organic Substances 

3.2 Leather ( all types) 
Environmental requirement Method 
3.2.1 The chrome release into water may not Declaration of the suppliers, signed by the 

exceed 120 mg/pair during the entire (managing) director (Cr emissions can be analyzed 
chain. For all of the processed leather, no according to NEN 6444 or NEN 6448). 
more than 0,33 Cr/kg leather may be 
emitted during the tanning process (this is 
equal to a Cr emission of2 ppm at a water 
consumption of 40 m3/ton of hides). 

3.2.2 The leather processed in the shoe must be Declaration of the shoe manufacturer and/or tanner, treated with finishes with a water base, signed by the (managing) director. unless the manufacturer can prove that 
other VOS-reducing measures restrict 
VOS emissions during finishing. 
Use of VOS must be restricted so that the 
total VOS use does not exceed the 3.6.1 
requirement. 

3.2.3 During the entire tanning process of the Declarion of the supplier, signed by the (managing) 
leather used in the footwear, all of the director. 
waste water must be dumped via a 
(communal) biological water purification 
installation. 
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Environmental requirement Method 
3.2.4 At least 75% of the purchased upper Declaration of the shoe manufacturer and/or leg- 

material must be used for the leg. supplier, signed by the (managing) director. 

3.3 Synthetic upper and lining materials 

Environmental requirement Method 

3.3.1 The synthetic upper material contained in Declaration of the shoe manufacturer and/or 
the shoe must be finished with finishes supplier, signed by the (managing) director. 
which have a water base, unless the 
manufacturer can prove that other VOS 
reducing measures restrict VOS emissions 
during finishing. 
Use of Finishes containing VOS must be 
restricted so that the total VOS use 
does not exceed the 3 .6.1 requirement. 

3.4 Cotton 
Environmental requirement Method 
3.4.1 The cotton contained in the shoe must be Declaration of the shoe manufacturer and/or 

treated with finishes which have a water supplier, signed by the (managing) director. 
base, unless the manufacturer can prove 
that other VOS reducing measures restrict 
VOS emissions during finishing. 
Use of Finishes containing VOS must be 
restricted so that the total VOS use 
does not exceed the 3 .6.1 requirement. 

3.4.2 Cotton may not be bleached with bleaches Declaration of the supplier, signed by the 
containing chlorine. (managing) director. 

3.4.3 During the improvement process, aII of the Declaration of the supplier, signed by the 
waste water has to be dumped via a (managing) director. 
(communal) biological water purification 
system. 
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3.5 Sy_g_thetic sole materials and rubber 
Environmental requirement Method 
3.5.1 During the production of the rubber sole, Declaration of the sole manufacturer, signed by the 

use ofFinishes containing VOS must be (managing) director. 
restricted so that the total VOS use 
does not exceed the 3 .6.1 requirement. 

3.5.2 No TDI may be processed into PUR. The Declaration of the shoe manufacturer and/or 
maximum emission of MDI during supplier, signed by the (managing) director. 
production may not exceed 50 g/ton and 
20 g/nr'. 

3.5.3 No Volatile Organic Substances may be Declaration of the shoe manufacturer and/or 
used for the foaming of synthetic supplier, signed by the (managing) director. 
materials (this includes hydrocarbons 
containing chlorine) causing the total 
VOS use to exceed the 3.6.1 requirement 

3.5.4 No more than 2% sulphur may be used as Declaration of the shoe manufacturer and/or 
vulcanisation material, and no supplier, signed by the (managing) director. 
nitrodiphenylamine as aggregate. 

3.6 Shoe J)_roduction 
Environmental requirement Method 
3.6.1 The total use of VOS during the entire Declaration of the shoe manufacturer, signed by the 

shoe production process (including use of (managing) director. 
glue, finish and paint/dyes during tanning 
and sole production) may not exceed 
following values: 

Category 1: 50g VOS/pair 
Category 2: 45g VOS/pair 
Category 3: 40g VOS/pair 

Glue containing toluene shall not be permitted 
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4. Functional requirements 

4.1 Upper leather - - 
Property Requirement Method Comments 

4.1.1 Tearing strength Cat I:~ 80 N ISO 3377 
Cat 2: ~ 50 N 
Cat3:~40N 

4.1.2 Waterproofness All categories IUP/10 Only for closed 
shoes 

- Waterabsorption 
max. 30% after 1/2 hour - Watertransmission Only applicable if max. 0,5 g after 1/2 hour the shoe 

manufacturer 
explicitly reports 
this product ch 

4.1.3 Rub fastness No more than slight damage (min. 4 A brush test 4.4.2 is 
according ISO I 05 AO2): carried out on 

unlined footwear to 
Friction Felt Leather IUF/450 judge the 

colouring. 
50/40/30 dry wet 
50/40/30 wet dry 
30/25/20 rubber dry Veslic 
20/15/10 rubber wet C4505 
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Property Requirement Method Comments 

4.1.5 Resistance to No more than slight damage (min. 4 IUP/20 
repeated flexing, according CTL-F65): 
wet and dry 

Cat. 1: 
Flexes Leather!YJ;!e 
100.000 split leather 

with top layer 
20.000 patent leather 
20.000 other types 

Cat. 2: 
Flexes Leather !Y11e 
60.000 split leather 

with top layer 
15.000 patent leather 
15.000 other types 

Cat. 3: 
Flexes Leather !YJ;!e 
40.000 split leather 

with top layer 
10.000 patent leather 
10.000 other types 

4.2 Synthetisch schachtmateriaal . 
Property Requirement Method Comments 

4.2.1 Tear strenght Cat 1: :2: 40 N ISO 4674 
Cat 2: :2: 25 N 
Cat 3: :2: 20 N 

4.2.2 Resistance to Very slight damage (min. 4-5 according IUP/20 
repeated flexing CTL-F65) after: 

Cat 1: 150.000 
Cat 2: 100.000 
Cat 3: 70.000 

4.2.4 Rub fastness 

- Finish layer No more than slight damage (min. 4 
according ISO 105 AO2): 

rubs felt material IUF/450 
Cat 1/Cat.2/Cat. 3 
50/40/30 dry wet 
50/40/30 wet dry 
30/25/20 rubber wet Veslic 

C4505 
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4.3 T extiel schachtmateriaal 

Property Requirement Method Comments 

4.3.1 Tear strength Cat 1::?: 40 N ISO 4674 
Cat 2::?: 25 N 
Cat 3::?: 20 N 

4.4 Lining leather 
Property Requirement Method Comments 

4.4.1 Tear strength Cat 1::?: 30 N ISO 4674 
Cat 2::?: 25 N 
Cat 3::?: 20 N 

4.4.2 Rub fastness No more than slight damage (min. 4 
according ISO 105 AO2), colouring 
minus 3: 

Rubs vilt leer IUF/450 
Cat 1/Cat.2/Cat. 3 
50/40/30 droog wet 
50/40/30 nat dry 
30/25/20 rubber dry Veslic 
20/15/10 rubber wet C4505 

4.5 Synthetic lining (with top layer) 
Property Requirement Method Comments 

4.5.1 Tear strenght Cat l::?: 15 N ISO 4674 
Cat 2: :?: 12.5 N 
Cat 3::?: 10 N 

4.5.2 Abrasion resistance All categories: EN 344 5.14 
No more than slight damage after 

- 40.000 revolutions dry 
- 20.000 revolutions wet 

4.6 ·Textile lining 
Property Requirement Method Comments 

4.6.1 Tear strength Cat 1::?: 15 N NEN 3361 
Cat 2: :?: 12.5 N 
Cat 3::?: 10 N 
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4.7 Binnenzoolleder 

Property Requirement Method Comments 

4.7.1 Water soluble matter Cat 1 Cat 2 Cat 3 

- Total ::,15% ::;12 ::;12 IUC/6 
- Salts ::; 1,5% ::,1.5 ::,1.5 IUC/6 
- Epsom salt :s;l,0% ::,1.0 ::,1.0 ISO 5399 

4.7.2 Water absorption Absorption at least: EN 344 5.15 
Cat 1: 90 mg/crrr' 
Cat 2: 75 mg/cm2 

Cat 3: 65 mg/cm2 

Desorption at least: 
Cat 1: 60 % 
Cat 2: 50 % 
Cat 3: 40 % 

4.8 Non-leather insole materials 

Property Requirement Method Comments 

4.8.1 Abration resistance No visible damage after 1000 EN 344 5.16 
wear strokes. 

4.8.2 Water absorption Absorption at least EN 344 5.15 Cat 1: 90 mg/cm' 
Cat 2: 75 mg/cm2 

Cat 3: 65 mg/cm2 

Desorption at least: 
Cat 1: 60 % 
Cat 2: 50 % 
Cat 3: 40 % 

4.9 Sole leather 

Property Requirement Method Comments 

4.9. l Thickness Cat 1: ~ 4.0 mm ISO 2589 
Cat 2: ~ 2.5 mm 
Cat 3: ~ 2.5 mm 

4.9.2 Abration resistance Cat 1:::; 350 mrrr' ISO 4649 
Cat 2: ::; 400 mm' 
Cat 3:::; 450 mrrr' 
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4.10 Rubber and synthetic sole materials 

Property Requirement Method Comments 

4.10.1 Thickness Cat 1:;:::: 4.0 mm ISO 2589 Not including 
Cat 2: ;:::: 2.5 mm profiling 
Cat 3:;:::: 2.5 mm 

4.10.2 Abration resistance Maximum Volume loss in mm" ISO 4649 
according to material and 
application 

Material Rubber and TR with 
Rubber Cat 1 Cat2 Cat 3 10 N load; PUR and 
TR ::;150 QOO ::;300 porous material with 
PUR ::;150 ::;250 ::;350 5 N load 
Poro-achtigen ::;150 ::;200 ::;300 

::;250 ::;350 ::;450 

4.10.3 Resistance to Maximum growth of the incision: EN 344 5.17 
repeated flexing Cat 1: 4 mm 

Cat 2: 6 mm 
Cat 3: 8 mm 

4.10.4 Hydrolysise The treated material must comply ISO 5423 PUR only 
resistance with the guidelines for the Annexe 

resistance to repeated flexing. 

4.11 Shoe construction 
Property Requirement Method Comments 

4.11.1 Bond of sole to upper 

- Glued sole Adhesive strength: EN344 
Cat 1: ;:::: 4.0 N/mm 5.1.3.2 
Cat 2: ;:::: 3.0 N/mm 
Cat 3: ;:::: 2.5 N/mm 

- Stitched sole Cat 1 ;:::: 500.000 flexes Satra PM 92 
Cat 2:;:::: 400.000 flexes 
Cat 3:;:::: 250.000 flexes 

5. Product information 
The following information should be visible on purchase and/or in the enclosures: 

That the footwear is sufficiently waterproof not to require further treatment (with 
closed footwear). 

That the shoe can be repaired. Repair is less damaging to the environment than 
disposal. 
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(This requirement does not apply to safety footwear) 

6. Additional requirements 

If the shoes are packaged, they should be packed in a cardboard box consisting of no less 
than 80% recycled paper. 

Fur and leather made from the skin of animals specially bred for their skin may not be 
used in the footwear. 

Individual company environmental logos are not permitted. Otherwise, the following 
requirement applies: compliance with the Environmental Advertising Code, especially 
article 7. 

7. Quality control 

Control research is carried out once a year. Other inspections will be conducted if 
complaints provide sufficient reason for it. 

8. Clarification 

"Declaration of the manufacturer" refers to a technical dossier containing information 
about design, construction, materials' specifications, laboratory research (preferably 
conducted by a third party), certificates from suppliers etc., and/or by means of an annual 
report/bookkeeping and/or other administrative documents that they meet the demands 
laid down. 

Certification and inspection will be carried out on the basis that both the producer of the 
materials and the shoe manufacturer have a good environmental protection system or 
quality assurance system. A protection system conforming to the ISO-9000 series or an 
inspection based on a report of an ISO-9000 series ( or comparable) certified independant 
research institute is preferred here. 

Whether or not an on-site inspection is necessary is left to the discretion of the 
certification institution. This will involve spot checks and will occur in case of doubt. 
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Appendix 1: 
For materials permitted in Ecolabel footwear with the 
corresponding energy-content 

Allowed Materials Energie-inhoud (MJ/kg) (Energie grondstof + 
energie proces) 

Upper leather 98,0 

Insole leather 59,0 

Lefa 59,0 

Sole leather 50,0 

Cotton 106,0 

PUR (upper material) 89,0 

PUR (sole material) 85,0 
Various other synthetic materials (polyolefines, 75,0 
polystyrene, ABS, polyester, polyamide, 
polycarbonates) 

PA/PET (upper material) 75,0 

EV A (pressed) 81,0 

EV A (injection moulded) 88,0 

Rubber 93,0 

Natural rubber (mixed) 50,0 

Wood and cork 33,0 

Copper 90,0 

Steel and iron 23,4 

Aluminium 198,2 

I 00% recycled steel 10,0 

I 00% recycled aluminium 10,0 

100% recycled PUR, PA, PET, EVA, polyolefinen, 10,0 
polystyreen, ABS, polyester, polyamide, 
polycarbonaten 
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!.Product group 

This certification schedule pertains to the product group"furniture" intended for use indoors and outdoors. 
"Furniture" means: 
seats, such as chairs (office, dining-room, garden, and canteen chairs), armchairs, couches and 
stools; 
tables and desks; 
cupboards and shelves; 
beds, bedsteads and cots (excluding mattress); 
worktops (kitchen sink units for example). 

The following furniture is not included in the product group: 
bathroom furniture; 
medical furniture, such as dentist chairs and wheelchairs; 
chairs fastened to their surrounding area, like street furniture, train and cinema seats. 

The furniture must consist of one or more materials from the list below: 
wood, cane, bamboo and other natural wooden materials; 
chipboard, plywood, three and five-ply wood, MDF, softboard, hardboard and other plant 
fibreboards; 
paper 
iron and steel; 
stainless steel; 
aluminium; 
polyolefins; 
acrylic polymers; 
polystyrene and ABS; 
polyurethanes; 
polyester; 
polyamides; 
polycarbonates; 
resins and synthetic resins (such as urea, melamine, epoxy, alkyd resin and bakelite); 
rubbers: NR, NBR, SBR and EPM/EPDM; 
wool, cotton and other natural fibres; 
leather; 
mineral materials (for example glass, natural stone, ceramics, cement-like materials etcetera, 
with the exception of materials which contain asbestos). 

Plate materials often consist of a combination of materials (for example synthetic material/woodfibre ). 
Such composite materials are permitted if the separate components meet the material requirements set 
(unless they come under the materials which make up less than 5% of the furniture). Stone composites. 
(synthetic materials, mineral materials) are also permitted. These materials are considered synthetic 
materials with a great deal of mineral filling. 

In total 95% (m/m) of the materials used in the furniture, or in a functional (kitchen) furniture 
component (cupboard unit for example) must meet the following requirements. 
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Materials which make up a small percentage (up to 5% in total (m/rn) of the furniture's total mass (or 
the functional component of the furniture) are excluded from the material requirements (2.1 through 
2.6). For these materials such as ornaments, decorative frames, coating, the type of materials used 
should be made known. Components made of lead are excluded from this rule. Lead may not be used. 

2. Environmental requirements 

2.1 Wood, bamboo, cane and plate materials, inlcuding thick laminated sheet. 

Environmental asoect Reauirement Method 
2.1.1 Forestry Use of wood from managed sustainable Statement by the producer, signed by 

forests a). the (manazinz) director1). 
2.1.2 Chemical use Impregnation and other treatments with Statement by the producer, signed by 

pesticides and bleaching agents and the the (managing) director1). 
materials mentioned in the clarification 
are not permitted 2>. 

2.1.3 Heavy metals in Arsenic, cadmium, chrome, copper, Statement by the producer, signed by 
varnish/ coatings/ mercury, lead and zinc in the varnish, the (managing) director1). 
resins coatings and synthetic resins are not 

permitted to exceed the concentrations 
mentioned in the Dangerous Substances 
Desio-nation Decision ffiAGA) 3)_ 

2.1.4 Emission organic Varnish solvent percentage< 15%. Ifit Statement by the producer signed by 
materials for wet- can be demonstrated that this the (managing) director". 
varnish requirement cannot be met for specific 

applications, a 
so-called 'best effort obligation' 
applies to the producer; he/she must 
show that measures have been and/or 
are being taken to realise the reductions 
in emissions of solvents and to show 
which reductions in emissions have 
been achieved bv this. 

2.1.5 Varnish loss Loss with varnish < 40 % Statement by the producer, signed 
for surfaces> 25 cm'. bv the (manazina) director1). 

2.1.6 Plate materials: Either NER requirements are met, Statement by the producer, signed 
emission of or glue solvent percentage is< 10%, by the managing director", or test 
organic materials or exhaust system has been equipped report in accordance with NER4l. 
into the air during with a properly working air-treatment 
blockboard system which consists of an active 
nroduction carbon filter or after burner 

2. l.7Glued plate Meets E 1 emission class5) Statement by producer, signed by 
materials: the (managing) director1l. 
formaldehyde 
emission 

a) Awaiting the decision by Stichting Milieukeur on criteria, all wood is permitted with the exception of: 
tropical wood and/or 
wood from forests created naturally (primaeval Forest), 

unless it concerns wood which meets the FSC certification requirements of the Stichting Keurhout. Bamboo and cane are 
excluded from these requirements. 
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2.2 Metals 

Environmental aspect Requirement Method 

2.2.1 Materials Permitted: use of iron, (stainless) steel Statement by the producer, signed by 
and aluminium. the (managing) director1l. 

2.2.2 Aluminium Percentage recycled aluminium in cast Statement by the producer, signed by 
aluminium- components the (managing) director1l. 
~70%. 

2.2.3 Galvanic Galvanic processes, including Statement by the producer, signed by 
processes (in- electroless plating, anodising, the (managing) director1l. 
eluding pre- chromating, phosphatasing, 
treatment) passivating and chemical blackening, 

is permitted up to a maximum of 200 
cm2 per furniture. For chairs the 
surface area of a possible damper is 
not taken into consideration. If the 
surface area is more than 200 cm2 the 
requirements included in the 
clarification under 6) apply 

2.2.4 Varnish/ Percentage organic solvents-; 15% Statement by the producer, signed by 
Coatings m/m. the (managing) director1l 

2.2.5 Loss of varnish For powder varnish ::; 10% and for Statement by the producer, signed by 
wet varnish-; 30 % (for surface areas the managing director1l 
~ 25 cm"). 

2.2.6 Varnish/ Arsenic, cadmium, chrome, copper, Statement by the producer, signed by 
Coatings mercury, lead and zinc in varnish and the managing director1l 

coatings are not allowed to exceed the 
concentrations mentioned in the 
Dangerous Substances Designation 
Decision (BAGA)3l.] 
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2.3 Synthetic materials, synthetic resins and rubbers (excluding synthetic fibres, including so-called 
stone/synthetic composites) 

Environmental aspect Requirement Method 

2.3.1 Heavy materials Additives, colours and pigments must Statement by the producer, signed by 
not be added if the arsenic, cadmium, the (managing) director1>. 
mercury, lead and zinc concentrations 
in the material exceed the limits set in 
the Dangerous Substances 
Designation Decision (BAGA)3>. 
Zinc catalysts for latex foams are 
excluded from this. The limiting value 
for chrome VI in the material is a 
maximum of 100 ppm. 

2.3.2 Halogenated Use of halogenated fire retardant is Statement by the producer, signed by 
fire retardant not permitted". the (managing) director". 

2.3.3 Synthetic foams Use of chlorinated organic compounds Statement by the producer, signed by 
(for example CFCs, HCFCs and the (managing) director1>. 
methylene chloride and HFCs as 
blowing agents are not permitted. 

2.3.4 Imitation leather Only imitation leather on the basis of Statement by the producer, signed by 
PUR is permitted. the (managing) director". 

2.3.5 Synthetic material Synthetic components (>50 g) must be Observation. 
codes provided with a material indication in 

accordance with ISO-1043 
2.3.6 Use ofrecycled If the furniture (selection) consists of Statement by the producer, signed by 

synthetic materials more than 50% (m/m) of synthetic the (managing) director1>. 
materials (with the exception of soft 
synthetic foam), these synthetic 
materials must consist of more than 
10% of post-consumer recycled 
material 

a) These requirements do not apply to these materials if post consumer synthetic materials are used as raw material. No harmful additives 
(heavy metals -compounds or halogenated fire retardants) may be used. 
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2.4 Textiles 

Environmental aspect Requirement Method 

2.4.1 Various Textile which meets the requirements The certification institute will verify 
environmental of one of the following hallmarks may and determine if sufficient proof has 

aspects be used without specific testing of the been supplied to meet the requirements 
requirements 2.4.2 up to and including concerned. 
2.4.4: 
- EKO hallmark (SKAL) 
- okotex standard 100 (okotex 

consortium); 
- Eco label Textiles (European 
Union). 

2.4.2 Chlorinated Use of chlorinated synthetic fibres is Statement by the producer, signed by 
synthetic fibres not permitted. the (managing) director1l. 

2.4.3 Halogenated Use of halogenated fire retardant in Statement by the producer, signed by 
fire retardant textile is not permitted. the (managing) director1l. 

2.4.4 Colours No benzidine analogous colours may Statement by the producer, signed by 
be added to the textile. the (managing) director", 

2.5 Leather 

Environmental aspect Requirement Method 

2.5.1 Chrome emission Chrome emission to water for tanning ~ Statement by the producer, signed by 
0,33 g Cr/kg leather. the (managing) director". 

2.5.2 Finish The leather must be provided with a Statement by the producer, signed by 
finish on a water basis. the (managing) director". 

2.5.3 Colours No benzidine analogous colours may Statement by the producer, signed by 
be added to the leather. the (managing) director1>. 

2.5.4 Heavy metals Colours, pigments and additives (with Statement by the producer, signed by 
the exception of chrome salt for the (managing) director1>. 
tanning) which result in arsenic, 
cadmium, chrome, copper, mercury and 
lead concentrations in the leather 
exceeding the BAGA limit", are not 
permitted. 
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,- 
2.6 Stony materials (natural stone, concrete and ceramic materials) 

Environmental aspect Requirement Method 

2.6.1 Extraction of A landscape recovery plan must be Statement by the producer, signed by 
natural stone drawn up based on an environmental the (managing) director": 

effect report in accordance with EU 
directive 85/337 or an equivalent 
environmental research 

2.6.2 Heavy metals in The percentages of arsenic, cadmium, Statement by the producer, signed by 
varnish, fillers and chrome, copper, mercury, lead and zinc the (managing) director1l. 
binding agents in the varnish/fillers/binding agents 

used must not exceed the BAGA limit 
values3l 
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2.7 Assembly/disassembly/durability 

Environmental aspect Requirement Method 

2.7.1 Solvent Exclusive application of glue systems with s; 10% Statement by the producer, 
percentage organic solvent is permitted for gluing the signed b1 the (managing) 
systems furniture. director' . 

2. 7 .2 Life span The life span of the construction (including Warranty 
moving parts) and the filling materials for normal 
use should be guaranteed for at least five years. 
For filling materials a loss in size or hardness ofno 
more than 20% may occur within five years. A 
general three year guarantee applies for outdoor 
furniture. 

2.7.3 Maintenance Products must be cleaned without organic solvents. Statement by the producer, 
signed b1 the (managing) 
director". 

2.7.4 Reparability All service components (hinges, wheels etc) of the Statement by the producer 
furniture must be separately available for repair signed b1 the (managing) 
purposes, for a period of five years. director". 

2.7.5 Disassembly/ All furniture components must be simple to Professional opinion. 
separability disassemble. It must be possible to separate more 

than 90% of the furniture into the following 
separate components: metal/inert materials/ 
flammable materials. Inert materials are stony and 
glass materials. Flammable materials are synthetic 
materials, textile, leather, raw fibres and wooden 
materials. Larger components of synthetic foam 
and massive synthetic material (> 200 g) must also 
be separable. 

Blackboards with an synthetic or resin layer do not 
need to be separable in separate materials. 

2.7.6 Disassembly/ If the filling and/or the covering is attached to the Professional opinion. 
separability/ base construction, then it must be easy to remove. 

seats The following considerations have been taken 
into account: 
- Glue surfaces, which are not easy to 
separate are not permitted. 

- Clamped joints are permitted, if the 
connections can also be used for new oarts. 
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Environmental asoect Requirement Method 
2.7.7 Disassembly/ If the covering forms a whole with part of the Professional opinion. 

separability seat and/or back of chair, then this part needs to 
seats be easy to remove according to professional 

opinion. The professional will take the following 
into consideration when judging the connection 
between covering/filling and seat/back of chair: 
- Glue, screw and nail connections 

which are not easy to remove are not 
permitted. 

- Weld and melt connections are not 
permitted. 

- Clamped joints are permitted 
if these parts can also be used for new 
oarts. 
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3. Functional Requirements 

Functional aspect Requirement Method 

3 .1 Quality of imitation Imitation leather as covering material 
leather covering must meet the following requirements: 

- strength/seam strength 40/30 N 
- colourfastness > 3 - ISO 5081 
- tear strength> 50 N - ISO 105 B02 

- ISO 9290 

3.2 Quality of textile 
covering 
- Washable 
colour merging" 4-5 ISO 105 C06 A25 ( 40°C) 

- Water resistancy 4-5 ISO 105 EOl 
- Rubbing resistancy 
dry 4-5 ISO 105-X12 
wet 4 (pigment 3-4) ISO 105-Xl2 

- Colourfast 5 ISO 105-B02 
- Shrink 

. fabric•) <2% ISO 6330 6A (40 °C) 

. stitching" < 10% ISO 6330 6A (40 °C) 
- Strength/seam 
strength 

. fabrics 250/200 N ISO 5081 
. stitching 40/30 N ISO 5081 

- Wear resistancy/ 
pilling 
. fabrics (20,000 cycles) BS 5811 
. stitching (10.000 cycles) BS 5811 

- Resistancy to 
dry cleaning 4-5 ISO 105 D01 

or at least meet the 
requirement of 'intensive 
usage' by the KIM7

) 

a) Only with removable and washable textile furniture coverings 
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Functional asnect Requirement Method 

3.3 Quality ofleather 
covering 
Durability: 
- rub resistancy a) no stain forming a) TTJF/450: 

- dry felt: 500 rubbing movements 
- Wet felt: 200 rubbing movements 
- Wet felt moisten with 

artificial sweat solution: 
100 rubbing movements (ILS-F9 
and IUF/450: after repeated 
stretching to 30%, I 00 rubbing 
movements with wet felt) 

b) colour change: > 3-4 b) grey scale TTJF /13 2 
c) damage>4 c) ILS-F64 
d) difference in colour > 4 d) grey scale IUF / 13 1 

- Resistancy to 
repeated folding 

nappa leather - finish or scumble: > 4 ILS-F65 
- Colourfastness 
nappa leather >3 ISO 105 B02 ofTTJF/402 

- Resistancy leather 
to repeated 

stretching - finish, scumble, fibre: > 4 ILS-F65 
- Stitching finish 
nappa leather 

a) full fibre: > 2,0 N/cm 
corrected: > 3,5 N/cm 

b) slit with coating: TTJF/470 
>5,0N/cm 

Resistance at tear site 
of leather 
(nanna) - > SON ISO 9290 ofITJP/8 
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4. Additional Requirements 

Additional aspect Requirement Method 

4.1 Reusability All packaging must be made of Statement by the producer, signed by 
packaging recycleable" material. This means that the (managing) director". 

the packaging: 

- consists of one material 
( cardboard, paper, polyethene, 
polypropene, polystyrene) or: 

- is easily separable by hand into 
recycleable fractions, consisting 
of one material ( cardboard, paper, 
polyethene, polypropene, 
polystyrene). 

4.2 Other ecological Private eco logos are not permitted. Observation. 
symbols Otherwise the requirement is: fulfil 

the Reclame Code (advertising code), 
particularly article 7. 

a) Burning ('thermal recycling') is not permitted. 

5. Product information 

The furniture should include maintenance instructions. 
For outdoor furniture the consumer must be provided with written information on maintenance 
and durability (including weather resistance) of the piece of furniture. 

6. Quality control 

The frequency of quality control is once a year. An interim check will take place when complaints give 
rise to this. 

The statements" can be tested before the eco-label is granted, by means of a company inspection. After 
granting of the eco-label inspections will be conducted within the scope of the control for the 
assessment of the company statement" 

One piece of furniture must be offered to undergo the full series of tests, unless the certification institute 
has sufficient independently substantiated information by means of reports and documents that test results 
of the full series of tests are available. 

The certification institute will determine by means of reports and documents if samples of deviating parts 
of the piece of furniture are to be offered for testing. Eco-label can be granted to a collection if all the 
requirements are met. 
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7. Appendix 

IJ "Statement by the producer" means that the manufacturer concerned has to be able to show 
by means of a technical document, where files on the design, construction, specifications 
of materials, laboratory research (preferably by third parties), certificates of suppliers 
etc., and/or by means of an annual report, accounting and/or other administrative 

documents to a certification institute that they meet the specific requirements 

2) The following materials are not permitted: 
- sulphur compounds; 
- kerosene/petrol/diesel fuel/turpentine/white spirit and other petrochemical products; 
- bleaching agents; 
- pesticides (substances which fall under the Pesticides act). 

3) 

4) 

"Besluit Aanwijzing Gevaariijke Afvalstaffen (RAGA)" (Dangerous Substances 
Designation Decision) concerns the latest current version of this guideline. 

"Neder!andse Emissie Rjchtiijnen (NER)" (Dutch Emission Guidelines) concern the 
latest current version of these guidelines, the threshold with regard 
to mass flow do not apply. 

5) "El emission class"= emission value of formaldehyde s 0,1 ppm. 

GJ Requirements with regard to galvanic processes, including electroless plating, anodising, 
chromatising, phosphatasing, passivating and chemical blackening (including cleaning and 

staining treatments): 

- cleaning may not be carried out with organic hydrocarbons. If the metal is polluted with 
oil or fat the waste water for cleaning is to be treated in an oil/water separator and in a 
biological waste water purification plant which function properly; 

- processing (all processes): the metal baths are to be separated by type of metal 
and to be drained off separately. If more baths are passed through in succession 
a so-called 'bath contents transfer restriction' is to be applied, and a flow back system 
used. No chrome VI compounds may be used; 

- processing of waste water: The waste water must undergo a treatment through to recover the 
metals (for example through electrolysis). After processing the waste water is to be 
discharged into a properly functioning waste water purification plant. This waste water must 
meet the following discharge standards for discharge into this water purification: Cr, Cu, Zn 
and Ni < 1 mg/I per metal; 

- chromium plating: For chromium plating the air above the galvanic bath is to be 
exhausted and treated in a properly functioning air treatment system, or the exhausted air 

3 must meet the NeR ( <5mg/m ). 

7) Kwaiiteitsinfarmatie Meuhelstaffen (KIM) (furniture fabric quality information), if 
independent test institutes have been used. 
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Oko-T ex Standard 100 Seite I Page / Side 3 

1 Zweck 
Der Oko-Tex Standard 100 ist ein 
normatives Dokument, herausge 
geben von der lnternationalen 
Gemeinschaft fur Forschung und 
Prufung auf dem Gebiet der Textil 
okoloqie (Oko-Tex), der die im 
Anhang Nr. 1 aufgefuhrten Institute 
angehoren. 

Der vorliegende Standard legt die 
allgemeinen und speziellen 
Bedingungen fur die Vergabe der 
Berechtigung fest, Textilien mit der 
in Anhang Nr. 3 dargestellten Oko 
Tex Standard 100 Kennzeichnung 
zu versehen. 

2 Anwendung 

3 Begriffe 

3.1 Schadstoffe 

3.2 Oko-Tex Standard 100 

1 Purpose 
Oko-Tex Standard 100 is a 
normative document, published by 
the International Association for Re 
search and Testing in the field of 
Textile Ecology (Oko-Tex) to which 
the institutes listed in appendix No. 
1 belong to. 

This Standard specifies the general 
and special conditions for granting 
authorization to mark textiles with 
the Oko-Tex Standard 100 mark as 
shown in appendix No. 3. 

2 Applicability 
Dieser Standard ist fur textile und This standard is applicable for textile 
ledrige Produkte sowie Artikel aller and leather products and articles of 
Produktionsstufen, inbegriffen aller all levels of production, including 
textiler und nichttextiler textile and non textile accessories. 
Bestandteile, anwendbar. 

1 Formal 
0ko-T ex Standard 100 er et ret 
ningsgivende dokument udgivet at 
International Forening til Forskning 
og Prevninq pa ornradet Textil0kologi 
(0ko-Tex), som institutterne, der er 
antert i Appendiks 1, tilherer. 

Denne standard specificerer de 
generelle og specielle betingelser for 
bevilling at tilladelse tit mrerkning af 
textiler med 0ko-Tex Standard 100 
meerke, som vist i Appendiks 3. 

2 Anvendelse 
Denne standard kan anvendes til 
textil- og lrederprodukter samt 
artikler heraf pa alle produktionstrin, 
indbefattet tllbeher af textile 
materialer savel som at ikke-textile 
materialer. 

Dieser Standard isl fur Chemikalien, This standard is not applicable for Denne standard kan ikke anvendes 
Hilfsmittel und Farbmittel nicht chemicals, auxiliaries and dyes. tit kemikalier, hjrelpemidler, 
anwendbar. farvestoffer og -pigmenter. 

3 Terms and definitions 3 Begreber og 
definitioner 

3.1 Harmful substances 
Schadstoffe im Sinne dieses Stan- Harmful substances within the Skadelige stoffer, indenfor denne 
dards, sind Stoffe, die in einem context of this standard refer to standards ramme, henferer til stoffer, 
textilen Produkt oder einem Zube- substances which may be found in a som overskrider en bestemt mrengde 
horteil Ober einem festgelegten textile product or accessory i et textilprodukt eller en tilbeharsdel, 
Ausman enthalten sind oder im exceeding a maximum amount or eller som afgiver en bestemt 
normalen, vorgesehenen Gebrauch evolve during normal and provided mrengde under normal brug og har 
Ober ein festgelegtes Ausrnafs use exceeding a maximum amount en eller anden effekt pa mennesket 
entstehen und im normalen, and which may have some kind of gennem normal brug og if01ge den 
vorgesehenen Gebrauch auf effect on people during normal and nuvrerende viden kan veere skadelig 
Menschen in irgendeiner Weise provided use and may, according to for menneskers sundhed og helbred. 
einwirken konnen und nach dem current scientific knowledge, be 
derzeitigen Stand der Wissenschaft injurious to human health. 
fur Menschen gesundheitsgefahr- 
dend sein konnen. 

3.2 Oko-Tex Standard 100 

3.1 Skadelige stoffer 

3.2 0ko-Tex Standard 100 
Kennzeichnung mark meerket 

Die Oko-Tex Standard 100 The Oko-Tex Standard 100 mark 0ko-Tex Standard 100 rneerket: 
Kennzeichnung "Textiles Vertrauen "Confidence in Textiles - Tested for "TILTRO TIL TEXTILER - lndhold af 
- Schadstoffgeprufte Textilien nach harmful substances according to sundhedsskadelige stoffer kontrolle 
Oko-Tex Standard 100" isl eine Oko-Tex Standard 100" refers to ret efter 0ko-Tex Standard 100" 
Kennzeichnung, mit der ein textiles marking which may be applied to a henf0rer til maarkning, som ma 
Produkt oder Zubehorteil versehen textile product or to an accessory if anvendes pa et textilprodukt eller en 
werden kann, wenn die allgemeinen the general and special conditions titbeharsdel, safremt de generelle og 
und speziellen Bedingungen tor die for granting authorization are fulfilled specielle betingelser for tilladelsen er 
Vergabe der Berechtigung erfullt and if authorization to use this mark opfyldt, og satrernt tilladelsen til 
sind und wenn die Berechtigung fur on a product has been granted by anvendelse at dette masrke pa et 
die Kennzeichnung des Produktes an institute (appendix 1) or an produkt er bevilget at et institut 
von einem lnstitut (Anhang 1) oder authorized certification agency (Appendiks 1) eller et autoriseret 
einer authorisierten (appendix 2) belonging to the certificeringsagentur (Appendiks 2), 
Zertifizierungsstelle (Anhang 2) der International Association for som tilherer International Forening til 
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lnternationalen Gemeinschaft fi.ir Research and Testing in the field of Forskning og Pr0vning pa ornradet 
Forschung und PrOfung auf dem Textile Ecology (Oko-Tex). Textil0kologi (0ko-Tex). 
Gebiet der Textilokologie (Oko-Tex) 
erteilt wurde. 
Die Kennzeichnung "Textiles Ver- The mark "Confidence in Textiles - 
trauen - SchadstoffgeprOfte Texti- Tested for harmful substances 
lien nach Oko-Tex Standard 100" according to Oko-Tex Standard 100" 
sagt aus, dar.. das gekennzeichnete states that the marked product fulfils 
Produkt die in diesem Standard the conditions specified in this 
festgelegten Bedingungen erfOllt standard, and that the product and 
und dar.. das Produkt und seine its conformity test, as specified in 
KonformitatsprOfung, wie in diesem this standard, are under the 
Standard festgelegt, unter der supervision of an institute belonging 
Kontrolle eines Institutes der to the International Association for 
lnternationalen Gemeinschaft fi.ir Research and Testing in the field of 
Forschung und PrOfung auf dem Textile Ecology (Oko-Tex). 
Gebiet der Textilokologte (Oko-Tex) 
stehen. 

Die Kennzeichnung ''Textiles Ver- The mark "Confidence in Textiles - 
trauen - SchadstoffgeprOfte Texti- Tested for harmful substances 
lien nach Oko-Tex Standard 100" ist according to Oko-Tex Standard 100" 
kein Gotezeichen. Die Kennzeich- is not a quality label. The mark 
nung bezieht sich nur auf den relates only to the as-produced-state 
Neuzustand des geprOften Textils of the textile and says nothing about 
und macht auch keine Aussage other properties of the product such 
Ober andere Eigenschaften des as e.g. fitness for use, reaction to 
Produktes, wie z.B. Ge- cleaning processes, physiological 
brauchstauglichkeit, Pflegeverhal- behaviour in respect of clothing, 
ten, bekleidungsphysiologisches properties relating to use in 
Verhalten, bauphysikalische Eigen- buildings, burning behaviour etc. 
schaften, Brennverhalten etc. 

Die Kennzeichnung kann auch The mark doesn't declare anything 
keine Aussage machen Ober about harmful substances affecting 
Schadstoffbeeintrachtigungen ein- single specimens of the marked 
zelner Exemplare der textile as a result of damage during 
gekennzeichneten Ware durch transportation or storing (and 
Transport- oder Lagerschaden (und improper cleaning procedures after), 
unsachgemar..e Reinigung nach contamination caused by 
solchen Schaden), manipulation for sales promotion 
verkaufsfordernde Manipulationen (e.g. perfuming) and inadequate 
(z.B. ParfOmierung) und sales display (e.g. outdoor 
unsachqernatse Aufstellung zum presentation). 
Verkauf (z.B, auf der Strafse) . 

3.3 Hersteller 
Hersteller eines textilen Produktes 
und/oder eines Zubehorteiles fi.ir ein 
textiles Produkt ist jenes Unterneh 
men, welches das Produkt herstellt 
oder in dessen Auftrag die 
Herstellung erfolgt 

3.4 Vertreiber 
Vertreiber eines textilen Produktes 
und/oder eines Zubehorteiles fi.ir ein 
textiles Produkt ist jenes Unterneh 
men, welches das Produkt als 
Gror..handler oder Detailverkaufer 
(Kaufhauser, Versandhauser etc.) 
in Verkehr bringt. 

3.5 Produktbezeichnung 

3.3 Manufacturer 
The manufacturer of a textile Producenten af textilproduktet 
product and/or of accessories for og/eller tilbeheret til et textilprodukt er 
the textile product is the company den virksomhed, der producerer 
producing the product or the produktet eller pa hvis ordre pro 
company on behalf of which the duktionen iveerkseettes. 
product is being manufactured. 

3.4 Distributor 
The distributor of a textile product 
and/or of accessories for the textile 
product refers to the company 
selling the product as wholesale 
dealer or retailer (department stores, 
mail-order houses, etc.). 

Mcerket "TIL TRO TIL TEXTILER - 
lndhold af sundhedsskadelige stoffer 
kontrolleret efter 0ko-T ex Standard 
100" indikerer, at det mrerkede 
produkt opfylder de betingelser, der 
er specificeret i denne standard. 
Yderligere indikerer meerket, at 
produktet og dets ensartethed, 
konformitetsprnvning, som 
specificeret i denne standard, er 
under opsyn af et institut, som tilherer 
International Forening til Forskning 
og Prevninq pa omradet Textil0kologi 
(0ko-Tex). 

Mcerket "TIL TRO TIL TEXTILER - 
lndhold af sundhedsskadelige stoffer 
kontrolleret efter 0ko-Tex Standard 
100" er ikke et brugsegenskabs 
kvalitetsmrerke. Mcerket henf0rer kun 
til textile! i den foreliggende, 
fcerdigfabrikerede og ny tilstand og 
siger ikke noget om produktets andre 
egenskaber som f. eks. 
brugsegnethed, renholdelsesmu- 
ligheder, komfortmcessige egenska 
ber, egenskaber i relation til 
anvendelse i bygninger, brasndbar 
hed, etc. 

Mcerket siger heller ikke noget om 
skadelige stoffers pavirkning af 
enkelte stykker af den mcerkede 
textilvare som f0lge af skade under 
transport eller pa lager (og ef 
terfelqende forkert renholdelses 
behandling), forurening grundet 
salgsfremmende foranstaltninger 
(f.eks. parfumering) og uhensigts 
mcessig salgsudstilling (f.eks. 
udenders i gade). 

3.3 Producent 

3.4 Forhandler 
Forhandler af textilproduktet og/eller 
tiibeher til et textilprodukt er en 
virksomhed, der srelger produktet 
enten som grossist eller som detail 
forhandler (varehuse, postordrefir 
maer, etc.). 

3.5 Designation of product 3.5 Betegnelse for produktet 
Die Produktbezeichnung ist jene The designation of the product is the Betegnelsen for produktet er det navn 
Bezeichnung, die der Hersteller name given by the manufacturer or eller den benrevnelse, som 
oder Vertreiber fur das zu distributor for his to be labelled producent eller forhandler benytter for 
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kennzeichnende 
verwendet. 

Produkt product. det produkt, der skal rnee rkes. 

3.6 Artikelgruppe 3.6 Article group 
Unter einer Artikelgruppe ist An article group is basically a 
grundsatzlich die combination of several articles to a 
Zusammenfassung von einzelnen group which may be joined in the 
Artikeln zu einer Gruppe zu same certificate, like e.g. 
verstehen, die in einem Zertifikat 
zusammengefasst werden konnen, 
z.B. 

• Textilien mit ausschliesslich • 
physikalischen Unterschieden, 
hergestellt aus definierten 
Ausgangsmaterialien 

• Artikel, die ausschliesslich aus • 
zertifizierten Produkten 
physikalisch zusammengesetzt 
werden 

• Veredelte Textilien aus 
gleichartigen F asermaterialien 
(z.B. solche aus cellulosischen 
Fasern, aus Mischungen von 
PES und CO, aus synthetischen 
Fasern etc.) 

3.7 Produktklassen 
Eine Produktklasse in 
Zusammenhang mit diesem 
Standard ist die Gruppierung 
verschiedener Artikel gemaf1 ihrem 
(spateren) Verwendungszweck. In 
den verschiedenen Produktklassen 
konnen nicht nur verkaufsfertige 
Artikel zertifiziert werden, sondern 
auch deren Vorprodukte in alien 
Verarbeitungsstufen (Fasern, 
Garne, Flachengebilde) sowie 
Zubehore. Die verschiedenen 
Produktklassen unterscheiden sich 
im wesentlichen durch die zur 
Anwendung gelangenden produkt 
spezifischen Anforderungen und 
Prufverfahren, 

3. 7. 1 Produkte fur Babys 
(Produktklasse I) 

Produkte fur Ba bys im 
Zusammenhang mit diesem 
Standard sind alle Artikel, 
Vorprodukte und Zubehore, die fur 
die Produktion von Artikeln fur Ba 
bys und Kleinkinder bis zum 
vollendeten zweiten Lebensjahr 
vorgesehen sind, ausgenommen 
Lederbekleidung. Babybekleidung 
entspricht einer Konfektionsqrosse 
von 92 (Richtwert) oder kleiner. 

3. 7.2 Produkte mit Hautkontakt 
(Produktklasse II) 

Als hautnah sind jene Artikel zu 
bezeichnen, die zu einem gror..en 
Teil direkt mil der Haut in Kontakt 
treten konnen (wie z.B. Blusen 
l-lamrlon I lntonu.:;c,-.ho , 1 & \ 

3.6 Artikelgruppe 
En artikelgruppe er grundlreggende 
en sammenfatning af enkelt-artikler, 
som kan samles i samme certifikat, 
f.eks. 

Textiler, der udelukkende har 
fysiske forskelle og er fremstillet 
ud fra definerede 
udgangsmaterialer 

Articles which are physically • Artikler, der er fysisk sammensat 
composed of certified products af udelukkende certificerede 
only produkter 

Textiles with physical differences • 
only, made from well defined 
basic materials 

• Finished textiles from the same • 
kind of fibre material (for 
example those made from 
cellulosic fibres, mixtures from 
PES and CO, from synthetic 
fibres etc.) 

3.7 Product classes 
A product class in context with this 
standard is a group of different 
articles according to their (future) 
utilization. In the different product 
classes not only the ready-to-sell 
articles may be certified but also 
their preliminary products of all 
levels of manufacturing (fibres, 
yarns, fabrics) and accessories. The 
different product classes differ in 
general by the requirements that the 
products have to fulfill and by the 
test methods applied. 

3. 7. 1 Products for babies (Product 
class I) 

Products for babies in the context of 
this standard are all articles, basic 
materials and accessories which are 
provided for the production of 
articles for babies and children up to 
two years old with the exception of 
leather clothing. Baby clothing refers 
to a confections size of 92 
(indicative only) or smaller. 

3. 7. 2 Products with direct contact 
to skin (Product class II) 

Skin contact articles are those which 
are worn with a large part of their 
surface in direct contact with the 
skin (e.g. blouses, shirts, underwear 
ctr\ 

Forredlede textiler af samme 
type fibermaterialer (eksempelvis 
af cellulosefibre, at blandinger af 
polyester og bomuld, af 
syntetiske fibre osv.) 

3. 7 Produktklasser 
En produktklasse er efter denne 
standards betydning en gruppering 
af forskellige artikler med 
hensyntagen til deres (kommende) 
anvedelses ornrade. I de forskellige 
produktklasser er det ikke kun 
salgsklare artikler der kan 
certificeres, men ogsa deres 
forprodukter pa alle 
forarbejdningstrin (fibre, garner, 
metervarer) savel som tlloeher. De 
forskellige produktklasser adskiller 
sig i det vresentlige fra hinanden 
ved de krav, som produkterne skal 
opfylde, og de tilknyttede 
prnvningsmetoder. 

3. 7. 1 Produkter for babyer 
(produktklasse /) 

Produkter for babyer er efter denne 
standards betydning alle artikler, 
forprodukter og tilbeher. som er be 
regnet for produktion af artikler til 
babyer og srnabarn op til to ar, med 
undtagelse af lcederbeklredning. 
Babytej omfatter konfektlonsster 
relse 92 (vejledende og mindre 
sterrelser. 

3. 7.2 Produkter med hudkontakt 
(produktklasse II) 

Artikler, der med en sterre del kan 
veere i direkte hudkontakt, betegnes 
som hudnrere (f.eks. bluser, 
skjorter, underte] osv.) 
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Hemden, Unterwasche u.a.) etc.). 

3. 7.3 Produkte ohne Hautkontakt 
(Produktklasse Ill) 

Als hautfern sind jene Artikel zu 
bezeichnen, die nur mil einer 
kleinen Oberftacbe direkt mit der 
Haut in Kontakt treten (wie z.B. 
gefOtterte Artikel, Einlagestoffe u.a.) 

3. 7.4 Ausstattungsmaterialien 
(Produktklasse IV) 

Ausstattungsmaterialien in 
Zusammenhang mit diesem 
Standard sind alle Artikel, 
Vorprodukte und Zubehore, die zu 
Dekorationszwecken verwendet 
werden, wie z.B. Tischwasche, 
textile Wandbelaqe, textile 
Dekorationsstoffe und Vorhange, 
Mobelstoffe, textile Bodenbelaqe 
und Matratzen. 

3.8 Biozidausriistung 
BiozidausrOstung in 
Zusammenhang mit diesem 
Standard ist eine chemische 
Behandlung von Textilien mit dem 
Ziel Widerstandsfahigkeit gegen 
Ober mikrobieller Schadigung zu 
verleihen. 

4 Bedingungen 

4.2 Antrag 

4.3 Mustermaterial 

3. 7.3 Products without direct con- 
tact to skin(Product class Ill) 

No skin contact articles are those 
which are worn with only a little part 
of their surface in direct contact with 
the skin (e.g. stuffings, linings etc.) 

3. 7.4 Decoration material 
(Product class IV) 

Decoration material in context with 
this standard are all articles 
including initial products and 
accessories which are used for 
decoration such as table clothes, 
wall coverings, furnishing fabrics 
and curtains, upholstery fabrics, 
floor coverings and mattresses. 

3.8 Biocide finish 
Biocide finish in context with this 
standard is a chemical treatment of 
textiles designed to impart 
resistance against microbial 
detoriation. 

4 Conditions 

4.1 Produktgruppenspezifi- 4.1 
sche Anforderungen 

Product specific requi 
rements 

Neben den allgemein gOltigen In addition to the general 
Bedingungen zur Zertifizierung requirements for certification 
nach Oko-Tex Standard 100 according to Oko-Tex Standard 100, 
mOssen die produktspezifischen the product specific requirements, 
Anforderungen, die im Anhang 5 given in appendix 5, have to be 
aufgelistet sind, fOr jeden fulfilled by each component. 
Bestandteil erfOllt werden. 

4.2 Application 

4.3 Sample material 

3. 7. 3 Produkter uden hudkontakt 
(produktklasse /II) 

Artikler, der kun med en lille del af 
overfladen kommer i direkte kontakt 
med huden, der betegnes som hud 
fjerne (f.eks. forede artikler, ind 
lregsmateriale osv.) 

3. 7.4 Boligindretnings- og 
dekorationsmaterialer 
(produktklasse IV) 

Boligindretnings- og dekorations- 
materialer er efter denne standards 
betydning alle artikler, forprodukter 
og tilbeher, som er beregnet til 
boligindretnings- og dekorationsfor 
mat som f.eks. duge, textil vreg 
beklredning, gardiner og forhreng, 
mebelstoffer, textile gulvbelreg 
ninger og madrasser. 

3.8 Biocid imprmgnering 
Biocid imprregnering er efter denne 
standards betydning en kemisk 
behandling af textiler med den 
hensigt at bibringe modstandsevne 
over for mikrobiel beskadigelse. 

4 Betingelser 
4.1 Produktspecifikke krav 

Ud over de generelle krav for 
certificering i henhold til 0ko-Tex 
Standard 100 skal de 
produktspecifikke krav anf0rt i 
appendiks 5 veeare opfyldt for alle 
bestanddele. 

4.2 Ans0gning 

Der Antrag fOr die Vergabe der The application for the granting of Ans0gning om bevilling af tilladelse til 
Berechtigung, ein Produkt mit der authorization to use the Oko-Tex anvendelse af 0ko-Tex mrerkning 
Oko-Tex Standard 100 Standard 100 mark has to be made skal fremsendes skriftligt, ved brug af 
Kennzeichnung zu versehen, ist by written on the respective 0ko-Tex ansaqninqsskema, til et 
schriftlich auf dern hierfOr application form to an institute or a institut eller certificeringsagentur, der 
vorgesehenen Antragsformular an certification agency of to the tilh0rer International Forening til 
ein lnstitut oder eine International Association for Forskning og Pr0vning pa omradet 
Zertifizierungsstelle der Research and Testing in the field of Textilakoloqi (0ko-Tex), (se 
lntemationalen Gemeinschaft fOr Textile Ecology (Oko-Tex). (See appendiks 1 og 2). 
Forschung und PrOfung auf dem appendix 1 and 2). 
Gebiet der Textilokologie (Oko-Tex) 
zu stellen. (Siehe Anhang 1 und 2). 

4.3 Prevemateriale 
Fur die Prufung und als Belegmu- For test purposes and as a Til prevninq og referenceprever ma 
ster ist vom Antragsteller ausrei- reference the applicant should anseqeren stille tilstrrekkeligt og 
chendes und reprasentatives provide sufficient and representative reprresentativt prevemateriale til 
Mustermaterial des zu sample material of the product radighed at det produkt, der skal 
kennzeichnenden Produktes, meant to receive the label. This is masrkes. Dette grelder ogsa ved 
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vorzulegen. Dies gilt auch bei der also the case for an application for anseqninq om forlrengelse at et 
Beantragung einer Vertanqerunq prolongation of the certificate. certifikat. 
des Zertifikates. 

Die Richtlinien 
Verpackungsanleitung 
Anhang 4) sind einzuhalten. 

der Guiding principles of the packing Retningslinierne for emballering skal 
(siehe instruction are to be observed (see overholdes (se appendiks 4). 

appendix 4). 

4.4 Abgabe einer Verpflich- 4.4 Declaration of 
tungserklarung commitment 

Die rechtsverbindlich unterzeich- The applicant's declaration of 
nete Verpflichtungserklarung des commitment together with the 
Antragstellers ist erforderlicher application form are to be duly 
Bestandteil des Antrages und hat signed and have to contain the 
folgendes zu enthalten: following points: 

• Haftung fur die im Antrag • Liability for the detals spcified in • 
gemachten Angaben. the application. 

• Verpflichutng, jede Anderung • Commitment to notify the body, • 
bezOglich Rohstoffeinsatz, who granted the authorization to 
Verfahrenstechnik und use the mark, of any alteration 
Rezepturen unverzOglich der regarding raw materials, 
Stelle, das die Berechtigung technical procedures and 
vergeben hat, zur Kenntnis zu recipes. 
bringen. 

4.4 Forpligtigelses- 
erklcering 

Anseqeren skal udstede en forpligti 
gelses-erklrering, der skal basre en 
bemyndiget underskrift og anf0re 
f0lgende: 

• Verpflichtung, nach Ablauf oder • 
bei Widerruf der Berechtigung 
zur Kennzeichnung dafOr zu 
sorgen, dass eine weiere 
Kennzeichnung unterbleibt. 

Commitment to ensure. that no 
further marking of the · product 
takes place after the expiration 
or withdrawal of the authorization 
to use the mark. 

Ansvarlighed for de specificerede 
oplysninger i anseqninqen. 

Forpligtigelse til at underrette det 
institut, der har givet tilladelse til 
at anvende mrerket, om enhver 
rendring i de tekniske oplysninger 
hvad angar rarnaterialer, 
fremstillingsprocesser og 
kemikalier (recepter). 

• Forpligtigelse til at sikre, at der 
ikke foretages yderligere 
mrerkning af produktet efter 
udlebsdatoen eller tilbagetrrek 
ning af tilladelsen til at anvende 
mrerket. 

4.5 Prufung 
Das vom Antragsteller Obergebene 
Mustermaterial wird ebenso wie 
Proben, die am Herstellungsort 
entnommen wurden, vom 
beauftragten lnstitut geprOft. Art und 
Umfang dieser Profung hanqen 
vom zu prOfenden Produkt und den 
Angaben des Antragstellers Ober 
das Produkt ab und werden durch 
das lnstitut festgelegt. 

PrOflinge, die einen produktfremden 
Geruch bzw. einen Geruch aufwei 
sen, der auf eine unsachqernatse 
Produktion schtiefsen lal1t, werden 
van der PrOfung ausgeschlossen 
und konnen keine Berechtigung zur 
Benutzung des Oko-Tex Standard 
100 Kennzeichens erhalten. 

Textile Einzelbestandteile von zu 
zertifizierenden Artikeln der 
Produktklassen II - IV bzw. alle 
Einzelbestandteile der Klassen Ill - 
IV, die weniger als 1.0 % des 
Gesamtgewichtes des zu 
zertifizierenden Artikels 
ausmachen, mOssen nicht geprOft 
werden. 

4.6 Qualitatsuberwachung 

4.5 Testing 
The sample material provided by the 
applicant and likewise the 
specimens taken at the place of 
manufacture, are tested by the 
enganged institute. Type and scope 
of testing are determined by the 
institute and depends on the type of 
product and on the information 
about the product the applicant can 
give. 

Test specimens having an odour 
extraneous to the product, indicating 
an improper production technology, 
will be excluded from the testing and 
no authorization to mark these 
products with the Oko-Tex Standard 
100 mark will be granted. 

Single textile components of an 
article belonging to the product 
classes II - IV, or any component of 
the article belonging to the product 
classes Ill - IV and weighing less 
than 1.0 % of the total weight of the 
article to be certified, need not to be 
tested. 

4.6 Quality control 

4.5 Prevnlnq 
Prevematerialet, der er fremsendt af 
anseqeren og ligeledes prever 
udtaget pa fabrikationsstedet afpre 
ves af det institut, der er indgaet 
aftale med. Prnvningernes art og 
omfang fastlregges at instituttet og 
afhrenger af produkttypen og at 
anseqerens informationer om pro 
duktet. 

Prevestykker, der afgiver en lugt, der 
er fremmedartet for produktet eller 
tilkendegiver en forkert produktion, vii 
blive udelukket fra prnvningen, og der 
vii ikke kunne bevilliges 0ko-Tex 
Standard 100-mrerkningstilladelse for 
produktet. 

For textile enkeltbestanddele at 
artikler, der ved certificering herer til 
produktklasserne II-IV, henholdsvis 
en hvilken som heist enkeltbe 
standdel at de artikler, der herer til 
produktklasserne Ill-IV, og hvis vcegt 
er mindre end 1 % of totalvregten af 
den artikel, der skal certificeres, er 
det ikke pakreevet at foretage 
prnvning at. 

4.6 Kvalitetsovervagning 
Der Antragsteller hat dem lnstitut The applicant shall explain to the Over for instituttet har anseqeren 
darzulegen, welche Vorkehrungen institute the precautions he has pligt til at frerntere hvilke forholds 
er innerhalb seines Unternehmens taken within his company to ensure regler, der er iveerksat for at sikre, at 
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getroffen hat, um sicherzustellen, 
dar.. alle vom Antragsteller erzeug 
ten und/oder vertriebenen Produkte 
fur welche die Berechtigung zur 
Kennzeichnung "Textiles Vertrauen 
- SchadstoffgeprOfte Textilien nach 
Oko-Tex Standard 100" erteilt 
wurde, genauso den Anforderungen 
des Oko-T ex Standard 100 
genOgen wie jene PrOfmuster, die 
dem lnstitut zur VerfOgung gestellt 
wurde und aufgrund dessen 
PrOfung die Berechtigung zur 
FOhrung der Oko-Tex Standard 100 
Kennzeichnung vergeben wurde. 
Der Antragsteller mur.. eine 
Kontormltatserktarunq gemar.. EN 
45014 abgeben die besagt, dass 
die hergestellten und/oder 
verkauften Produkte die 
Anforderungen vom Oko-Tex 
Standard 100 erfullen, . 

4. 7 Qualitatssicherung 
Der Antragsteller mur.. ein wirksa 
mes Qualitatssicherungssystem zur 
Sicherung der Konformltat der 
erzeugten und/oder vertriebenen 
Produkte mit dem PrOfmuster 
einrichten und wahrend der GOltig 
keitsdauer der Kennzeichnung 
aufrechterhalten. Dabei ist sicher 
zustellen und dem lnstitut der Oko 
Tex Gemeinschaft glaubhaft 
darzulegen, dar.. die Produkte z.B. 
aus unterschiedlichen 
Veredlungspartien oder in unter 
schiedlichen Farben stichproberi 
rnasslq geprOft werden, ob sie den 
Bedingungen des Oko-Tex 
Standard 100 entsprechen. 

Das lnstitut ist berechtigt, wahrend 
der Laufzeit des Zertifikates bis zu 
zwei stichprobenartige 
KontrollprOfungen an den 
zertifizierten Produkten 
vorzunehmen. Die Pri.ifkosten 
gehen zu Lasten des 
Zeichennehmers. Wird hierbei eine 
Abweichung von den 
zugrundeliegenden Grenzwerten 
festgestellt, erfolgt zur Kontrolle 
eine PrOfung an einer weiteren 
Probe, deren Kosten ebenfalls zu 
Lasten des Zeichennehmers gehen. 
Werden hier wieder Abweichungen 
festgestellt, kann das Pri.ifinstitut die 
Berechtigung zur Auszeichnung der 
Ware mit der Oko-Tex Standard 
100 Kennzeichnung mit sofortiger 
Wirkung widerrufen. Die 
Aufbrauchfrist fi.ir 
Werbematerialien, Artikel- 
auszeichnungen, Etiketten usw. 
betraqt vom Zeitpunkt des 
Widerrufs an zwei Monate. 

that all products manufactured 
and/or sold for which the 
authorization to use the mark 
.Confidence in Textiles - Tested for 
harmful substances to Oko-Tex 
Standard 100" has been granted, do 
fulfil the conditions of the Oko-Tex 
Standard 100 the same way as the 
samples that have been sent to the 
institute and based on those tests 
the authorization has been granted. 
The applicant shall issue a 
declaration of conformity in 
accordance with EN 45 014 stating 
that the products manufactured 
and/or sold by him fulfil the 
conditions in the Oko-Tex Standard 
100 series. 

4.7 Quality assurance 
The applicant shall operate and 
maintain an effective quality 
assurance system to ensure that 
products manufactured and/or sold 
with conformity of the test sample, 
thereby ensuring and proving to the 
Oko-Tex institute that the products, 
e.g. from different lots or from 
different colours are spot-checked 
for compliance with the Oko-Tex 
Standard 100 series. 

During the certificate's period of 
validity, the institute is authorized to 
undertake two random tests on 
certified products. The testing costs 
are to the debit of the label taker. If 
random testing reveals a deviation 
from the limit values on which the 
tests are based upon, an additional 
test will be undertaken on a different 
sample for controling. The relevant 
costs are likewise to the debit of the 
label taker. If further deviations are 
found, the testing institute may 
withdraw the authorization to label 
products with the Oko-Tex Standard 
100 mark with immediate effect. The 
use of existing advertising materials, 
displays, labels, etc. is limited to two 
months from the time of withdrawal. 

de fremstillede og/eller solgte 
produkter, som har faet tilladelse til at 
kunne mesrkes "TIL TRO TIL 
TEXTILER - lndhold at sundheds 
skadelige staffer kontrolleret efter 
0ko-Tex Standard 100", opfylder 
betingelseme i 0ko-Tex Standard 
100 pa samme made som 
prevernaterialet, der er fremsendt til 
lnstituttet og pa basis af hvis 
pr0vning tilladelsen er udstedt. Anse 
geren skal udstede en overensstem 
melses-erklrering (konformitets 
erklrering) if01ge EN 45 014 med 
erklrering om, at de fremstillede 
og/eller solgte produkter opfylder 
betingelseme i 0ko-Tex Standard 
100. 

4.7 Kvalitetssikring 
Anseqeren skal anvende og lebende 
vedligeholde et effektivt kvalitets 
styringssystem for at sikre, at 
fremstillede og/eller solgte produkter 
stemmer overens med prevematena 
let, og saledes forsikre og bevise 
overfor 0ko-Tex lnstituttet, at produk 
teme fra f.eks. forskellige produk 
tionspartier eller i forskellige farver er 
afprevet stikprevevls og opfylder 
betingelseme i 0ko-Tex Standard 
100. Prevnlnqsrnetoderne i 0ko-Tex 
standarderne skal benyttes til disse 
prnvninger. 

lnstituttet er ogsa autoriseret til i lebet 
af certifikatets gyldighedsperiode at 
foretage to stikpravevise 
kontrolprevninqer af de certificerede 
produkter. Udgifteme tit prevninqerne 
betales af certifikatindehaveren. I fald 
den vilkarlige stikprnvning atslerer en 
overskridelse at de greldende 
grrensevrerdier, skal der foretages en 
yderligere afpr0vning af en anden 
stikpreve. Omkostningeme i 
forbindelse med sadanne prnvninger 
skal ligeledes breres at anseqeren, 
Hvis der stadig findes afvigelser, kan 
lnstituttet straks inddrage tilladelsen 
til at mrerke produktet med 0ko-T ex 
Standard 100 mrerket. Anvendelse af 
eksisterende reklamemateriale, 
etiketter, mrerkater, etc. er 
begrrenset til to rnaneder efter 
inddragelsesdatoen. 
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4.8 Konformitat 4.8 Conformity 

Der Antragsteller, der eine mit der 
Oko-T ex Standard 100 
Kennzeichnung angebotene Ware 
herstellt oder verkauft, mur.. unter 
seiner alleinigen Verantwortung 
erklaren, dafs das hergestellte oder 
verkaufte Produkt hinsichtlich der 
Schadstoffgrenzwerte dem Oko-Tex 
Standard 100 entspricht. 

Die Anerkennung der GlaubwOrdig 
keit der Qualitatssicherung im 
Betrieb des Antragstellers ist Vor 
aussetzung zur Erteilung der Be 
rechtigung tor die Auszeichnung mit 
der Oko-Tex Standard 100 
Kennzeichnung. 

Der Antragsteller ist tor die Quali 
tatssicherunq des ausgezeichneten 
Produktes verantwortlich. Er kann 
Teile der Qualitatssicherung auf 
Hersteller, Lieferanten und lmpor 
teure Obertragen. Die Wirksamkeit 
der Qualitatssicherung bei einer 
solchen Obertragung mur.. dem 
PrOfinstitut ebenfalls glaubhaft 
dargelegt werden. 

Die Abgabe der 
Konformitatserklarunq erfolgt auf 
dem dafOr vorgesehenen Formular 
der Oko-Tex Gemeinschaft. 

5 Kennzeichnung 

Werden alle Bedingungen dieses 
Standards erfOllt und ergeben die 
PrOfungen keine Abweichungen von 
den Angaben des Antragstellers 
und keine Oberschreitung der 
vorgegebenen Grenzwerte, so wird 
dem Antragsteller ein Zertifikat 
ausgestellt, welches ihn berechtigt, 
das Produkt wahrend der 
Berechtigungsdauer mit der Oko 
Tex Standard 100 Kennzeichnung 
zu versehen. 

Bei Anderungen von Grenzwerten 
bzw. PrOfkriterien gilt tor die 
entsprechend zertifizierten Produkte 
eine Obergangsfrist bis zum 
Auslaufen des Zertifikates. Nach 
Ablauf dieser Frist mOssen die bei 
einer Zertifikatsverlangerung 
gOltigen Bedingungen erfOllt 
werden. 

5.2 Berechtigungsdauer 

The applicant who is either 
manufacturing or selling goods with 
an Oko-Tex Standard 100 mark 
must take sole responsibility in 
declaring that the product 
manufactured or sold complies with 
the limit values for harmful 
substances according to Oko-Tex 
Standard 100. 

The acknowledgement of the 
credibility of the quality assurance 
system of the applicant is a 
presupposition to grant the 
permission to use the Oko-Tex 
Standard 100 mark. 

The applicant is responsible for 
assuring the quality of the certified 
product. He may delegate parts of 
the quality assurance to 
manufacturers, suppliers and 
importers. If he does so, again the 
effectiveness of the quality 
assurance system should be 
displayed in a credible way to the 
testing institute. 

The declaration of conformity has to 
be laid down in the conformity 
declaration form provide by the Oko 
Tex Association. 

5 Marking 

5.1 Berechtigungserteilung 5.1 Granting of 
authorization 

If all the conditions of this standard 
are satisfied, if the tests do not 
demonstrate any deviations from the 
details provided by the applicant and 
if the test values do not exceed the 
given limit values, a certificate will 
be issued, entitling the applicant to 
label his products during the period 
of validity with the Oko-Tex 
Standard 100 mark. 

In case the limiting values and/or 
the examination criteria alter, the 
validity of the respective certified 
products will remain effective for a 
transition period until the expiration 
date of the certificate. Once this 
period has elapsed, the prevailing 
conditions of prolongation must be 
fulfilled. 

5.2 Limit of authorization 

4.8 Overensstemmelse 
(Konformitet) 

Anseqeren, der fremstiller eller 
srelger en 0ko-Tex-mrerket vare, ma 
pataqe sig det fulde ansvar med 
hensyn til erklrering om, at det 
fremstillede eller solgte produkt 
efterkommer grrensevrerdieme for 
skadelige stoffer if0lge 0ko-Tex 
Standard 100. 

Anerkendelsen af palideligheden af 
kvalitetsstyringssystemet pa anseqe 
rens virksomhed er en forudsretning 
for tilladelsen til at bruge 0ko-Tex 
Standard 100 mrerket. 

Anseqeren er ansvar1ig for kvalitets 
sikringen af det certificerede produkt. 
Anseqeren kan overdrage til fabri 
kanter, leveranderer og lrnporterer at 
gennemf0re dele af kvalitets 
sikringen. Safremt dette g0res, skal 
kvalitetsstyringen ogsa i disse tilfrelde 
over for det certificerende lnstitut 
kunne vises at vesre palidelig. 

Overensstemmelses-erklreringen 
(konformitets-erklreringen) ska I 
afgives pa 0ko-Tex Foreningens 
formular til dette formal. 

5 Moorkning 
5.1 Bevilling af m.erknings- 

tilladelse 
Safremt alle betingelseme i denne 
standard er opfyldt, og hvis prevnin 
geme ikke viser nogle afvigelser fra 
oplysningeme givet af anseqeren og 
prevninqs-resultaterne ikke over 
skrider de angivne grrensevrerdier, vii 
der blive udstedt et certifikat til 
ansaqeren, med tilladelse til i 
gyldighedsperioden at mserke 
produktet med 0ko-Tex Standard 
100 mrerket. 

I tilfrelde af rendring at grrensevrer 
dier og/eller prevnlnqskriterier, 
grelder der for de omfattede, 
certificerede produkter en overgangs 
periode indtil certifikatets udlebsdato. 
Etter denne periodes udleb skal de 
greldende betingelser veere opfyldt 
ved forlrengelse af certifikatet. 

5.2 Varighed af manknings- 
tilladelsen 

Die Berechtigung, ein Produkt mit The authorization to mark a product Tilladelsen til at rnasrke et produkt 
der Oko-Tex Standard 100 with the Oko-Tex Standard 100 med 0ko-Tex Standard 100 rneerket 
Kennzeichnung zu versehen, ist mark is limited to a maximum of one er begrrenset til et maksimum af et 
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lanqstens auf ein Jahr befristet. year. During the period of validity of 
Wahrend der Berechtigungsdauer the certificate the test standards and 
gelten die Prufkriterien und limiting values relevant at the time of 
Grenzwerte vom Zeitpunkt der granting the authorization are valid. 
Berechtigungserteilung. Auf Ansu- On request of the applicant the 
chen des Antragstellers kann der starting of the authorization can be 
Beginn der Berechtigung zur Kenn- postponed for at least three months 
zeichnung auf maximal drei Monate from the date of the test report. 
nach Ausstellung des Gutachtens 
verschoben werden. 

Nach Ablauf der 
Berechtigungsdauer der Oko-Tex 
Standard 100 Kennzeichnung, kann 
der Zeichennehmer eine 
Verlanqerunq um jeweils ein 
weiteres Jahr beantragen. Bei der 
1., 2., 4., 5. usw. Verlangerung wird 
vorn lnstitut ein reduziertes 
PrOfprogramm ausgearbeitet. 

Sobald die im Antrag dargelegten 
Bedingungen nicht mehr zutreffen, 
erlischt die Berechtigung, das 
Produkt mit der Oko-Tex Standard 
100 Kennzeichnung zu versehen. 
Dies sofern das lnstitut nicht zuvor 
Ober die Anderungen in Kenntnis 
gesetzt und festgestellt wurde, ob 
die Anforderungen des Oko-Tex 
Standards 100 nach wie vor erfOllt 
werden. 

5.3 Entzug der Berechti 
gung 

After the authorization period of the 
Oko-Tex Standard 100 labelling has 
expired, the label taker is entitled to 
apply for a prolongation of the 
authorization for another year. The 
institute determines a reduced 
testing program for the 1st, 2nd, 4th, 
5th etc. prolongation. 

As soon as the conditions stated in 
the application form do not prove 
correct any longer, the authorization 
to mark the product with the Oko 
Tex Standard 100 labelling expires. 
This is the case, so far as the 
institute has not been informed 
about modifications and could not 
confirm whether the requirements of 
the Oko-Tex Standard 100 are still 
satisfied 

5.3 Withdrawal of authoriza- 5.3 Tilbagetrmkning af 
tion mmrknings-tilladelsen 

Wird durch Kontrollen in der Pro- The authorization to use the mark 
duktion, durch Kontrollen am Markt will be withdrawn, if it is determined 
oder auf andere Art festgestellt, daB by means of production controls, 
die gemachten Angaben nicht oder market controls or other methods 
nicht mehr richtig sind, oder daB that the details given by the 
eine vorgenommene Anderung der applicant are not or are no longer 
technischen Beschaffenheit correct or that amendment of the 
und/oder der applied technical and/or 
Herstellungsbedingungen nicht manufacturing conditions were not 
unverzOglich gemeldet wurde, so reported immediately. 
wird die Berechtigung zur 
Kennzeichnung entzogen. 

Ein Entzug der Berechtigung erfolgt Authorization will also be withdrawn, 
auch dann, wenn die Kennzeich- when the mark does not comply with 
nung nicht gemaB den Bedingun- the conditions of this standard . 
gen dieses Standards erfolgt. 

Wird ein Produkt nach Entzug der If a product continues bearing the 
Berechtigung miBbrauchlich mark abusively after the withdrawal 
weiterhin gekennzeichnet, so steht of authorization, the International 
der lnternationalen Gemeinschaft Association for Research and 
fur Forschung und PrOfung auf dem Testing in the field of Textile 
Gebiet der Textilokologie nach Ecology is - after the second 
zweimaliger Aufforderung zur warning to abstain from marking - 
Unterlassung das Recht zu, den authorized to publish the withdrawal 
Entzug der in a suitable form,. 
Kennzeichnungsberechtigung in 
geeigneter Form zu veroffentlichen. 

5.4 Art der Kennzeichnung 5.4 Type of marking 

ar. Under hele certifikatets 
gyldighedsperiode grelder uamdret 
de prevnlnqskriterler og grrensevrer 
dier, som ligger til grund for 
mrerknings-tilladelsen. Etter anse 
gers anmodning kan mrerknings-tilla 
delses-periodens starttidspunkt 
udskydes maksimalt 3 maneder fra 
datoen for den pravnlnqsrapport, der 
er betingelsen for certifikat-udstedel 
sen. 

Ved udlebet af 0ko-Tex Standard 
100 mrerkningstilladelsens gyldighed 
kan certifikatindehaveren anseqe om 
forlrengelse af tilladelsen for yder 
ligere et ar. lnstituttet fastlregger et 
reduceret pravninqsproqram for 1., 
2., 4., 5. osv. forlrengelse. 

Sa snart betingelserne, der er oplyst i 
ansapninqen, ikke lrengere er 
korrekte, opherer tilladelsen til at 
rneerke produktet med 0ko-T ex 
Standard 100 mrerket. Dette er 
tilfreldet, hvis lnstituttet ikke er blevet 
informeret om rendringer og dermed 
ikke har kunnet fastsla om kravene i 
0ko-Tex Standard 100 stadig er 
opfyldt. 

Hvis det bliver fastslaet under pro 
duktionskontrol, frerdigvarekontrol af 
handelsvarer eller pa anden made, at 
de oplysninger anseqeren har givet 
ikke eller ikke lrengere er rigtige, eller 
at rendringer af den tekniske kvalitet 
og/eller fremstillingsforhold ikke er 
blevet meddelt ornqaende, vii 
tilladelsen til at bruge mrerket blive 
annulleret. 

Tilladelsen vii ligeledes blive trukket 
tilbage, hvis mrerket ikke stemmer 
overens med betingelserne i denne 
standard. 

Safremt et produkt fortsat forsynes 
uberettiget med mrerkningen after at 
tilladelsen til mrerkning er blevet 
trukket tilbage, har International 
Forening til Forskning og Pr0vning pa 
omradet Textil0kologi (0ko-Tex) ret 
til, efter den anden varsling om at 
standse mrerkningen er blevet 
udstedt, at offentligg0re tilbage 
trrekningen af tilladelsen pa en 
passende made. 

5.4 Mmrkningstyper 
Bei Erteilen der Berechtigung dart After authorization has been Etter tilladelsen er blevet givet, er 
der Antragsteller das Produkt mit granted, the applicant is entitled to anseqeren berettiget til at mrerke 
einer oder mehreren der in Anhang mark the product with one or several produktet med et eller flere mrerker, 
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3 dargestellten Oko-Tex Standard 
100 Kennzeichnungen versehen. 

Die Angaben bezuqlich der 
Zertifikatsnummer und des 
Prufinstitutes sind zwingend 
erforderlich und mussen mit dem 
entsprechenden Zertifikat 
Obereinstimmen. 
Die Verwendung einer anderen The use of any other form of Anvendelse af en anden udforrnning 
Form der Kennzeichnung ist nicht inscription is not allowed. af mrerket er ikke tilladt. 
gestattet. 
Bei der Kennzeichnung sind die In the design of the mark the NB: I mrerkets konstruktion skal 
nachfolgend beschriebenen Farben following colours have to be used: f0lgende farver bruges: 
zu beachten: 

of the Oko-Tex Standard 100 marks som er optart i appendiks 3. 
illustrated in appendix 3. 
The declarations with respect to the Angivelserne i mrerket med hensyn til 
certificate number and to the testing certifikat Nr. og prnvningsinstitut er 
institute are obligatory and must tvungne og skat svare tit det 
correspond to the respective respektive certifikat. 
certificate. 

griin = RAL 6010 GrasgrOn green = RAL 6010 grass-green grnn = RAL 6010 grresgrnn 
= HKS 64 = HKS 64 = HKS 64 
= Pantone: 362 C = Pantone: 362 C = Pantone: 362 C 

gelb = RAL 1016 Schwefelgelb yellow= RAL 1016 sulphurous gul = RAL 1016 svovlgul 
= HKS5 = HKS5 = HKS5 
= Pantone: 116 C = Pantone: 116 C = Pantone: 116 C 

Jede Kennzeichnung hat so zu 
erfolgen, dar.. daraus eindeutig 
hervorgeht, auf welches Produkt 
sich die Kennzeichnung bezieht. 
Die Kennzeichnung kann z.B. in 
Kollektionen, Prospekten etc. 
erfolgen. 

Sollte in besonderen Fallen die 
Kennzeichnung nur zweifarbig 
moglich sein, so konnen diese 
seltenen Ausnahmefalle nur mit 
Genehmigung des jeweiligen 
Prufinstitutes erfolgen. 

Sollte der Umlaut O in einer 
Landessprache nicht Oblich sein tor 
Druck oder Korrespondenz, so ist 
bei Bezug auf "Oko-Tex" und den 
entsprechenden Oko-Tex Standard 
100 auch z.B. die Schreibweise 
"Oeko-Tex" oder "0ko-Tex" 
zulassiq. 

Die Kennzeichnungen konnen 
durch den Zertifikatsinhaber selber 
hergestellt werden, mussen aber 
dem zertifzierenden lnstitut zur 
Annahme vorgelegt werden. Diese 
Uberprufunq kann entfallen, wenn 
die Filme zur Herstellung von 
Kennzeichen direkt von einer durch 
Oko-Tex autorisierten 
Werbeagentur bezogen werden. 
Auskunfte hierzu erteilen die 
Institute. 

It must be clear from each marking 
to which product the mark refers to. 
The mark may appear in collections, 
catalogues, etc. 

If the marking should be possible 
only in two colours it may be 
reproduced dichromatic in these 
rare cases with an extra allowance 
from the testing institute. 

Should in a vernacular the vowel 
mutation O not be in use for printing 
or correspondence in a particular 
language, it is permissible to use 
e.g. the writing "Oeko-Tex" or "0ko 
Tex" instead of "Oko-Tex" 
respectively "Oko-Tex Standard 
100". 
The marks can be produced by the 
certificate holders on their own, but 
have to be shown to the certifying 
institute for approval. This approval 
is not necessary if the films for the 
labels are directly ordered from an 
advertising agency authorized by 
Oko-Tex, Further information is 
available from the institutes. 

Det skal fremga klart at enhver 
mrerkning, hvilket produkt mrerket 
refererer til. Mrerket kan benyttes i 
kollektioner, kataloger, etc. 

Hvis mrerkning i srerlige tilfrelde kun 
er mulig i to farver, ma dette i disse 
sjreldne undtagelsestilfrelde kun ske 
med en srerlig tilladelse fra det 
certificerende institut. 

Hvis bogstavtegnet O ikke indgar i et 
lands sprog ved trykning eller til 
korrespondance, er det tilladt i stedet 
for "Oko-Tex" og "◊ko-Tex Standard 
100" at benytte "Oeko-Tex" eller 
"0ko-Tex". 

Certfikatindehaveren kan selv lade 
meerket fremstille, men skal 
forelregge dette tit godkendelse hos 
det certificerende institut. En sadan 
godkendelsesprocedure er ikke 
nedvendiq, hvis filmene til 
mrerkeme/etiketterne bestilles direkte 
hos et 0ko-T ex autoriseret 
reklameagentur. Yderligere 
information kan fas hos institutterne. 
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Anhang / Appendix / Appendiks 1 

Oko-Tex Institute 
Die folgenden Institute gehoren derzeit 
der lnternationalen Gemeinschaft tor 
Forschung und Pri.ifung auf dem Gebiet 
der Textilokologie (L>ko-Tex) an: 

Oko-Tex Institutes 
The following institutes currently belong 
to the International Association for 
Research and Testing in the Field of 
Textile Ecology (L>ko-Tex): 

0ko-Tex lnstitutter 

Felqende institutter tilharer for tiden 
International Forening til Forskning 
og Prnvning pa omradet Textiieko 
logi (0ko-Tex): 

• Osterreichisches Textil-Forschungsinstitut • Forschungsinstitut Hohenstein 
Spengergasse 20, Postfach 117 Schloss Hohenstein 
A-1050 Wien D-74357 Bonnigheim 
w +43-1-544.25.43.0 'a +49-7143-271.0 
Telefax +43-1-544.25.43.10 Telefax +49-7143-271.51 
E-Mail: office@oeti.at E-Mail: info@hohenstein.de 

• Schweizer Textiiprutinstitut TESTEX HOHENSTEIN Ekoteks Tekstil Analiz 
Gotthardstr. 61, Postfach 585 ve Kontrol Hizmetleri Ltd. Sti. 
CH-8027 Zurich Mahmut Sevket Pasa Mah. Kurucay Cad. 
'ii' +41-1-206.42.42 Eren Sok. No. 5 
Telefax +41-1-206.42.30 TR-Okmeydani-lstanbul 
E-Mail: zuerich@testex .com if +90-212 23 801 40 

Telefax +90-212 23801 41 
E-Mail: turkey@hohenstein.org 

TESTEX Swiss Textile-Testing Ltd. HOHENSTEIN INSTITUTES 
3/F, Unit 313A, Mirror Tower Textile Testing Services 
61 Mody Road, Tsimshatsui East 9016 Oak Branch Drive 
Kowloon, Hong Kong Apex, NC 27502, USA 
w +852-2-368.17.18, 'a ·+1-919-363.5062, 
Telefax +852-2-369.55.27 Telefax +1-919-387.8326 
E-Mail: hongkong@testex.com E-Mail: usa@hohenstein.org 

TESTEX Swi~s Textile-Testing Ltd. • lnstitut Textile de France ITF-Lyon 
Rm 1008, 101 Floor (S) Zhong Yi Building Avenue Guy de Collongue, B.P. 60 
No. 2, Lane 1040, Caoyang Road F-69132 Ecully ceoex 
Shanghai 200 063, P.R. China w +33-4 72-86.16.00 
'2 +86-21-628.51.745, Telefax +33-478-43.39.66 
Telefax +86-21-624.57.149 E-mail: itf-lyon@worldnet.fr 
E-Mail: shanghai@testex.com 

• Centexbel • DTI Beklmdning og Textil 
Technologiepark 7 Gregersensvej, Postboks 141 
B-9052 GenUZwijnaarde DK-2630 Taastrup 
w +32-9-220.41.51 w +45-43-50 42 80 
Telefax +32-9-220.49.55 Telefax +45-43-50 72 45 
E-Mail: gent@centexbel.be E-Mail: textile@teknologisk.dk 

• IFP Research AB • CITEVE, Centro Tecnol6gico das Industrias 
Argongatan 30, Box 104 Textil 
S-431 22 Molndal P-4760 Vila Nova de Farnaticao 
w +46-31-706.63.00 w +351-252-300 300 
Telefax +46-31-706.63.63 Telefax +351-252-300 317 
E-Mail: info@ifp.se E-Mail: citeve@mail.telepac.pt 

• BTTG, British Textile Technology Group, • AITEX, lnstituto Tecnol6gico Textil 
Shirley House Plaza Emilio Sala 1 
856 Wilmslow Road, Didsbury E-03801 Alcoy 
GB-Manchester M20 2RB 'ii' +34-96-554.22.00 
w +44-161-445.81.41 Telefax +34-96-554.34.94 
Telefax +44-161-434.99.57 E-Mail: info@aitex.es 
E-mail: oeko-tex@bttg.co.uk 

• Centro Tessile Cotoniero e 
Abbigliamento S.p.A. 
P.za Sant'Anna 2 
1-21052 Busto Arsizio VA w +39-0331-69.67 .11 
Telefax +39-0331-68.00.56 
E-Mail: sez.oeko@centrocot.it 
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Anhanq /Appendix/ Appendiks 2 

Assoziertes Oko-Tex Mitglied 

Das folgende lnstitut gehort derzeit 
der lnternationalen Gemeinschaft 
tor Forschung und PrOfung auf 
dem Gebiet der Textilokotoaie 
(Oko-Tex) als assoziiertes Mitglied 
an: 

• lnnovatex, 
Gyornroi ut 86., 1475 Bp., Pf.: 6 
H-1103 Budapest X., 
ir +36-1-260-18-09, 
Telefax +36-1-261-52-60 
E-Mail: innova@mail.datanet.hu 

Member associated to Oko-Tex 

The following institute is an 
associated member to the 
International Association for 
Research and Tes ting in the Field 
of Textile Ecology (Oko-Tex): 

Associerede 0ko-Tex medlem 
mer 
Felqende organisationer er tilknyttet 
International Forening Iii Forskning 
og Prevninq pa ornradet 
Textil0kologi (0ko-Tex) som 
associerede medlemmer: 

• NissenKen, Japan Dyer's Inspection 
Institute Foundation 
4-2-8, Tateishi, 
Katushika-ku, Tokyo 124-0012, Japan 
ir +81-3-5670-3604 
Telefax +81-3-5670-3751 
E-Mail: n-senken-c@hi-ho.ne.jp 

Zertifizierungsstellen Oko-Tex 

Die Zertifikate konnen von einem 
der Oko-Tex Institute oder einer 
der folgenden Zertifizierungsstellen 
ausgestellt werden: 

Certification agencies Oko-Tex 

The certificates may be issued by 
one of the Oko-Tex institutes or by 
one of the following certification 
agencies: 

0ko-Tex certificerings-agenturer 

Certifikateme kan udstedes af et af 
0ko-T ex institutteme eller af et af 
f01gende certificerings-agenturer: 

• Association pour la promotion de !'Assurance Oualite dans la flliere Textile-Habillement (ASQUAL) 
F-75013 Paris, 14 rue de Reculettes 
W + 33-1-44-08-19-00, Telefax + 33-1-44-08-19-39 

• Deutsche Zertifizierungsstelle Oko-Tex 
D-65760 Eschborn, Frankfurter Str. 10-14 
ir +49-61-96-966-230, Telefax +49-61-96-966-226 

Sekretariat 

Das offizielle Sekretariat der 
lnternationalen Gemeinschaft tor 
Forschung und PrOfung auf dem 
Gebiet der Textllokoloqle (◊ko 
Tex) kann unter der nachfolgenden 
Adresse erreicht werden: 

• Oko-Tex Association c/o TESTEX 
CH-8027 Zurich, Gotthardstr. 61, Postfach 585 
ir +41-1-206 42 42, Telefax +41-1-206 42 30 

E-Mail: info@oeko-tex.com 

Weitere Vertretungen 

Weitere Vertretungen bestehen in: 

• Polen 
• Slowakei 
• SOd-Afrika 

Die Adressen warden auf Anfrage 
beim Oko-Tex Sekretariat 
bekanntgegeben. 
• 

Secretariat 

The official secretariat of the 
International Association for 
Research and Tes ting in the Field 
of Textile Ecology (Oko-Tex) can 
be contacted under the following 
address: 

Other representatives Andre reprcesentationer 

Other representatives are located Andre reprmsentationer findes i 
in: 

• Poland 
• Slovakia 
• South-Africa 

The addresses are given by the 
secretariat on request. 

Sekretariat 

Det officielle sekretariat for 
International Forening til Forskning 
og Prevninq pa ornradet 
Textil0kologi (0ko-Tex) kan 
kontaktes pa f0lgende adresse: 

• Polen 
• Slovakiet 
• Syd-Afrika 

Adresserne oplyses af 0ko-Tex 
sekretariatet efter anmodning. 
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Anhanq / Arpendix / Appendiks 3 

Oko-Tex Standard 100 Oko-Tex Standard 100 mark 0ko-Tex-mcerket 
Kennzeichnung 
Die landesubliche Kennzeichnung 
ist zu empfehlen, insbesondere in 
den skandinavischen tandem. Im 
Obrigen liegt die Kennzeichnung in 
der Eigenverantwortung der 
Antragsteller. Nachfolgend sind 
einige Beispiele aufgefOhrt: 

Einsprachige Kennzeichnung 

lnstitut 

For die einsprachige Kenn 
zeichnung stehen verschiedene 
Sprachen zur Auswahl. 

Mehrsprachige Kennzeichnung 

Bei mehrsprachiger 
Kennzeichnung konnen 
verschiedene Sprachen kombiniert 
werden. Die deutsche 
Bezeichnung "SchadstoffgeprOfte 
Textilien" muss jedoch in jedem 
Fall aufgefOhrt werden. 

The national marking is 
recommended, especially in 
Scandinavian countries. For the 
rest, the marking lies in the 
applicant's own responsibility. 
Following some examples of 
possible marks are shown: 

Single language marking 

according to Oeko-Tex Standard 100 
No. 00000000 lnstilut 

The single language marking is 
possible in several languages. 

Multiple language marking . 

Contr6le de subffOMN lndhlrablN 
segun I noch / according to/ d' opres 
Oko-Iex Standard 100 
No.00000000 lnstilut 

~-----··----··----·-·------------· 
In case of multilingual marking 
several languages may be 
combined. The German text 
"Schad-stoffgeprOfte Textilien" 
must be quoted in any case. 

Det anbefales, at der i de enkelte 
lande benyttes det mserke, der er 
sreregent for landet: dette grelder 
specielt i de skandinaviske lande. 
Ansvaret for mrerkning pahviler 
anseqeren. F0lgende er eksempler 
pa mulige mrerker: 

Enkeltsproget mrerkning 

illfRO a 
TIIL itEXillig~ 

lndhold af sundhedsskadel lge 
stoffer kontrolleret 
efter 0ko-Tex Standard 100 
Nr. 00000000 lnstitul 

Det enkeltsprogede mrerke findes 
pa adskillige sprog. 

Flersproget mrerkning 

I tilfrelde at flersproget mrerkning 
kan flere forskellige sprog 
kombineres. Den tyske tekst 
.SchadstoffgeprOfte Textilien" skal 
dog i alle tilfrelde anf0res. 
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Verpackungsanleitung fur das 
zu prufende Probenmaterial 

Die Verpackung der Prufmuster 
muss bestimmte 
Qualitatsanforderungen erf0llen, 
um die Proben zu schutzen und 
um die Richtigkeit und 
Reproduzierbarkeit der 
Prufresultate zu gewahrleisten. 

Um Kontaminationen wahrend des 
Pr0fguttransportes zu vermeiden, 
sind die Prufrnuster jeweils einzeln 
in reiBfeste Polyethylenfolie bzw. 
Polyethylenfoliensacke zu 
verpakken. 

Die Verpackung ist nach 
Moglichkeit durch zweimaliges 
Einschlagen und Verkleben mit 
einem Klebeband zu verschlieBen. 

AusschlieBliches Verpacken des 
Prufgutes in Kartons und/oder 
Papier ist zu vermeiden. 

Packing Instructions for sample 
material 

The packing of the test samples 
should satisfy specific 
requirements in order to protect the 
samples and to guarantee 
exactness and reproducibility of 
the test results. 

The individual samples must be 
packed in polyethylene foil or 
polyethylene bags of high tensile 
strength to avoid contamination 
during the transport of the goods. 

The packing should if possible be 
placed in a second wrapping 
closed with adhesive tape. 

Paking of samples in cardboard 
boxes and/or paper only is not" 
allowed. 

Emballeringsinstruktioner for 
provematerlale 

Emballeringen af pravernateriale 
skal opfylde bestemte kvalitetskrav 
for at beskytte preverne og for at 
sikre korrekte og reproducerbare 
prnvningsresultater. 

Hver enkelt preve skal pakkes i 
polyethylen folie eller i polyethylen 
poser med he] brudstyrke for at 
undqa at der sker forurening under 
forsendelsen. 

Emballeringen lukkes ved at for 
doble indpakningen og lukke teet 
med kleebeband. 

Emballering af prevemateriale blot 
i papresker og/eller papir er ikke 
tilladt. 
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Grenzwerte und Echtheiten / Limit values and fastness / Grcensevcerdier og cegtheder 

Produktklasse I II Ill IV 

Product class Baby/ Baby / Baby mil Hautkontakt I in ohne Hautkontakt I Ausstattungsmate- 
direct contact with with no direct rialien I decoration 

Produktklasse I 
skin/ med contact with skin / materiel I Boligind- 

I hudkontakt uden hudkontakt retnings• og deko- 
rationsmaterialer 

Formaldehyd I formaldehyde I formaldehyd [pp_m 

Law 112 

Emission / emission I emission2 

Extrahierbare Schwermetalle / extractable heav 

Sb (Antimo_~_/~timony I an!imon) J3 

As (Arsen / arsenic / arsen '4 

Pb {Blei / lead / bl 

Cd (Cadmium I cadmium I kadmium 

Cr (Chrom I chromium I krom 

Cr(VI) 

4.0 - 7.5 I 4.0 • 7.5 I 4.0 • 9.0 I 4.0-9.0 

20 300 

0.1 0.1 

ekstraherbare tungmetaller [ppm] 

5.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 

0.2 1.0 1.0 1.0 

0.2 1.0 1.05 1.05 

0.1 0.1 0.15 0.15 

1.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 

nicht nachweisbar I under-detection limit/ ikke paviselig (und_er deteklionsgramsen)6 

Co (Co~lt I cobalt / _kobolt} 1.0 

25.05 

1.0 

0.02 

0.5 

4.0 4.0 4.0 

50.05 50.05 50.05 

4.0 4.0 4.0 

0.02 0.02 0.02 

I I 1.0 1.0 1.0 

Chlorierte Phenole / chlorinated phenols / chlorp_henoler m 

TeCP 

PVC-Weichmacher (Phthalate) / PVC plasticizers ( 

DINP, DNOP, DEHP, DIDP, BBP, DBP 8 

Summe / sum I total 

TBT 0.5 
DBT 1.0 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Fur Produkte, die zwingend einer nachfolgenden Nassbehandlung unterworfen werden mussen ist ein pH Wert von 4.0. 10.5 zulassig I Those 
products which must be treated wet during the further processing can have a pH value within 4.0 • 10.5 / For produkter der skal gives en 
vadbehandling i den videre fabrikation, kan en pH-vcerdi i omradet 4.0 • 10.5 tillades. 
Nur fur Teppiche, Matratzen und schaumstoffbeschichtete Artikel I for carpets, mattresses and articles coated with foamed materials only I Kun 
for gulvtcepper, madrasser og skumbelagte artikler. 
Fur Produkte, die zwingend einer nachfolgenden Nassbehandlung unterworfen werden miissen, isl ein extrahierbarer Antimongehalt von 
20 ppm zulassig / Those products which must be treated wet during the further processing can have an extractable antimony content of 20 ppm 
I For produkter der skal gives en vadbehandling i den videre fabrikalion kan tillades et indhold af ekstraherbart antimon op Iii 20 ppm. 
nur fur native Fasem / for natural fibres only I kun for naturfibre 

keine Anforderung tor Zubehtire aus anorganischen Materialien I no requirement for accessory from anorganic materials/ ingen krav for 
tilbehar of uorganiske materialer 
Bestimmungsgrenzen: fur Cr{VI) 0.5 ppm, fur Arylamine 20 ppm, fur allergisierende Farbstoffe 0.006 % I Quantification limits: for Cr{VI) 0.5 
ppm. for arylamines 20 ppm, for allergenous dyestuffs 0_006 % I Bestemmelsesgrcenser: for Cr(VI) 0.5 ppm, for arylaminer 20 ppm, for 
allergifremkaldende farvestoffer 0.006 % 
Bei beschichteten metallischen Zubehorteilen wird der Pnifling vorgangig einer Korrosions-, bzw. Abriebprufung gemass prEN 12472 
unterzogen I For coated metallic accessories the specimen need to undergo a preliminary corrosion and abrasion test according to prEN 
12472 / For metallisk tilbeh0r med overflcedebelagning skal prevernaterialet gives en korrosions-og slidforbehandling i henhold til EN 12472. 
Fur eine Auflistung der Einzelsubstanzen siehe Anhang 6 / For a compilation of the individual substances see annexe 6 / en lisle over 
enkeltsubstanserne findes i appendiks 6 
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Produktklasse 

Product class I Baby/ Baby/ Baby I mil Hautkontakt I in I ohne Hautkontakt / 

Produktklasse 

II 

direct contact with 
skin/ med 
hudkontakt 

Ill 

with no direct 
contact with skin / 
uden hudkontakt 

IV 

Ausstattungsmate 
rialien / decoration 
materiel / Boligind- 

retnings- og 
dekorationsmateria 

ler 

Farbmittel / dyes / farvestoffer og -pigmenter 

Abspallbare Arylamine / cleavable arylamines 
afspallelige arylaminer8 

nicht verwendet I not used / ikke anvendt6 

krebserregende / cancerogenes I krreftfremkalden 
de8 

nicht verwendet / not used / ikke anvendt 

allergisierende / allergenous / allergifremkaldende8 I nicht verwendet I not used/ ikke anvendt
6 

Chloror.!1_anische Carrier / ctilorinated organic carrier/ klororganiske carrier [ppmJ8 

1.0 I 1.0 I 1.0 1.0 

Biozldausriistun.!1_ / blocidic finish / biocf!I_ imprcegnering 

keine I none / in9.en 

Flammfestausriistun.9. / flame retardent finish I flammehcemmende lmprcegnerln 

keine / none I in9.en 

Farbechthelten (Anblute_aj_ / colour fastness (staining) I farvecegthed (afsmitnlng) 

Wasserechtheit / towards water I vandregthed I 3 I 3 3 3 

Schweissechtheit, sauer I towards acidic I 3-4 I 3-4 
pers iration I sur svedse thed 

Schweissechtheit, alkalisch I towards alcalic 3-4 3-4 
ers iration / basisk svedregthed 

Reibechtheit, trocken I towards rubbing, dry / 4 4 
nidere thed, t0r9 

Reibechtheit, nass I towards rubbing, wet I 2-3 2-3 
nideregthed, vad9 

echt / resistant / 
regte 

3-4 

3.4 

3-4 

3-4 

4 4 

2-3 2-3 

Butadien 

Vinvlchlorid 

aromalische Kohlenwasserstoffe 

aromatic hydrocarbons 

aromatiske kulbrinter 

0.1 0.1 

0.005 0.005 

0.002 0.002 

0.03 O.Q3 
0.002 0.002 

0.002 0.002 

0.3 0.3 

fliichtige organische Stoffe 

organic volatiles 

0.5 0.5 

GeruchsprUfung / Determination of odors / Lugtafgivelse 

Generell /general/ 9.enereltl 10 en usredvanliQ luqt 11 

SNV19565112 I 4 4 

9 
Bei Pigment-, Kiipen- oder Schwefelfarbmitteln isl eine Mindest-Reibechtheitszahl trocken von 3 und na~ von 2 zulassig / For pigment, vat or 
sulphurous dyes a minimum grade of colour fastness to rubbing of 3 {dry) and 2 (wet) is acceptable / For pigment-, kype- eller svovlfarver er 
tilladt en mindste gnideaegthed ter 3 og vad 2. 

1 ° Fur alle Artikel ausser textile Fussbodenbell!ge / for all articles with the exception of textile floor coverings / for alle artikler med undtagelse at 
textile gulvebelaegninger 

11 
kein Geruch nach Schimmel, Schwerbenzin, Fisch, Aromaten oder Geruchsveredler / no odor from mould, high boiling fraction of petrol, fish, 
aromas, or perfume/ ingen lugt at skimmel (rad, jordslaethed), petroleum, terpentin, naftalin, fisk, aromatiske kulbrinter, parfume 

12 Nur fur textile Fussbodenbeliige / for textile floor coverings only/ kun for texlile gulvbelregninger 
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Anhang/Appendix/Appendiks 6 

Auflistung der Einzelsubstanzen / Compilation of the individual substances / Liste over enkeltsubstanser 

Pestizide Pesticides Pesticider 
Name Name Navn CAS-Nr. 
2,4,5-T 2,4,5-T 2,4,5-T 93-76-5 
2.4-D 2,4-D 2,4-D 97-75-7 
Aldrin Aldrine Aldrin 309-00-2 
Carbary! Carbary! Carbary! 63-25-3 
ODD ODD DOD 53-19-0, 72-54-8 
ODE ODE DOE 3424-82-6, 72-55-9 
DDT DDT DDT 50-29-3, 789-02-6 
Dieldrin Dieldrine Dieldrin 60-57-1 
Endosulfan, a- Endosulfan, a- Endosulfan, a- 115-29-7 
Endosulfan, P· Endosulfan, P· Endosulfan, 13- 33213-65-9 
Endrin Endrine Endrin 72-20-8 
Heptachlor Heptachlor Heptachlor 76-44-8 
Heptachlorepoxid Heptachloroepoxide Heptachlorepoxid 1024-57-3 
Hexachlorbenzol Hexachlorobenzene Hexachlorbenzol 118-74-1 
Hexachlorcyclohexan, a- Hexachlorcyclohexane, a- Hexachlorcyclohexan, a- 319-84-6 
Hexachlorcyclohexan, P- Hexachlorcyclohexane, 13- Hexachlorcyclohexan, 13- 319-85-7 
Hexachlorcyclohexan, 8- Hexachlorcyclohexane, 8- Hexachlorcyclohexan, 8- 319-86-8 
Lindan Lindane Lindan 58-89-9 
Methoxychlor Methoxychlor Methoxychlor 72-43-5 
Mirex Mirex Mirex 2385-85-5 
Toxaphen (Carnphechlor) Toxaphene Toxaphen (Carnphechlor) 8001-35-2 
Trifluralin Trifluralin Trifluralin 1582-09-8 

Phthalate Phtalates Phthalater 
Name Name Navn CAS-Nr. 
Di-lso-Nonylphthalat Di-iso-nonylphtalate Di-iso-nonylphtalat 28553-12-0 DINP Di-n-Octylphthalat Di-n-octylphthalate Di-n-octylphthalat 117-84-0 DNOP Di(2-Ethylhexyl)-Phthalat Di(2-ethylhexyl)-phthalate Di(2-ethylhexyl)-phthalat 117-81-7 DEHP Diisodecylphthalat Diisodecylphthalate Diisodecylphthalat 26761-40-0 DIOP Butylbenzylphthalat Butylbenzylphthalate Butylbenzylphthalat 85-68-7 BBP Dibutylphthalat Dibutuylphthalate Dibutuylphthalat 84-74-2 DBP 
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Liste der Arylamine, die unter 
reduktiven Bedingungen nicht 
aus Farbmitteln abspaltbar sein 
diirfen 

List of the arylamines that are not 
allowed to be split off from dyes 
under reductive conditions 

List over arylaminer, der ikke ma 
kunne afspaltes fra farvestoffer 
og -pigmenter under reduktive 
betingelser 

Name Name Navn CAS-Nr. 
MAK Ill A1 MAK Ill A1 MAK Ill A1 
4-Aminodiphenyl 4-Aminobiphenyl 4-aminobiphenyl 92-67-1 
Benzidin Benzdine benzidin 92-87-5 
4-Chlor-o-toluidin 4-Chloro-o-toluidine 4-chlor-o-toluidin 95-69-2 
2-Naphthylamin 2-Naphthylamine 2-naphthylamin 91-59-8 
MAK Ill A2 MAK Ill A2 MAK Ill A2 
o-Aminoazotoluol o-Aminoazotoluene o-aminoazotoluen 97-56-3 
2-Amino-4-nitrotoluol 2-Amino-4-nitrotoluene 2-arnino-4-nitrotoluen 99-55-8 
p-Chloranilin p-Chloroaniline 4-chloranilin 106-47-8 
2,4-Diarninoanisol 2,4-Diarninoanisole 2,4-diarninoanisol 615-05-4 
4,4'- 4,4'- 4,4'- 101-77-9 
Diaminodiphenylmethan Diaminobiphenylrnethane diaminodiphenylmethan 
3,3'-Dichlorbenzidin 3.3'-Dichlorobenzidine 3 ,3' -dichlorbenzidin 91-94-1 
3,3' -Dirnethoxybenzidin 3,3'-Dirnethoxybenzidine 3,3'-dimethoxybenzidin 119-90-4 
3,3'-Dirnethylbenzidin 3 ,3' -Dirnethylbenzidine 3,3'-dimethylbenzidin 119-93-7 
3,3'-Dirnethyl-4,'4- 3,3'-Diamino-4,4'- 3,3'-dimethyl-4,4'- 838-88-0 

diarninodiphenylrnethan diarninobiphenylmethane diaminodiphenylmethan 
p-Kresidin p-Cresidine p-cresidin 120-71-8 
4,4 '-Methylen-bis-(2- 4 ,4' -Methylene-bis- 4 ,4 '-methylen-bis-(2- 101-14-4 
chloranilin) 2-chloroaniline) chloranilin) 
4,4'-Oxydianilin 4,4'-Oxydianiline 4,4'-oxydianilin 101-80-4 
4,4'-Thiodianilin 4 ,4 '. Thiodianiline 4,4'-thiodianiliin 139-65-1 
o-Toluidine o-Toluidine o-toluidin 95-53-4 
2,4-Toluylendiamin 2 ,4-Toluylendiamine 2 ,4-toluylendiarnin 95-80-7 
2.4 ,5-Trimethylanilin 2.4 ,5-Trirnethylaniline 2.4.5-trirnethylanilin 137-17-7 
o-Anisidin o-Anisidine o-anisidin 90-04-0 
2,4-Xylidin 2,4-Xylidine 2,4-Xylidin 95-68-1 
2,6-Xylidin 2,6-Xylidine 2,6-Xylidin 87-62-7 

Als krebserregend eingestufte 
Farbstoffe 

C.I. Generic Name 

C.I. Acid Red 26 
C.I. Basic Red 9 
C.I. Direct Black 38 
C.I. Direct Blue 6 
C.I. Direct Red 28 
C.I. Disperse Blue 1 
C.I. Disperse Yellow 3 

Dyestuffs classified to be 
carcinogenic 

C.I. Structure number 

C.I. 16 150 
C.I. 42 500 
C.I. 30 235 
C.I. 22 610 
C.I. 22 120 
C.I. 64 500 
C.I. 11 855 

Farvestoffer, der er klassificeret 
som krmftfremkaldende 

CAS-Nr. 

3761-53-3 
25620-78-4 
1937-37-7 
2602-46-2 
573-58-0 
2475-45-8 
2832-40-8 
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Als allergisierend eingestufte 
Farbstoffe 

C.I. Generic Name 

C.I. Disperse Blue 1 
C.I. Disperse Blue 3 
C.I. Disperse Blue 7 
C.I. Disperse Blue 26 
C.I. Disperse Blue 35 
C.I. Disperse Blue 102 
C.I. Disperse Blue 106 
C.I. Disperse Blue 124 
C.I. Disperse Orange 1 
C.I. Disperse Orange 3 
C.I. Disperse Orange 37 
C.I. Disperse Orange 76 
C.I. Disperse Red 1 
C.I. Disperse Red 11 
C.I. Disperse Red 17 
C.I. Disperse Yellow 1 
C.I. Disperse Yellow 3 
C.I. Disperse Yellow 9 
C.I. Disperse Yellow 39 
C.I. Disperse Yellow 49 

Chlororganische Carrier 

Dichlorbenzole 
Trichlorbenzole 
Tetrachlorbenzole 
Pentachlorbenzole 
Hexachlorbenzol 
Chlortoluole 
Dichlortoluole 
Trichlortoluole 
Tetrachlortoluole 
Pentachlortoluole 

Dyestuffs classified to be 
allergenous 

C.I. Structure number 

C.I. 64 500 
C.I. 61 505 
C.I. 62 500 
C.I. 63 305 

C.I. 11 080 
C.1.11005 

C.I. 11110 
C.I. 62 015 
C.1.11210 
C.I. 10 345 
C.I. 11 855 
C.I. 10 375 

Chlorinated organic carrier 

Dichlorobenzenes 
Trichlorobenzenes 
Tetrachlorobenzenes 
Pentachlorobenzenes 
Hexachlorobenzene 
Chlorotoluenes 
Dichlor_otoluenes 
Trichlorotoluenes 
Tetrachlorotoluenes 
Pentachlorotoluenes 

Farvestoffer, der er klassificeret 
som allergifremkaldende 

CAS-Nr. 

2475-45-8 
2475-46-9 
3179-90-6 

2581-69-3 
730-40-5 

2872-52-8 
2872-48-2 
3179-89-3 

2832-40-8 
6373-73-5 

Klororganiske carrier 

dichlorbenzen 
trichlorbenzen 
tetrachlorbenzen 
pentachlorbenzen 
hexachlorbenzen 
chlortoluen 
dichlortoluen 
trichlortoluen 
tetrachlortoluen 
pentachlortoluen 

__ .,, 

© Oko-Tex, Zurich 28. April 2000 
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Annex 11 

Osterreichisches Umweltzeichen 

Richtlinie UZ 34 

Burostuhle und Burodrehstuhle 

Ausgabe vom 1. Juli 2000 



Fur weitere lnformationen kontaktieren Sie bitte eine der Umweltzeichen-Adressen 

Bundesministerium fOr Land- und Forstwirtschaft, 
Umwelt und Wasserwirtschaft 
Abteilung 11/3 U 
DI Andreas Tschulik 
Stu benring 1 , A-1 O 1 O Wien 
Tel: +43 (1) 515 22-1650; Fax: Ow. 7649 
e-m@il: andreas.tschulik@bmu.gv.at 

VKI, Verein fOr Konsumenteninformation, 
Abteilung Dienstleistungen 

DI Gerhard Plunder 
Linke Wienzeile 18, A-1060 Wien 

Tel: +43 (1) 588 77-255; Fax: Dw. 99 255 
e-m@il: ecolabel@vki.or.at 
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Einleitung 
Zielsetzung dieser Richtlinie ist es, Burostuhle und Burodrehstuhle zu fordern, die auf 
Grund der einqeschrankten Materialvielfalt und ihrer Konstruktion eine optimale 
Verwertung der Produkte nach Gebrauchsende errnoqlichen und somit einen Beitrag 
zur nachhaltigen, kreislauforientierten Wirtschaft darstellen. In diesem Sinne wird 
auch gefordert, daB Materialien auf Basis nachwachsender Ressourcen sowie 
Sekundarrohstoffe zu einem signifikanten Teil Verwendung finden. 

Die aus den Produktionsprozessen resultierenden Auswirkungen auf Umwelt und 
Gesundheit werden durch entsprechende Anforderungen so gering wie moglich 
gehalten. 

Ergonomische Kriterien errnoqlichen zudem, dafs ausgezeichnete Produkte uber 
deren Umweltvertraglichkeit hinaus den gesundheitlichen Anspruchen der Benutzer 
gerecht werden. 



1 Produktgruppendefinition 

1.1 Bilrodrehstilhle 

Definition gemal1 Punkt 2 der ONORM A 1675 [1] 
Sitzrnobel mit neigbarer R0ckenlehne, drehbar und in der Hohe verstellbar, mit oder 
ohne Armlehne. Die R0ckenlehne muss in der jeweiligen Sitzposition eine 
ausreichende Abstutzung qewahrteisten. Sitz und R0ckenlehne sind vorzugsweise 
gepolstert auszufuhren (Auszug). 

1.2 Bilrostuhle 

Definition in Anlehnung an ONORM A 1600 Teil 1 [2]: B0rosessel (-stuhl) mit 
Ruckenlehne. optionaler Polsterung, mit oder ohne Armlehnen. 

2 Gesundheits- und Umweltkriterien 

2.1 Allgemeine Regelungen fur Roh-, Hilfs- und Einsatzstoffe 

Alie Stoffe und Zubereitungen die am Produktionsstandort zur Herstellung des 
Produktes eingesetzt werden, sind der begutachtenden Pr0fstelle bekannt zu geben 
und im Gutachten hinsichtlich der unten angefuhrten Gesundheits- und 
Umweltkriterien zu bewerten. 

Die aktuellen Sicherheitsdatenblatter gemal1 91/155/EWG [3] sind tor alle 
eingesetzten Stoffe und Zubereitungen (Vorprodukte) dem Gutachten in deutscher 
oder englischer Sprache beizulegen. 

• Stoffe, die qernafs denim folgenden angef0hrten Gefahrlichkeitsmerkmalen nach 
der EU-Richtlinie 67/548/EWG im Annex VI [4] eingestuft sind, d0rfen als 
Bestandteil von Zubereitungen oder in Reinform, zu maximal 0, 1 Masseno/o bzw. 
- bei Xn mit R40, R62 oder R63 - zu maximal 1 Masseno/o eingesetzt bzw. 
zugesetzt werden. 

,,sehr giftig" (T + mit R26, R27, R28 oder R39) 
,,giftig" (T mit R23, R24, R25 R39 oder R48) 
,,krebserzeugend" (nach EU-Kategorie 1 oder 2: T mit R45 oder R49; 
nach EU-Kategorie 3: Xn mit R40) 
.erbqutverandernd" (nach EU-Kategorie 1 oder 2: T mit R46; 
nach EU-Kategorie 3: Xn mit R40) 
,,fortpflanzungsgefahrdend" (nach EU-Kategorie 1 oder 2: T mit R60 oder R61; 
nach EU-Kategorie 3: Xn mit R62 oder R63) 
.urnweltqefahrtich" (N mit R50, R50/53, R51/53 oder R59) 



• Stoffe, die als ,,krebserzeugende Arbeitsstoffe" (Ill A 1, Ill A2) in der MAK-Werte 
Liste [5] eingestuft sind, durfen als Bestandteil von Zubereitungen oder in 
Reinform zu maximal 0, 1 Massen% eingesetzt werden. Bei Einstufung ,,mit 
beqrundetern Verdacht auf krebserzeugendes Potential" (Ill B) betraqt die 
maximale Einsatzmenge 1 Massen%. 

• Stoffe, die gemaP., Liste oder Selbsteinstufung der Verwaltungsvorschrift wasser 
gefahrdende Stoffe [6] unter die Wassergefahrdungsklasse 2 oder 3 fallen, d0rfen 
als Bestandteil von Zubereitungen oder in Reinform zu maximal 1 Massen% 
eingesetzt werden. 

2.2 Spezifische Regelungen fur Roh-, Hilfs- und Einsatzstoffe 

Fur Hauptsystemteile ist die Verwendung der unter Punkt 2.2.1 bis 2.2.6 angefOhrten 
Materialien zu lassig .1 

Eine der beiden folgenden Anforderungen muss erfullt werden: 

• Mindestens 50% der Masse der Nichtmetallteile des Produktes auf Basis 
nachwachsender Rohstoffe 

• Mindestens 50% der Masse der Nichtmetallteile des Produktes aus 
Recyclingmaterial 2 

2.2.1 Meta/le 

• Eisen und Stahl 

• Aluminium und Aluminiumlegierungen 
Der Recyclinganteil des verwendeten Aluminiums ist in Abhanqiqkelt der 
Gebrauchstauglichkeitsanforderungen zu maximieren. Anzustreben ist ein Anteil 
van 50 Massen¾, mindestens sind jedoch 30 Massen% Sekundaraluminium 
einzusetzen 2. 

2.2.2 Kunststoffe 

Es durfen maximal 4 kg Kunststoffe (inkl. Bezugsmaterialien) eingesetzt werden. 
Werden nachweislich Kunststoffe mit Recyclinganteil 2 verwendet, so ist zur 
Ermittlung der Masse nur der Primaranteil heranzuziehen. 
lnsgesamt dari der Kunststoffanteil am Gesamtprodukt 50% der Masse nicht 
uberschreiten. 

Zulassiq sind: 

• Polypropylen (PP) 

• Polyethylen (PE) 

1 Fur Materialien, deren Gesamtmasse im Produkt 50g uberschreitet 
2 Die Anforderung muss in den Ausschreibungskriterien fur den Zukauf der Systemteile enthalten sein, der Nachweis Ober die 

Einhaltung ist durch Bestatigung des Rohstoffherstellers oder Vertreibers zu erbringen 



• Polyamide (PA) 

• Polyurethan (PU) 
Weichschaumteile: Ausschluss von FCKW, H-FCKW oder FKW als Treibmittel 
Hartschaumteile3: Ausschluss von FCKW oder H-FCKW als Treibmittel 

• Die Kennzeichnung van Kunststoffen mit einem Gewicht ~ 50 g hat gemal1 
ONORM EN ISO 11 469 [7] in Verbindung mit ONORM EN ISO 1043-1 [8] zu 
erfolgen. 

2.2.3 Holz und Holzwerkstoffe 

Es ist eine Aufstellung Ober die eingesetzten Holzarten (ausgenommen fur Holzspan 
und Holzfaserplatten) zu erbringen. 
Die verwendeten Holzarten rnussen dem Washingtoner Artenschutz - Abkommen [9] 
entsprechen. Daruber hinaus rnussen auch die Bestimmungen der Verordnung (EG) 
des Rates Ober den Schutz van Exemplaren wildlebender Tier- und Pflanzenarten 
durch Oberwachung des Handels samt Anhanqen erfullt sein [1 O]. 

2.2.4 Bezugsmateria/ien 2 

• Zur Farbunq der Bezugsmaterialien durfen keine Farbstoffe auf Basis der 
Schwermetalle Cadmium, Chrom 6\ Quecksilber, Blei oder deren Verbindungen 
verwendet werden. 

r· Azo-Farbstoffe, die Amine abspalten konnen und die gema~ osterreichischer 
MAK-Werte-Liste mit Ill A1, Ill A2 oder Ill B eingestuft sind, durfen nicht zum 
Einsatz kommen. 

• Die Verwendung halogenierter Flammschutzmittel ist untersagt 

ff • Ausschluss von chromgegerbtem Leder 

• Ausschluss halogenierter synthetischer Bezugsmaterialien 

2.2.5 Polsterung 

• Polstermaterialien auf Basis nachwachsender Rohstoffe 

• For synthetische Weichschaume sind die Anforderungen gemaB Pkt. 2.2.2 
(Treibmittel) einzuhalten 

3 Der Einsatz von PU-Hartschaumteilen isl fur Formteile im Sitz und ROckenbereich zulassiq, wenn nur dadurch eine 
Verklebung von Polsterung und Bezugsmaterialien vermieden werden kann 



2.2.6 Beschichtungsstoffe 4 

For die zum Einsatz kommenden Beschichtungsstoffe sind die entsprechenden 
Sicherheitsdatenblatter bzw. technischen Merkblatter vorzulegen. 
• Keine Verwendung von Beschichtungsstoffen denen die Schwermetalle Cadmium, 

Chrom 6+, Quecksilber, Blei oder deren Verbindungen zugesetzt wurden. 
• Der Ante ii an organischen Losunqsmittel dart max. 10 Massen% des 

Beschichtungsstoffes betragen. 

2.3 Produktion 

Behordfiche Auflagen und gesetzliche Regelungen, insbesondere die Materien Luft, 
Wasser, Abfall, Umweltinformation sowie Arbeitnehmerlnnenschutz betreffend, sind 
fur jene Produktionsstatten nachweislich einzuhalten an denen folgende 
Fertigungsschritte der Hauptsystemteile 5 vorgenommen werden: 

• Schaumunq von Kunststoffformteilen 
• Oberflachenbehandlunq und -beschichtung 

• Fertigstellung des Produkts 

Sowohl for inlandische als auch fur auslandische Prcduktionsstatten sind die 
jeweiligen nationalen Bestimmungen zu erfOllen. 
Sofern EU-Regelungen Ober nationale Bestimmungen hinausgehen, sind jedenfalls 
diese einzuhalten. 

In Anlehnung an das AWG [11] ist ein Abfallwirtschaftskonzept (AWK) vorzulegen. 
Die im Erlass des BMUJF [12] uber die Vollstandigkeit von betrieblichen AWK 
angefGhrten Punkte mOssen darin enthalten sein. 

For Produktionsstatten, die nach EMAS Verordnung [13] registriert bzw. nach 
ONORM EN ISO 14001 [14] zertifiziert sind, gelten die oben genannten 
Anforderungen als erfullt. 

4 die Anforderungen gelten nicht fur galvanische Beschichtungen 
5 FuBteil (Gestell, Drehkreuz, Teleskop) 

Sitz (Sitzschale. Sitzplatte. Polsterung) 
ROckenlehne (Halterunq, Schale, Einlegeplatte, Polsterung) 
Armlehne (Halterung, Buqel, Auflage) 
Mechanik 



2.3.1 Oberfliichenbehandlung von Metal/en 

Zulassige Verfahren zur Oberflachenbehandlung von Metallen 

• Eisen und Stahl: 
Polieren 
Pulverlackbesch ichtu ng 
Galvanisieren 

• Aluminium und Aluminiumlegierungen: 
Polieren 
Pulverlackbeschichtung bei Aluminiummechanikteilen 

2.3.2 Oberfliichenbehandlung von Holzteilen 

Die Anlage zur Obertlachenbeschichtunq muss so ausgefuhrt sein, dass aus dem 
Overspray mindestens 50% des Festkorperantells ruckgewonnen werden konnen. 

2.4 Verpackung 

Eingesetzte Kunststoffe mussen frei von halogenierten organischen Verbindungen 
sein. 

lnverkehrsetzer von Verpackungen haben diese entweder selbst zuruckzunehrnen 
und zu verwerten oder nachweislich an einem Sammel- und Verwertungssystem 
teilzunehmen. Es gelten die Bestimmungen der Verpackungsverordnung (15]. 

3 Konstruktive Anforderungen 

Die Verbindung unterschiedlicher Materialien muss so gestaltet sein, dass diese mit 
geringem Aufwand sortenrein voneinander getrennt werden konnen. 

Klebeverbindungen zwischen Holz und Holzwerkstoffen untereinander sind zulassiq, 
der Einsatz von Verbundmaterialien ist nicht gestattet. 

Die Verklebung verschiedenartiger Stoffe ist nur dann zulassiq, wenn dies auf Grund 
der ergonomischen Gestaltung der Ruckenlehne notwendig ist. 

Die Konstruktion r.iuss modular aufgebaut sein, um einzelne Systemteile, 
insbesondere Verschleifsteile, einfach austauschen zu konnen. Die wesentlichen 
Verschleif1teile rnussen mindestens zehn Jahre nach Auslauf der Produktion des 
jeweiligen Modells erhaltlich sein. 



4 Entsorgung c'.er Stuble 

Der Hersteller bzw. ·.;ertreiber muss sich zur RUcknahme des Produkts nach 
Gebrauchende verpf!ichten. 

5 Sicherheits- .· nd Gebrauchstauglichkeitsanforderungen 

Fur BOrodrehstuhle sind die in der ONORM A 1675 bzw. DIN 4551 [16] gestellten 
Anforderungen beziqlich der Ma~e. der grundlegenden sicherheitstechnischen 
Gestaltung, der Standsicherheit und der Festigkeit einzuhalten. 

Fur Burostuhle sine die in der ONORM A 1610 Teil 5 [17] gestellten Anforderungen 
bezuqflch der Werk.~'offe und deren Ausfuhrung, der Standsicherheit, der 
Verformung und der Haltbarkeit einzuhalten. Die PrUfung ist gemal1 ONORM A 1605 
Teil 5 [18] durchzuf..hren. 

Wird zur Hohenversteltunq eine Gasfeder eingesetzt, muss diese nachweislich den 
gesetzlich vorqescr. riebenen Sicherheitsanforderungen entsprechen [19]. 

Textile Bezuqsrnatenalien mussen bei PrUfung mittels Martindale Verfahren, gemal1 
CNORM EN ISO 1 .. ~47-2 [20], mindestens 30 000 Scheuertouren ohne 
Probenzerstorung ~-ochbildung) erreichen. 

6 Ergonomisc 1e Anforderungen 

Die unter diesem ~ ..nkt gestellten Anforderungen gelten fur BUrodrehstuhle, gema~ 
Definition laut Pun .t 1.1. 

6.1 Allgemeine . ·:forderungen 

Prufunq gema~ A · orderungen der ONORM A 1675. 

Polsterung der Si· •· und Ruckenlehnenflachen (ausgenommen bei Drehstuhlen fur 
Labors, Werkstatt . 1 und dgl.) 

Die dem jeweiliqe Sodenbelag entsprechenden Rollen sind leicht und schnell 
einsetzbar. Das B .msverhatten entspricht den notiqen Sicherheitsanforderungen 
gemaB den einsc' 1 ~gigen Normen. 

Sto11 wird beim H; .setzen in jeder Hoheneinstellunq, vor allem in der untersten 
Sitzposition, fede · ·c:. abgefangen 



6.2 Verstellbarke ': 

Alie Verstellrnecha :s 11en moqlichst selosterklarend. ohne qrofsen Kraftaufwand und 
in der Sitzposition t :.:.,dienbar. 
Ausnahme: der Bee enteil fi.ir die Ruckstellkraft der Ruckenlehne muss nicht 
unbedingt in Sitzpc: · :ion leicht erreicht werden konnen 

Es rnussen Einstel' crrichtunqen im Bereich der ROckenlehne vorhanden sein, die 
eine gute Abstutzu. ~ unterschiedlich gror1er Personen im Brust- und 
Lendenwirbelberei. - srmoquchen. Dies kann durch eine Hohenverstellunq der 
ROckenlehne, abe .ch durch eine Verstellung eines Lendenwulstes im Bereich des 
Ackerboom-Knicks -alisiert werden. 

6.3 Armlehnen 

ArmstOtzen vorha: ,:o-n, falls keine Armstotzen vorhanden, ist die Moglichkeit der 
Nachrustunq gege 3:1. 

6.4 Materialeige ::- chaften 

Hinreichende Luft 
Bezugstoffe zur 'v 
Bereich 

Durch eine ergonc 
Polsterausformur · 
- rutschsichere Si 
der Sitzflache init 

· J Wasserdampfdurchlassigkeit der Polsterung und der 
. eidung von Vvarrne- und Feuchtigkeitsstau im korpernahen 

sch entsprechende Kombination von Bezugstoff, 
·:d Sitzflachenneigung soll eine - auch subjektiv so empfundene 

· osition eingenommen werden konnen und eine voile Ausnutzung 
. .verden. 

6.5 Information · '.}er "richtiges" Sitzen 

Mitlieferung eines .· .orrnationsblattes Ober "richtiges" Sitzen 

6.6 Dynamisch 

Aus erqonorniscr - 
Sesselkonstruktic 
dynamischen Sit 
Ober Federdruck 
Abstutzung im LE 
Abstutzpunkt der 
um diesen der je 
Neigungsmechar 

Sitzprinzip 

~;cht sollte dynamisches Sitzen durch eine entsprechende 
;•efordert werden. Entscheidend fi.ir die Realisierung dieses 
· .izips ist eine Ruckeniehne, welche der Oberkorperbewegung 
>:gefOhrt wird und in jeder Oberkorperposition eine adaquate 

_ 
0 nwirbelbereich garantiert. Dafi.ir ist es notwendig den 
.ckenlehne (Lendenbauschwolbung) in der Hohe zu verstellen, 
:· gen Korpergror.,e anzupassen und die Federkraft der 

: auf das Korpergewicht einzustellen. 



7 Deklaration 

Ober die in der ON :; .~ A 1675 geforderten Angaben bezuqlich Hersteller und 
Gebrauchsanleitun -,,naus, ist am Stuhl dauerhaft eine Kontaktadresse fur Service 
und Rucknahrne de - Produktes anzugeben. 

8 Mitgeltende rmen, Gesetze und sonstige Regelungen 

Die nachstehend E. 

Verweisung in die: 
Rechtsvorsch rifler. 
Datierte Verweisu: 
Oberarbeitungen c 
Ausgabe des in B 
Osterreichische G 

; -_ fuhrten Dokumente enthalten Festlegungen, die durch 
T Text Bestandteil dieser Umweltzeichen-Richtlinie sind. 
,-_ ::i immer in der jeweils geltenden Fassung anzuwenden. 
; ·. anderer Dokumente erfassen spatere Anderungen oder 

· 0 Publikation nicht. Bei undatierten Verweisungen ist die letzte 
_. _ genommenen Fremduberwachung Dokumentes anzuwenden. 

ze sind unter http://www.ris.bka.qv.aV zu finden. 
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August 1998 

.. 11 fur Umwelt, Jugend und Familie: Erlass zum 
esetz und seinen Verordnungen, 16. August 1995 
7 3504/404-111/9/95) 

. t/u abfall/leitfaden awk. htm 

e Verordnung des Rates uber die freiwillige Beteiligung 
ernehmen an einem Gemeinschaftssystem tor das 
rent und das Umweltaudit (EMAS VO), 
68, vom 10. Juli 1993 
u. inUeur-lex/de/lif/daU1993/de 393R 1836.html 

) 14001 Umweltmanagementsysteme - Spezifikation mit 
wendung, 1.Dezember1996 

Verpackungsverordnung 

nobel: Burodrehstuhle und Burodrehsessel: 
rische Anforderungen, Prufunq, 1. Juni 1988 

) Teil 5, Mabel - Anforderungen; Ungepolsterte und leicht 
.iobel, 1. April 1984 

> Teil 5, Mabel - Prufbestirnrnunqen; Ungepolsterte und leicht 
11obel, 1. Oktober 1984 

985, Benutzunq von in Burodrehsturuen und ahnlichen StOhlen 
asfedern 

J 12947-2, Textilien - Bestimmung der Scheuerbestandigkeit 
chenqebilden mit dem Martindale-Verfahren - Teil 2: 

-7r Probenzerstorung, 1. April 1999 
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Annex 12 

'.~ i1ffl 
Diari Oficial de la Generalitat de Catalunya. Num. 3.150 - 30.5.2000 

Departament de Medi Ambient 

RESOLUCIO de 9 de maig de 2000, per la qual s'estableixen els criteris mediambientals 
per a l'atorgament del distintiu de garantia de qualitat ambiental als productes de cuir. 

Ates que entre els objectius def distintiu de garantia de qualitat ambiental cal destacar que s'ha 
de proporcionar als consumidors i usuaris una informaci6 millor i mes fiable sobre la qualitat 
ambiental dels productes i serveis que els orienti en les seves decisions d'us o de compra; 

Tenint en compte que la pell es un producte natural i renovable i que dins d'aquest sector els 
seus transformats poden formar una categoria de productes prou arnplia adrecada tant al 
consumidor final com a productes intermedis; 

Ates que cal fomentar la reducci6 de la inctdencia ambiental dels processes de transformaci6 
de la pell i amb l'objectiu de sostenir els constants esforcos realitzats per mantenir i millorar la 
qualitat del medi ambient, i minimitzar al mateix temps les incldencies de la contaminaci6 
generada per la producci6 de residus; 

D'acord amb el Decret 316/1994, de 4 de novembre, sobre l'atorgament del distintiu de 
garantia de qualitat ambiental per la Generalitat de Catalunya, modificat posteriorment pel 
Decret 296/1998, de 17 de novembre, pel qual s'amplia l'ambit del distintiu de garantia de 
qualitat ambiental als serveis, i amb la finalitat de promoure la fabricaci6, la comercialitzaci6, 
rus i el consum de productes de cuir que minimitzin l'impacte ambiental en els seus processes 
de producci6; 

En us de les facultats que m'atorga !'article 5 del citat Decret, d'acord amb l'informe previ del 
Consell de Qualitat Ambiental, 

Resole: 

Definir la categoria i els criteris de qualitat ambiental dels diferents tipus de cuirs per optar al 
distintiu de garantia de qualitat ambiental, que es regeixen pels apartats sequents: 

-1 Categoria de productes 

1. 1 Els productes inclosos en aquesta categoria son tots aquells productes del mercat derivats 
del cuir, finals o intermedis, des de la pell adobada fins al producte final acabat. S'entenen com 
a tal els cuirs provinents del proces d'adobament, que es defineix a l'apartat 1 de l'annex. 

La categoria de producte esta formada per les dues subcategories que s'indiquen a 
continuaci6: 

a) Subcategoria de cuirs acabats. 

Pertanyen a aquesta subcategoria les pells adobades i acabades una vegada tractades per tes 
fabriques d'adobats. 

b) Subcategoria de cuirs manufacturats. 

tnctou tots aquells cuirs que s'han transformat en objectes concrets. S6n exemptes de la 
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subcategoria els productes de confecci6 (vestits de pell i cortines) i els productes de 
marroquineria (cinturons, portamonedes, bosses de ma, maletes i altres articles de talabarder). 

1.2 Queden exclosos d'aquesta categoria tots aquells productes derivats de la pell que tinguin 
categoria propia dins del sistema d'etiqueta ecol6gica de la Uni6 Europea i tambe els 
productes de pelleteria que compleixin completament la definici6 de l'apartat 1.5 de !'annex. 

Els criteris mediambientals s'aplicaran exclusivament als cuirs continguts en el producte final, 
pero no als complements, entenent com a tats les parts rnetal-liques, plastiques o d'altres 
materials aliens a la pell. 

-2 Sol·licitants 

Paden sol·licitar el distintiu de garantia de qualitat ambiental els fabricants amb instal·lacions 
industrials ernplacades a Catalunya i els distributdors de productes amb marca propia, o els 
fabricants amb instal·lacions industrials no ernplacades a Catalunya, sempre que els productes 
es comercialitzin a Catalunya. 

-3 Criteris 

Les propietats o caracteristiques de qualitat ambiental especffiques de la categoria de 
productes definida en l'apartat 1 s'avaluen segons els criteris i el sistema d'avaluaci6 establerts 
a !'annex. 

-4 Periode de validesa 

La definici6 de la categoria de productes i dels criteris especifics per a aquesta categoria tenen 
un periode maxim de validesa de tres anys a partir de la data de publicaci6 d'aquesta resoluci6 
al Diari Oficial de la Generalitat de Catalunya. 

-5 Nurnero de codi 

A efectes administratius, el nurnero de codi assignat a la categoria de productes es: 

Codi 121: Subcategoria de cuirs acabats. 

Codi 122: Subcategoria de cuirs manufacturats. 

-6 Us de la marca 

6.1 l.'us de la marca s'ha d'adequar ales especificacions indicades en les Normes grafiques 
establertes pel Departament de Medi Ambient per a la utilitzaci6 del distintiu de garantia de 
qualitat ambiental. 

6.2 La llegenda que ha de figurar en el distintiu de garantia de qualitat ambiental es, per a la 
categoria de productes: "Cuir de baix impacte ambiental". 

Barcelona, 9 de maig de 2000 

Josep Maria Pelegri i Aixut 

Director general de Qualitat Ambiental 

Annex 
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-1 Definicions 

1.1 Pell en brutes la pell de !'animal, precedent de l'escorxador. Aquest concepte tarnbe 
inclou ta pell que ha estat sotmesa a un tractament de conservaci6. Es la materia primera 
utilitzada en els processes de fabricaci6 o transformaci6 de la pell en brut en cuir. 

1.2 El proces de fabricaci6 consisteix en les diferents operacions que serveixen per 
transformar les pells en brut en cuir serniacabat o acabat. 

1.3 S'anomena cuir la pell de !'animal que ha sofert un proces d'adobament. El cuir prove de la 
pell d'animals domestics, principalment ovl, bovf i cabrum, precedents de la ramaderia. 

1.4 Pells acabades son les que han rebut la transformaci6 i el tractament corresponent a les 
ultirnes fases del proces (acabats). 

1.5 Productes de pelleteria: s6n les pells adobades que conserven el pel i que pertanyen a 
especies corn visons, lludries, guineus, martes, etc. que han estat criades i sacrificades names 
per a l'aprofitament de la pell. 

-2 Criteris globals per a la categoria de productes 

Per obtenir el distintiu de garantia de qualitat ambiental, el producte ha de complir els criteris 
especificats en aquest annex, els quals tenen per objectiu la fabricaci6 o transformaci6 dels 
productes de pell, mitlancant t'us racional i l'estalvi de recurses, la rninimitzaci6 de residus i la 
reducci6 en la utilitzaci6 de certes substancies susceptibles de produir irnpactes ambientals 
significatius. 

2.1 Envas del producte. 

Si el producte es ven envasat, l'envas del producte ha de seguir els principis establerts a la Llei 
11/1997, de 24 d'abril, d'envasos i residus d'envasos. 

2.2 Compliment de la tegislaci6 ambiental. 

Totes les etapes de la fabricaci6 i la distribuci6 han de ser realitzades d'acord amb la legislaci6 
mediambiental vigent alla on es realitzin. 

2.3 Aptitud per a l'us. 

El producte ha de tenir una qualitat equivalent a la resta de productes de la mateixa categoria 
existents en el rnercat i al mateix temps ha de cornplir els requeriments de la norma especifica 
per a cada subcategoria de productes, en cas que aquesta existeixi. 

Els cuirs hauran de superar les proves de qualitat sequents: 

Resistencia a l'esquinc. 

Criteri de valoraci6: forca superior a 30 newton/mm. 

La verificaci6 es realitzara rnitjancant l'aplicaci6 de la norma IUP-8. 

Resistencia a la flexi6 en sec en condicions estandard. 

Criteri de valoraci6: el nombre de flexions que ha de suportar el cuir sense que s'aprecim 
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danys visibles sera superior a 20.000. 

L'avaluaci6 de conformitat la realitzara l'entitat col·laboradora per assaig rnitiancant l'aplicaci6 
de la norma IUP-20. 

2.4 Criteris ambientals. 

Criteri num. 1: Contingut en metalls pesants. 

Els cuirs no poden contenir: 

Mes de 10 ppm de cadascun dels metalls: arsenic, cadmi, coure i plom, 

Mes de 5 ppm de cadascun dels metalls: crom hexavalent i mercuri. 

L'avaluaci6 de conformitat la fara l'entitat col·laboradora per assaig rmtiancant l'aplicaci6 de la 
norma SLC 22 (IUC 18) de la International Union of Leather Technologist & Chemist Societies 
(IUL TCS) i es realitzara en el producte final (cuirs acabats i transformats). 

Criteri nurn. 2: aigues residuals en el processes humits de transformaci6 del cuir. 

Tai com es manifesta a l'apartat 2.2 de !'annex d'aquesta resoluci6, totes les etapes de 
producci6 han de ser realitzades d'acord amb la legislaci6 mediambiental vigent on es duguin a 
terme. Especialment, i tenint en compte que en el proces d'elaboraci6 dels productes de cuir 
tenen lloc etapes de tractaments humits, i considerant l'impacte ambiental potencial d'aquestes 
activitats, el sol·licitant haura d'informar de les empreses que fan els tractaments humits i que 
aquests es realitzen d'acord amb un comportament de bones practiques ambientals. 

Per poder-les valorar, s'observaran els valors de DQO, rnateries en suspensi6 i metalls 
pesants en les aiques residuals dels processes humits de la transformaci6 de la pell en cuir. 
Aquests valors hauran de ser, com a minim, els fixats per l'administraci6 competent en el 
permis d'abocament d'aiques residuals. 

L'avaluaci6 de conformitat es tara per declaraci6 del fabricant previa comprovaci6 de l'entitat 
col·laboradora, la qual, en cas de dubte raonable, realitzara els assaigs d'aig0es residuals 
adients. 

Criteri num. 3: Reducci6 dels residus durant el proces de producci6 i/o distribuci6. 

La quantitat de residus produrda en el darrer any, en relaci6 amb la producci6 i/o distribuci6 
total del sol·licitant, haura de ser inferior en un 10% ales quantitats corresponents a la mitjana 
dels darrers tres anys. 

L'avaluaci6 de conformitat es realltzara per declaraci6 del sol·licitant previa comprovaci6 de 
l'entitat col·laboradora. 

Criteri num, 4: Contingut en substancies perilloses. 

Els productes de cuir no podran contenir cap de les substancies sequents: 

Pentaclorofenol, aix! com les seves sals i esters. 

En els tractaments de la pell no s'ha d'usar aquest compost. El valor limit d'aquesta substancia 
en el cuir no pot sobrepassar les 5 ppm. · 

L'avaluaci6 de conformitat, la realitzara l'entitat col·laboradora per assaig rnitiancant l'aplicaci6 
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de la norma DIN 53313. 

Colorants azoics. 

En els processos de transformaci6 de la pell, no es permet l'us de colorants azoics que puguin 
produir amines aromatiques cancerigenes si la quantitat que contenen d'aquestes es superior 
a 30 ppm. 

Llistat de substancies prohibides (nurn. CAS): 

4-aminodifenil (92-67-1) 

benzidina (92-87-5) 

4-clor-o-toluidina (95-69-2) 

2-naftilamina (91-59-8) 

o-aminoazotolue (97-56-3) 

2-amino-4-nitrotolue (99-55-8) 

p-cloranilina (106-47-8) 

2,4-diaminoanisol (615-05-4) 

4,4'-diaminodifenilmeta (101-77-9) 

3, 3' -diclorobenzidina (91-94-1) 

3-3'-dimetoxybenzidina ( 119-90-4) 

3-3' -dimetilbenzidina ( 119-93-7) 

3-3' -dimetil-4-4' -diaminodifen ii meta (838-88-0) 

p-cresidina (120-71-8) 

4,4'-metilen-bis-(2-cloranilina) (101-14-4) 

4,4'-oxidyalinina (101-80-4) 

4,4'-tiodianilina (139-65-1) 

o-tolutdina (95-53-4) 

2,4-toluendiamina (95-80-7) 

2,4,5-trimetilamina (137-17-7) 

4-aminoazobenze 
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o-anisidina 

Aquesta llista es susceptible de modificaci6 conforme es vagin coneixent naves substancies 
perilloses d'acord amb la legislaci6 vigent. 

L'avaluaci6 de conformitat es fara per declaraci6 del fabricant i, en cas de dubte raonable, 
l'entitat col·laboradora la realitzara per assaig mltiancant l'aplicaci6 de la norma DIN 53316. A 
causa de les dificultats analitiques derivades de! desenvolupament d'aquest rnetode d'analisi, 
es recomana confirmar-ne el resultats amb una altra d'equivalent. 

Formaldehid. 

La concentraci6 maxima de formaldehid per a tota la categoria de productes no pot superar !es 
150 ppm. 

L'avaluaci6 de conformitat. la realitzara per assaig l'entitat col·laboradora mitjancant l'aplicaci6 
de la norma DIN 53315. 

Dissolvents organics. 

Es controlaran a la subcategoria de cuirs manufacturats. 

En cap de les diferents etapes de l'elaboraci6 de! producte s'han d'utilitzar substancies que 
continguin compostos organics volatils. 

L'avaluaci6 de conformitat es realitzara per declaraci6 de! fabricant, que esta obligat a portar 
un registre del tipus de substancies amb dissolvents que utilitza. 

Criteri num. 5: Materles minerals rentables. 

El contingut de materies minerals rentables en els cuirs no ha de superar I' 1 % en pes. 

L'avaluaci6 de conformitat, la realitzara per assaig l'entitat col·laboradora segons el rnetode de 
la IUL TCS (IUC-6). 

-3 Sistema d'avaluaci6 de conformitat 

El sol·licitant ha de presentar la sol·licitud per al distintiu de garantia de qualitat ambiental 
acompanyada de mostres del producte i de la documentaci6 cornplernentaria que es descriu a 
continuaci6. 

Per a l'avaluaci6 de les sol·licituds i la comprovaci6 de! compliment dels criteris establerts a 
!'annex, s'ha de tenir en compte la implantaci6 per part de l'empresa de sistemes reconeguts 
de gesti6 ambiental (EMAS o ISO 14001 ). 

3.1 Mostres del producte. 

3.1.1 El sol-licitant ha de trametre a la Direcci6 General de Qualitat Ambiental un minim d'una 
unitat de venda amb el seu corresponent envas, si s'escau, a fi de comprovar el compliment 
del criteri d'envas de! producte. S'enten per unitat de venda el producte tal com es adquirit pel 
consumidor. Si el velum es excessiu, n'hi haura prou amb la presentaci6 de documentaci6 
tecnica del producte. 

3.1.2 El sol·licitant ha de presentar a la Direcci6 General de Qualitat Ambiental una declaraci6 
en que garanteixi, sota la seva responsabilitat, que els productes per als quals sol·licita el 
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distintiu s6n conformes a les mostres lliurades i al dossier tecnic, i compleixen els requisits 
exigits en la present Resoluci6. 

3.2 Documentaci6 cornplernentaria. 

3.2.1 Dossier tecnic. 

Els sol·licitants del distintiu per als productes inclosos en les dues subcategories han de 
trametre a la Direcci6 General de Qualitat Ambiental i a una entitat coltaboradora del 
Departament de Medi Ambient, degudament acreditada, un dossier tecnlc, el contingut del qual 
s'especifica a continuaci6, que el sol·licitant ha de mantenir actualitzat durant el periode de 
validesa del distintiu. 

L'entitat col·laboradora ha d'examinar el dossier i comprovar en el centre de producci6 
mitjanyant inspecci6 que el producte es fabricat d'acord amb la documentaci6 tecnica lliurada, i 
emetre'n el certificat corresponent. 

El dossier tecnic consta de: 

a) Descripci6 general del producte. El sol·licitant haura d'especificar els percentatges de pell, el 
tipus de pell emprada i la resta de materials utilitzats en el producte final. 

b) El llibre de registre de les coles emprades. 

c) Esquemes del proces de producci6 amb les explicacions i descripcions adequacies per a la 
seva comprensi6. 

d) lnformes i resultats dels assaigs i les inspeccions realitzats. 

e) Declaraci6 mitjancant la qual s'especificara especialment el pals de procedencia de la 
primera rnateria emprada per a la producci6 amb copia dels comprovants de compra. 

El Departament de Medi Ambient es reserva el dret de visitar sense avls previ les instal·lacions 
de producci6, amb llibertat d'acces al dossier tecnic actualitzat i als dossiers de fabricaci6 i 
control de qualitat que consideri necessaris. 

3.2.2 Certificats i normativa d'assaig a realitzar. 

El sol·licitant ha de presentar en el moment de la sol·licitud els resultats dels assaigs i/o les 
inspeccions previstos per a cadascun dels criteris que han de ser realitzats i degudament 
signats per l'entitat cof-laboradora del Departament de Medi Ambient. 

Els metodes d'assaig a emprar s6n els especificats en aquesta Resoluci6, si be tarnbe se'n 
podran emprar d'altres, previa comunicaci6 a la Direcci6 General de Qualitat Ambiental, 
sempre que en la documentaci6 aportada quedi clara l'equivalencia amb els rnetodes 
especificats en aquesta Resoluci6. 

3.3 Selecci6 de l'entitat col·laboradora. 

Les analisls i els controls han de ser realitzats per una de les entitats col·laboradores del 
Departament de Medi Ambient degudament acreditades per a aquest camp d'actuaci6, una 
relaci6 actualitzada de les quals es lliurara al sol·licitant. 

Si no n'hi ha, el Consell de Qualitat Ambiental pot avalar expressament i per a aquest suposit 
concret una entitat imparcial. 
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Per a cuirs produrts fora de Catalunya, el sol·licitant ha de presentar els certificats 
corresponents emesos per una entitat degudament acreditada a la comunitat aut6noma o pals 
d'origen. Els certificats dels resultats dels assaigs tarnbe poden ser realitzats per una entitat 
col·laboradora del Departament de Medi Ambient. 

(00.125.106) 

Tornar a l'inici Jndex _g_y_alificaci6 ambientc:1J 

Paqina creada el 30.5.2000 .,--,,.J.,f'...,,.___ t; ~ < 
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Annex 12a 

Summary of Annex 12 

Official Journal of the Autonomous Government of Catalonia No 3150 (30/5-2000) 

Decree of 9 May 2000 establishing the award of the Emblem of Guarantee of 
Environmental Quality for Leather Products 

Product categories: From semi-manufactured (tanned) leather to final leather products. 

Subcategory a): Leather from tanned to finished leather 
Subcategory b ): Leather products 

Leather with hair on/fur is not included. 

The award for leather products refers to the leather only, not to other components. 

General criteria: The whole manufacturing schedule, from the raw hide through to the final 
product must ensue in accordance with the relevant legislation. 

Functional requirements of the leather: 

Tearing load (IUP/8): min. 30 Nlmm 
Flexing endurance, dry (IUP/20): min. 20,000 flexes 

Environmental criteria for the leather: 

Content of heavy metals: As, Cd, Cu, Pb: max 10 ppm 
CrVI, Hg: max. 5 ppm 

1. Waste water from leather production: 

Details must be given of the discharge of COD, suspended solids and heavy metals with the 
wastewater from the entire leather production process. If the applicant does not carry out the 
wet operations related to leather production, details have to be provided on all suppliers back 
to the raw hide stage. 

As a minimum demand, discharge must comply with the regulations set by the competent 
authority. 

2. The amount of ( solid) wastes generated per unit produces must be at least 10% less than the 
average amount over the previous three years. 

3. Content of dangerous substances: 

Pentachlorophenol, its salts and esters: max 5 p1, ... 
Azo dyestuffs generating carcinogenic amines: 
Amines (according to list): max. 30 ppm 
Formaldehyde: max. 150 ppm 
Organic solvents: solvents used must be declared 
Extractable substances: max 1 %. 

The emblem is awarded on the basis of declarations and verification by an accredited third party. 
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16. ECOMARK 
LEATHER 

CRITERIA FOR FINISHED 

(The Gazette of India, Extraordinary, Part TI-Section 8(.i). No.58, ,Jan 
27,2000 

1. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS : 

1. 1 The manufacturers shall produce consent clearance as 
per the provisions of the Water (Prevention and Control 
of Pollution) Act, 1974, and the Air (Prevention and 
Control of Pollution) Act, 1981, along with the 
authorisation for Hazardous Waste Management, if 
required under the Environment (Protection) Act, 1986, 
for seeking Ecomark certification from the Bureau of 
Indian Standards. 

1.2 The product packaging shall display in brief the criteria 
based on which the product has been labelled 
environment friendly. 

1.3 The material used for product packaging shall be 
recyclable or reusable or biodegradable. 

2. PRODUCT SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS : 

EJ Parameters* I Limits I Test method, 

Asper 

l. PH of aqueous Not less than 3.5 & if LC:18 of 
extract of leather less than 3.5, the pH 

difference on dilution IS 582: 1970 
by a factor of 10 
differential number, 
should not be more 
than 0.6 

D Formalehyde.mg/kg, I 200 I ** 

I Max 

D Pen tachlorop henol I 
5# 

I 
IS 14575:1998 

(PCP), mg/kg, Max 

4. Aryl amines 30# ** 
released from Azo- 
dyes (Sum 
parameters)***, 
mg/kg, Max 
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D Hexavalent I 3 I ** 

I 
Chromium, mg/kg, 
Max 

* The Eco-mark for leather certifies that only Eco-related parameters are assured and the quality 
related parameters are through self-declaration complying buyer's requirements. In such cases, the 
finished leather shall carry only Eco-logo (without ISI mark). In case the buyer's requirement calls for 
conformity to Indian Standards, the manufacturer shall have to apply for BIS Standard mark also. 

** Indian standards on the methods of test are being developed by BIS in line with acceptable 
international norms. 

*** The list of Aryl Amines is appended in Appendix-A. 

# Prevailing detectable limits. 

APPENDIX-A 

List of Aryl Amines 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

4-Aminodiphenyl 

Benzidine 

4-Chloro-o-tol uidine 

2-Naphthylamine 

p-Chloraniline 

2,4-Diaminoanisole 

4, 4-Diaminodipheny lmethane 

3,3-Dichlorobenzidine 

3,3-Dimethoxy-benzidine 

3, 3-Dimethy lbenzidine 

3, 3-Dimethy 1-4, 4-diaminodipheny lmethane 

p-Cresidin (2-Methoxy 5-methylaniline) 

4, 4-Methy lene-bis (2-chloraniline) 

4,4-0xydianiline 

4,4-Thiodianiline 

o-Tol uidine 

2,4-Toluendiamine 

2,4,5-Trimethylaniline 

http://envfor.nic.in/ cpcb/ ecomark/leather .html 21-09-00 



The incorporation of the Ecomark requirements in a separate BIS standard, is under 
process. 
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ECOLABELLING CRITERIA FOR VARIOUS SUBSTANCES IN LEATHER 

Scheme (No.) ICT Indonesia SG LGR EU Netherlands Netherlands Oko-Tex Austria Brazil Catalonia India 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) Footwear Furniture (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) 

(6) (7) 
Certain azo dyestuffs'> X X X X X X X X X 
Benzidine based dyestuffs X X 
Dyestuffs with high LD5/> X 
Allergenic disperse dyes X 
Hexavalent chromium X X X X X X x3> X X X 
Pentachlorophenol X X X X X X X X X 
Chlorophenols, other than PCP X 
2,3 ,5 ,6-tetrachlorophenol X 
Formaldehyde X X X X X X X 
Glutaraldehyde X 
Glyoxal X 
pH X X X X X X 
Volatile organic compounds X 
Chlorinated volatile substances X 
Halogenated fire-retardants X 

§ 
Cl) 
>< 
~ 
~ 
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ECOLABELLING CRITERIA FOR VARIOUS SUBSTANCES IN LEATHER (CONTINUED) 

Scheme (No.) JCT Indonesia SG LGR EU Netherlands Netherlands Oko-Tex Austria Catalonia India 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) Footwear Furniture (8) (9) (Spain) (12) 
(6) (7) (11) 

Pesticides2) X X 
Extractable solids X 
Extractable (Al+Cr+Ti +Zr) X 
Total chromium X 
Cadmium X X X X X X 
Arsenic X X X X X X 
Lead X X X X X X 
Mercury X X X X X 
Copper X X X X X 
Nickel X X 
Cobalt X X 
Tin X x4) 

Antimony X X 
Zinc X 
"Heavy metals" 
(except chromium) X 

Notes: 
1lAzo dyestuffs which may generate specific amines (see Chapter IX). The lists are not identical. 
2lspecified 
3l1n pigments 
4lfor infants, only 
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( Acts whose publication is obligatory) 

REGULATION (EC) No 1980/2000 OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL 
of 17 July 2000 

on a revised Community eco-label award scheme 

THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND THE COUNCIL OF THE 
EUROPEAN UNION, 

Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Community and in particular Article 17 5(1) thereof, 

Having regard to the proposal from the Commission (1). 

Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social 
Committee (2). 

After consulting the Committee of the Regions. 

Acting in accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 
2 51 of the Treaty (3), 

Whereas: 

(1) The aims of Council Regulation (EEC) No 880/9 2 of 2 3 
March 1992 on a Community eco-label award 
scheme (4) were to establish a voluntary Community 
eco-label scheme intended to promote products with a 
reduced environmental impact during their entire life 
cycle and to provide consumers with accurate, non 
deceptive and scientifically based information on the 
environmental impact of products. 

(2) Article 18 of Regulation (EEC) No 880/92 provides that 
within five years from its entry into force the Commis 
sion should review the scheme in the light of the experi 
ence gained during its operation and should propose any 
appropriate amendments to the Regulation. 

(3) The experience gained during the implementation of the 
Regulation has shown the need to amend the scheme in 
order to increase its effectiveness, improve its planning 
and streamline its operation. 

(4) The basic aims for a voluntary and selective Community 
eco-label award scheme are still valid; in particular such 
an award scheme should provide guidance to consumers 

(') OJ C 114, 12.4.1997, p. 9 and 
OJ C 64, 6.3.1999, p. 14. 

(') OJ C 296, 29.9.1997, p. 77. 
(') Opinion of the European Parliament of 13 May 1998 (OJ C 167, 

1.6.1998, f· 118), confirmed on 6 May 1999. Council Common 
Position o 11 November 1999 (OJ C 25, 28.1.2000, p. 1) and 
Decision of the European Parliament of I 5 March 2000 (not yet 
published in the Official Journal). Council Decision of 29 June 
2000. 

(') OJ L 99, 11.4.1992, p. 1. 

on products with a potential for reducing environmental 
impact when viewed through its entire life-cycle, and 
should provide information on the environmental char 
acteristics of labelled products. 

(5) For the acceptance by the general public of the 
Community eco-label award system it is essential that 
environmental NGOs and consumer organisations play 
an important role and are actively involved in the devel 
opment and setting of criteria for Community eco-labels. 

(6) It is necessary to explain to consumers that the eco-label 
represents those products which have the potential to 
reduce certain negative environmental impacts, as 
compared with other products in the same product 
group, without prejudice to regulatory requirements 
applicable to products at a Community or a national 
level. 

(7) The scope of the Scheme should include products and 
environmental factors which are of interest from the 
point of view both of the internal market and of the 
environment; for the purpose of this Regulation, prod 
ucts should also include services. 

(8) The procedural and methodological approach for setting 
eco-label criteria should be updated in the light of 
scientific and technical progress and of the experience 
gained in this area, to ensure consistency with relevant 
internationally recognised standards which are evolving 
in this area. 

(9) The principles for establishing the selectivity level of the 
eco-Iabel should be clarified, in order to facilitate consis 
tent and effective implementation of the Scheme. 

(10) The eco-label should include simple, accurate, non 
deceptive and scientifically based information on the key 
environmental aspects which are considered in the 
award of the label. in order to enable consumers to 
make informed choices. 
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(11) In the various stages of the award of an eco-label, efforts 
must be made to ensure the efficient use of resources 
and a high level of environmental protection. 

(12) It is necessary to provide more information on the label 
about the reasons for the award in order to assist 
consumers in understanding the significance of the 
award. 

(13) The eco-label scheme should in the long term be mainly 
self-financing. Financial contributions from the Member 
States should not increase. 

(14) It is necessary to assign the task of contributing to 
setting and reviewing eco-label criteria as well as assess 
ment and verification requirements to an appropriate 
body, the European Union Eco-Labelling Board (EUEB), 
in order to achieve an efficient and neutral implementa 
tion of the scheme; the EUEB should be composed of 
the competent bodies already designated by the Member 
States under Article 9 of Regulation (EEC) No 880/92, 
and of a consultation forum which should provide for a 
balanced participation of all relevant interested parties. 

(15) It is necessary to ensure that the Community eco-label 
award scheme is consistent and coordinated with the 
priorities of the Community environmental policy and 
with other Community labelling or quality-certification 
schemes such as those established by Council Directive 
92/75/EEC of 22 September 1992 on the indication by 
labelling and standard product information of the 
consumption of energy and other resources by house 
hold appliances (1) and by Council Regulation (EEC) No 
2092/91 of 24 June 1991 on organic production of 
agricultural products and indications referring thereto on 
agricultural products and foodstuffs (2). 

(16) While existing as well as new eco-label schemes in the 
Member States may continue to exist, provision should 
be made to ensure coordination between the 
Community eco-label and other eco-label schemes in the 
Community, in order to promote the common objec 
tives of sustainable consumption. 

(17) It is necessary to guarantee transparency in the imple 
mentation of the scheme and to ensure consistency with 
relevant international standards in order to facilitate 
access to, and participation in, the Scheme by manufac 
turers and exporters of countries outside the 
Community. 

(18) The measures necessary for the implementation of this 
Regulation should be adopted in accordance with 
Council Decision 1999/468/EC of 28 June 1999 laying 

(') OJ L 297, 13.10.1992, p. 16. 
(') OJ L 198, 22.7.1991, p. 1. Regulation as last amended by Regula 

tion (EC) No 1804/1999 (OJ L 222, 24.8.1999, p. 1). 

down the procedures for the exercise of implementing 
powers conferred to the Commission (3). 

(19) Regulation (EEC) No 880/92 should be replaced by this 
Regulation in order to introduce in the most effective 
way the necessary revised provisions for the reasons 
mentioned above, while appropriate transitional provi 
sions ensure continuity and smooth transition between 
the two Regulations, 

HAVE ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 

Article 1 

Objectives and principles 

1. The objective of the Community eco-label award scheme 
(hereafter referred to as the Scheme) is to promote products 
which have the potential to reduce negative environmental 
impacts, as compared with the other products in the same 
product group, thus contributing to the efficient use of 
resources and a high level of environmental protection. This 
objective shall be pursued through the provision of guidance 
and accurate, non-deceptive and scientifically based informa 
tion to consumers on such products. 

For the purpose of this Regulation: 

- the term 'product' is taken to include any goods or services, 

- the term 'consumer' is taken to include professional 
purchasers. 

2. The environmental impacts shall be identified on the 
basis of examination of the interactions of products with the 
environment, including the use of energy and natural resources, 
during the life cycle of the product. 

3. Participation in the Scheme shall be without prejudice to 
environmental or other regulatory requirements of Community 
or national law applicable to the various life stages of goods, 
and where appropriate to a service. 

4. The implementation of the Scheme shall comply with the 
provisions of the Treaties, including the precautionary prin 
ciple, with the instruments adopted pursuant thereto and the 
Community environmental policy, as specified in the 
Community Programme of Policy and Action in relation to the 
Environment and Sustainable Development Fifth Action 
Programme established by the Resolution of 1 February 
1993 (4), and shall be coordinated with other labelling or 
quality certification arrangements as well as schemes such as, in 
particular, the Community Energy Labelling Scheme established 
by Directive 92/7 5/EEC and the Organic Agriculture Scheme 
established by Regulation (EEC) No 2092/91. 

(3) OJ L 184, 17.7.1999, p. 23. 
(4) OJ C 138, 17.5.1993, p. 1. 
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Article 2 Article 3 

Scope Environmental requirements 

1. The Community eco-label may be awarded to products 
available in the Community which comply with the essential 
environmental requirements referred to in Article 3 and the 
eco-label criteria referred to in Article 4. The eco-label criteria 
shall be set out by product group. 

Product group means any goods or services which serve similar 
purposes and are equivalent in terms of use and consumer 
perception. 

2. In order to be included in this Scheme, a product group 
must fulfil the following conditions: 

(a) it shall represent a significant volume of sales and trade in 
the internal market; 

{b) it shall involve, at one or more stages of the product's life, 
a significant environmental impact on a global or regional 
scale and/or of a general nature; 

(c) it shall present a significant potential for effecting environ 
mental improvements through consumer choice as well as 
an incentive to manufacturers or service providers to seek a 
competitive advantage by offering products which qualify 
for the eco-label: and 

(d) a significant part of its sales volume shall be sold for final 
consumption or use. 

3. A product group may be subdivided into sub-groups, 
with a corresponding adaptation of eco-label criteria, when this 
is required by the characteristics of the products and with a 
view to ensuring the optimal potential of the eco-label for 
effecting environmental improvements. 

The eco-label criteria related to the various sub-groups of a 
single product group, covered by the same criteria document, 
published in accordance with Article 6(5), shall become applic 
able at the same time. 

4. The eco-label may not be awarded to substances or prep 
arations classified as very toxic, toxic, dangerous to the envir 
onment, carcinogenic, toxic for reproduction, or mutagenic in 
accordance with Council Directive 6 7 / 5 48 /EEC (1) or Directive 
1999/45/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council (2) 
nor to goods manufactured by processes which are likely to 
significantly harm man and/or the environment, or in their 
normal application could be harmful to the consumer. 

5. This Regulation shall not apply to food, drink, pharma 
ceuticals nor to medical devices as defined by Council Directive 
93/42/EEC (3), which devices are intended only for professional 
use or to be prescribed or supervised by medical professionals. 

(') OJ 196, 16.8.1967, p. 1. Directive as last amended by Directive 
1999/33/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council (OJ L 
199, 30.7.1999, p. 57). 

(2) OJ L 200, 30.7.1999, p. 1. 
(3) OJ L 169, 12.7.1993, p. 1. Directive as amended by Directive 98/ 

79/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council (OJ L 331, 
7.12.1998, p. 1). 

1. The eco-label may be awarded to a product possessing 
characteristics which enable it to contribute significantly to 
improvements in relation to key environmental aspects, which 
are linked to the objectives and principles set out in Article 1. 
These environmental aspects shall be identified in the light of 
the indicative assessment matrix in Annex I and shall meet the 
methodological requirements set out in Annex II. 

2. The following provisions shall apply: 

(a) in evaluating the comparative improvements, consideration 
shall be given to the net environmental balance between 
the environmental benefits and burdens, including health 
and safety aspects, associated with the adaptations 
throughout the various life stages of the products being 
considered. The evaluation shall also take into account the 
possible environmental benefits related to the utilisation of 
the products considered; 

(b) the key environmental aspects shall be determined by iden 
tifying the categories of environmental impact where the 
product under examination provides the most significant 
contribution from a life cycle perspective, and among such 
aspects the ones for which a significant potential for 
improvement exists; 

(c) the pre-production stage of the life-cycle of goods includes 
extraction or the production and processing of raw ma 
terials and energy production. Those aspects shall be taken 
into account, as far as is technically feasible. 

Article 4 

Eco-label criteria and assessment and verification 
requirements 

1. Specific eco-label criteria shall be established according to 
product groups. These criteria will set out the requirements for 
each of the key environmental aspects mentioned in Article 3, 
which a product must fulfil in order to be considered for the 
award of an eco-label, including requirements relating to the 
product's fitness in meeting the needs of the consumers. 

2. The criteria shall seek to ensure a selectivity basis on the 
following principles: 

(a) the product's prospects of market penetration in the 
Community shall, during the period of validity of the 
criteria, be sufficient to effect environmental improvements 
through consumer choice; 

(b) the selectivity of the criteria shall take into account the 
technical and economic feasibility of adaptations needed to 
comply with them within a reasonable period of time; 
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(c) the selectivity of the criteria shall be determined with a 
view to achieving the maximum potential for environ 
mental improvement. 

3. Requirements for assessing the compliance of specific 
products with the eco-label criteria and for verifying the condi 
tions for the use of the eco-label referred to in Article 9(1), 
shall be established for each product group together with the 
eco-label criteria. 

4. The period of validity of the criteria, and the assessment 
and verification requirements, shall be specified within each set 
of eco-label criteria for each product group. 

The review of the eco-Iabel criteria as well as of the assessment 
and verification requirements related to the criteria shall take 
place in due time before the end of the period of validity of the 
criteria specified for each product group and shall result in a 
proposal for prolongation, withdrawal or revision. 

Article 5 

Working plan 

In accordance with the objectives and principles set out in 
Article 1, a Community eco-label working plan shall be estab 
lished by the Commission within one year from the entry into 
force of this Regulation, following prior consultation of the 
European Union Eco-Labelling Board (hereinafter referred to as 
the EUEB) provided for in Article 13, in accordance with the 
procedure laid down in Article 17. The working plan shall 
include a strategy for the development of the Scheme, which 
should set out for the subsequent three years: 

objectives for the environmental improvement and the 
market penetration which the scheme will seek to achieve, 
a non-exhaustive list of product groups which will be 
considered as priorities for Community action, 
plans for coordination and cooperation between the 
Scheme and other eco-label award schemes in Member 
States. 

The working plan shall take particular account of the develop 
ment of joint actions to promote products awarded the eco 
label and the creation of a mechanism for the exchange of 
information on existing and future product groups at national 
and at European Union level. 

The working plan shall also provide measures for the imple 
mentation of the strategy and shall include the planned 
financing of the Scheme. 

It shall also outline the services to which the Scheme is not 
applicable, taking into account the Regulation of the European 
Parliament and of the Council allowing voluntary participation 
by organisations in a Community eco-management and audit 
system (EMAS). 

The working plan shall be reviewed periodically. The first 
review of the working plan shall include a report on how the 
plans for coordination and cooperation between the 
Community system and the national environmental labelling 
systems have been implemented. 

Article 6 

Procedures for the setting of eco-Iabel criteria 

1. The conditions for awarding the eco-label shall be defined 
according to product group. 

The specific ecological criteria for each product group and their 
respective periods of validity shall be established in accordance 
with the procedure laid down in Article 17 following consulta 
tion of the EUEB. 

2. The Commission shall begin the procedure on its own 
initiative or at the request of the EUEB. It shall give mandates 
to the EUEB to develop and periodically review the eco-label 
criteria as well as the assessment and verification requirements 
related to those criteria, applying to the product groups 
coming within the scope of this Regulation. A deadline for 
completion of work shall be provided in the mandate. 

The Commission shall, when drafting the mandate, take due 
account of 

- the working plan laid down in Article 5, 

- the methodological requirements referred to in Annex II. 

3. On the basis of the mandate the EUEB shall draft the 
eco-label criteria in respect of the product group and the 
assessment and verification requirements related to those 
criteria, as outlined in Article 4 and Annex IV, by taking into 
account the results of feasibility and market studies, life cycle 
considerations and the improvement analysis referred to in 
Annex II. 

4. The Commission shall be informed of the draft criteria 
referred to in paragraph 3 and shall decide whether the 
mandate: 

- has been fulfilled and the draft criteria can be submitted to 
the regulatory Committee in accordance with Article 17, or 

has not been fulfilled and in that event the EUEB shall 
continue its work on the draft criteria. 

5. The Commission shall publish the eco-label criteria, and 
updates thereof, in the Official Journal of the European Commu 
nities (L series). 

Article 7 

Awarding the eco-label 

1. Applications for the eco-label may be submitted by 
manufacturers, importers, service providers, traders and 
retailers. The two last-named may submit applications only in 
respect of products placed on the market under their own 
brand names. 

2. The application may refer to a product placed on the 
market under one or more brand names. No new application 
will be required for modifications in the characteristics of 
products which do not affect compliance with the criteria. The 
competent bodies shall however be informed about significant 
modifications. 
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3. The application shall be presented to a competent body 
in accordance with the following: 

(a) where a product originates in a single Member State, the 
application shall be presented to the competent body of 
that Member State; 

(b) where a product originates in the same form in several 
Member States, the application may be presented to a 
competent body in one of those Member States. In such 
cases the competent body concerned, in assessing the 
application, shall consult the competent bodies in those 
other Member States; 

(c) where a product originates outside the Community, the 
application may be presented to a competent body in any 
one of the Member States in which the product is to be or 
has been placed on the market. 

4. The decision to award the label shall be taken by the 
competent body receiving the application, after: 

(a) verifying that the product complies with the criteria 
published under Article 6(5); 

(b) verifying that the application conforms with the assessment 
and verification requirements; and 

(c) consulting competent bodies where necessary under para 
graph 3. 

5. Where eco-label criteria require production facilities to 
meet certain requirements they shall be met in all facilities 
where the product is manufactured. 

6. Competent bodies shall recognise tests and verifications 
performed by bodies which are accredited under the standards 
of EN 4 5000 series or equivalent international standards. 
Competent bodies shall collaborate in order to ensure the 
effective and consistent implementation of the assessment and 
verification procedures. 

Article 8 

The eco-label 

The form of the eco-label shall be in accordance with Annex 
III. Specifications for the environmental information relevant to 
each product group and for the presentation of that informa 
tion on the eco-label shall be included in the criteria set under 
Article 6. In each case the information shall be clear and 
comprehensible. 

The Commission shall consult national consumer associations 
represented in the Consumer Committee established by 
Commission Decision 95/260/EC (1), before 24 September 
200 5, in order to assess how effectively the eco-label and the 
additional information meets the information needs of 
consumers. On the basis of this assessment, the Commission 
shall introduce any appropriate modifications as regards the 

information to be included in the eco-label, in accordance with 
the procedure set out in Article 17. 

Article 9 

Terms of use 

1. The competent body shall conclude a contract with the 
applicant for an eco-label, covering the terms of use of the 
label. These shall include provisions for withdrawing the 
authorisation to use the label. The authorisation shall be recon 
sidered and the contract revised or terminated, as appropriate, 
following any revision of the eco-label criteria applicable to a 
given product. This contract shall state that participation in the 
Scheme shall be without prejudice to environmental or other 
regulatory requirements of Community or national law applic 
able to the various life stages of goods, and where appropriate 
to a service. 

To facilitate this a standard contract shall be adopted in accord 
ance with the procedure laid down in Article 17. 

2. The eco-label may not be used, and references to the 
eco-label in advertising may not be made, until a label has been 
awarded and then only in relation to the specific product for 
which it has been awarded. 

Any false or misleading advertising or the use of any label or 
logo which may lead to confusion with the Community eco 
label as introduced by this Regulation is prohibited. 

Article 10 

Promotion of the eco-label 

Member States and the Commission shall, in cooperation with 
the members of the EUEB, promote the use of the Community 
eco-label by awareness-raising actions and information 
campaigns for consumers, producers, traders, retailers and the 
general public, thus supporting the development of the 
Scheme. 

In order to encourage the use of eco-labelled products the 
Commission and other institutions of the Community, as well 
as other public authorities at national level should, without 
prejudice to Community law, set an example when specifying 
their requirements for products. 

Article 11 

Other eco-label schemes in the Member States 

(1) OJ L 162, 13.7.1995, p. 37. 

The Commission and the Member States shall act in order to 
ensure the necessary coordination between this Community 
Scheme and national schemes in the Member States, in partic 
ular, in the selection of product groups as well as in the 
development and revision of criteria at Community and 
national level. For this purpose cooperation and coordination 
measures shall be established according to the procedure laid 
down in Article 17, including, inter alia, those envisaged in the 
working plan produced in accordance with Article 5. 
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Where a product carries both the Community eco-label and the 
national label the two logos shall be displayed side by side on 
the product. 

In this respect, existing as well as new eco-label schemes in the 
Member States may continue to co-exist with the Scheme. 

Article 12 

Costs and fees 

Every application for the award of an eco-label shall be subject 
to payment of a fee relating to the costs of processing the 
application. 

The use of the eco-label shall entail payment of an annual fee 
by the applicant. 

The level of application and annual fees shall be established in 
accordance with Annex V and under the procedure laid down 
in Article 17. 

Article 13 

European Union Eco-Labelling Board 

The Commission shall establish a European Union Eco-Label 
ling Board (EUEB) consisting of the competent bodies 
mentioned in Article 14 and of the Consultation Forum 
referred to in Article 15. The EUEB shall in particular con 
tribute to the setting and review of eco-label criteria as well as 
the assessment and verification requirements in accordance 
with Article 6. 

The rules of procedure of the EUEB shall be established by the 
Commission in accordance with the procedure laid down in 
Article 17 and taking into account the procedural principles set 
out in Annex IV. 

Article 14 

Competent bodies 

1. Each Member State shall ensure that the body or bodies 
(hereinafter referred to as the competent body or competent 
bodies), responsible for carrying out the tasks provided for in 
this Regulation, is/are designated and operational. Where more 
than one competent body is designated, the Member State shall 
determine those bodies' respective powers and the coordination 
requirements applicable to them. 

2. Member States shall ensure that: 

(a) the composition of the competent bodies is such as to 
guarantee their independence and neutrality; 

(b) the rules of procedure of the competent bodies ensure, at 
national level, the active involvement of all interested 
parties and an appropriate level of transparency; 

(c) the competent bodies shall apply correctly the provisions 
of this Regulation. 

Article 15 

Consultation forum 

The Commission shall ensure that in the conduct of its activ 
ities the EUEB observes, in respect of each product group, a 
balanced participation of all relevant interested parties 
concerned with that product group such as industry and 
service providers, including SMEs, crafts and their business 
organisations, trade unions, traders, retailers, importers, envir 
onmental protection groups and consumer organisations. 
These parties shall meet in a consultation forum. The rules of 
procedure of the forum shall be established by the Commission 
in accordance with the procedure laid down under 
Article 17. 

Article 16 

Adaptation to technical progress 

The Annexes to this Regulation may be adapted to technical 
progress including progress in the relevant international 
standardisation activities, in accordance with the procedure laid 
down in Article 17. 

Article 17 

Committee procedure 

1. The Commission shall be assisted by a committee. 

2. Where reference is made to this Article, Articles 5 and 7 
of Decision 1999/468/EC shall apply, having regard to the 
provisions of Article 8 thereof. 

The period laid down in Article 5(6) of Decision 1999/468/EC 
shall be set at three months. 

3. The Committee shall adopt its rules of procedure. 

Article 18 

Infringements 

Member States shall take appropriate legal or administrative 
measures in case of non-compliance with the provisions of this 
Regulation and communicate these measures to the Commis 
sion. 

Article 19 

Transitional provisions 

Regulation (EEC) No 880/92 is hereby repealed. However, it 
shall continue to apply to contracts concluded under Article 
12(1) thereof. The decisions based upon Regulation (EEC) No 
880/92 remain in force until they are revised or have expired. 

Article 20 

Revision 

Before 24 September 2005, the Commission shall review the 
Scheme in the light of the experience gained during its opera 
tion. 

The Commission shall propose any appropriate amendments to 
this Regulation. 
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Article 21 

Final provisions 

This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day following the date of its publication in the Official 
Journal of the European Communities. 

This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member States. 

Done at Brussels, 17 July 2000. 

For the European Parliament 
The President 
N. FONTAINE 

For the Council 
The President 
]. GLAVANY 
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ANNEX T 

INDICATIVE ASSESSMENT MA TRIX 

Life cycle of products 

Goods Services 

Distribution Reuse/ Acquisition Environmental aspects Preproduc- of goods Service Waste tion/raw Production (including Use recycling/ for service performance management materials packaging) disposal performance 

Air quality 

Water quality 

Soil protection 

Waste reduction 

Energy savings 

Natural resource management 

Global warming prevention 

Ozone layer protection 

Environmental safety 

Noise 

Biodiversity 
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ANNEX II 

METHODOLOGICAL REQUIREMENTS FOR SETTING ECO-LABEL CRITERIA 

Introduction 

The process of identifying and selecting the key environmental aspects as well as setting the eco-label criteria will include 
the following steps: 

- feasibility and market study, 
- life cycle considerations, 

improvement analysis, 
- proposal of the criteria. 

Feasibility and market study 

The feasibility and market study will consider the various types of product groups in question on the Community market, 
the quantities produced or provided, imported and sold, and the structure of the market in the Member States. Internal 
and external trade will also be considered. 

Consumer perception, functional differences between types of products and the need for identifying subgroups will be 
assessed. 

Life cycle considerations (LCC) 

Key environmental aspects for which criteria will need to be developed will be defined through the use of life cycle 
considerations, and will be performed in accordance with internationally recognised methods and standards. The 
principles laid down in EN ISO 14040 and ISO 14024 will be duly taken into account, where appropriate. 

hnprovement analysis 

The improvement considerations will take into account in particular the following aspects: 

- the theoretical potential for environmental improvement in conjunction with possible changes induced in the market 
structures. This will be based on the improvement assessment from life cycle considerations, 

- the technical, industrial and economic feasibility and market modifications, 
- consumer attitudes, perceptions and preferences, which may influence the effectiveness of the eco-label. 

Proposal of the criteria 

The final ecological criteria proposal will take into account the relevant environmental aspects related to the product 
group. 
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ANNEX 111 

DESCRIPTION OF TI-IE ECO-LABEL 

Shape of the eco-label 

The eco-label will be awarded to products which comply with the criteria, for all the selected key environmental aspects. 
It will include information for consumers in accordance with Article 8 and to the following scheme. 

The label consists of two parts: box 1 and box 2, as follows: 

EUROPEAN UNION ECO-LABEL 

*** * * € * * * ""* * * ,,~ 
,I 

* 

\ 

A warded to goods or services which meet the environmental 
requirements of the EU-eco-labelling scheme 

Licence registration number: 

Box 1 Box 2 

Box 2 contains information about the reasons for the award of the eco-label. This information must relate to at least one 
and not more than three environmental impacts. The information will be in the form of a brief description in words. 

This is an example: 

low air pollution 

energy efficient 

reduced toxicity 
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Box 1 and box 2 will be used together where this is practical but, where consideration of space is an important factor 
with regard to small goods, box 2 may be omitted on some applications, provided that the full label is used in other 
applications relating to the same good. For example, box 1 may be used on its own on the product itself if the full label 
appears elsewhere on the packaging, information leaflets or other point-of-sale material. 

ANNEX N 

PROCEDURAL PRINCIPLES FOR ESTABLISHING ECO-LABEL CRITERIA 

For the development of eco-label criteria as well as the assessment and verification requirements related to those criteria, 
the following principles will apply: 

1. Interested parties involvement 

(a) A specific ad hoc working group involving the interested parties referred to in Article 1 5 and the competent bodies 
referred to in Article 14 will be established within the EUEB for the development of eco-label criteria for each 
product group. 

(b) Interested parties will be involved in the process of identifying and selecting key environmental aspects, and 
especially in the following phases: 

(i) feasibility and market study; 
(ii) life cycle considerations; 
(iii) improvement analysis; 
(iv) proposal of the criteria. 

All reasonable efforts will be made to achieve a consensus throughout the process, while aiming at high levels of 
environmental protection. 

A working paper summarising the main findings of each phase will be issued and distributed in good time to the 
participants before the meeting of the ad hoc working group. 

2. Open consultation and transparency 

(a) A final report containing the main results will be issued and published. Interim documents reflecting the results of 
the different stages of work will be made available to those interested and comments on them will be considered. 

(b) An open consultation on the content of the report will be carried out. A period of at least 60 days for the 
submission of comments on the draft criteria will be allowed before submission of the criteria to the committee, 
according to the procedure established by Article 1 7. Any observations received will be taken into consideration. 
On request, information on the follow-up to the comments will be provided. 

(c) The report will include an executive summary and Annexes with detailed inventory computations. 

3. Confidentiality 

The protection of confidential information provided by individuals, public organisations, private companies, interest 
groups, interested parties or other sources will be ensured. 
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ANNEX V 

FEES 

1. Application fees 

An application for the award of an eco-label will be subject to payment of a fee relating to the costs of processing the 
application. A minimum and a maximum fee will be fixed. 

In the case of SMEs (1) and also product manufacturers as well as service providers of developing countries the 
application fee will be reduced by at least 25 %. 

2. Annual fees 

Each applicant who has been awarded an eco-label will pay an annual fee for the use of the label to the competent 
body which has awarded the label. 

The period covered by the fee will begin with the date of the award of the eco-label to the applicant. 

The annual fee will be calculated in relation to the annual volume of sales within the Community of the product 
awarded the eco-label. A minimum and a maximum fee will be fixed. 

In the case of SMEs (1) and also product manufacturers as well as service providers of developing countries, the annual 
fees will be reduced by at least 25 %. 

Applicants who have already received certification under EMAS or ISO 14001 may be granted additional reductions in 
the annual fee. 

Further fee reductions may, where appropriate, be granted pursuant to the provisions of Article 17. 

3. Costs for testing and verification 

Neither the application fee nor the annual fee will include any cost towards testing and verification which may be 
necessary for products which are the subject of applications. Applicants will meet the cost of such testing and 
verification themselves. 

In drawing up the assessment and verification requirements the objective of keeping costs to a strict minimum must be 
observed. This is particularly important in order to facilitate participation by SMEs in the Community eco-label system 
and thus to contribute to the wider dissemination of the system. 

(1) SMEs as defined in Commission Recommendation 96/280/EC (OJ L 107, 30.4.1996, p. 4). 
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Annex 16 

I 

(Information) 

... 

COUNCIL 

COMMON POSffiON (EC) No 21/2000 

adopted by the Council on 28 February 2000 

with a view to adopting Regulation (EC) No ... /2000 of the European Parliament and of the 
Council of ... allowing voluntary participation by organisations in a Community eco-management 

and audit scheme (EMAS) 

(2000/C 128/01) 

THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND THE COUNCIL OF THE 
EUROPEAN UNION, 

Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Com 
munity, and in particular Article 17 5 (1) thereof, 

Having regard to the proposal from the Commission (1), 

Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social 
Committee(2),. 

After consulting the Committee of the Regions, 

Acting in accordance with the procedure laid down in 
. Article 251 of the Treaty(3), 

Whereas: 

(2) The programme 'Towards sustainability', submitted by 
the Commission and approved as to its general approach 
by the resolution of 1 February .1993, underlines the role 
and responsibilities of organisations, both to reinforce 
the economy and to protect the environment throughout 
the Community. 

(3) • The programme 'Towards sustainability' calls for broad 
. ening the range of instruments in the field of environmen 
tal protection and for using market-mechanisms to 
commit organisations to adopt a proactive approach in 
this field beyond compliance with all relevant regulatory 
requirements regarding the environment. 

(1) Article 2 of the Treaty stipulates that the Community 
shall have among its tasks to promote throughout the 
Community sustainable growth and the resolution of 
I February 19~3 (4) stresses the importance of such 
sustainable growth. . 

(4) The Commission should promote a coherent approach 
between the legislative instruments developed at Com 
munity level in the field of environmental protection. 

(1) OJC400,22.12.1998,p.7. 
(2) OJ C 209, 22.7.1999, p. 43. 
(3} Opinion of the European Parliament of 15 April 1999 (OJ C 219, 

30.7.1999, p. 385) Council common position of 28 February 
2000 and Decision of the European Parliament of ... (not yet 
published in the Official Journal). 

(4) Resolution of the Council and the representatives of the Govern 
ments of the Member States, meeting within the Council of 1 
February 199 3 on a Community programme of policy and action 
in relation to the environment and sustainable development (OJ 
C 138, 17.5.1993, p. 1), 

(5) Council Regulation (EEQ No 1836/93 of 29 June 1993 
allowing voluntary participation by companies in the 
industrial sector in a Community eco-management and 

• audit scheme (5) demonstrated its effectiveness in promot 
ing improvements of the environmental performance of 
industry. 

(S) OJ L 168, 10.7.1993, p. I. 
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(6) The experience gathered from the implementation of 
Regulation (EEQ No 1836/93 should be used to enhance 
the ability of the Community eco-management and audit 
scheme (EMAS) to bring about an improvement in the 
overall environmental performance of organisations. 

(7) EMAS should be made available to all organisations 
having environmental impacts, providing a means for 
them to manage these impacts and to improve their 
overall environmental performance. 

(8) In accordance with the principles of subsidiarity and 
proportionality ref erred to in Article 5 of the Treaty, 
the effectiveness of EMAS in contributing to improved 
environmental performance of European organisations 
can be better achieved at Community level; this Regu 
lation limits itself to ensuring an equal implementation · 
of EMAS throughout the Community by providing for 
common rules, procedures and essential requirements 
regarding EMAS while the measures that can be 
adequately performed at national level are left to the 
Member States. 

(9) Organisations should be encouraged to participate in 
EMAS on a voluntary basis and may gain added value in 
terms of regulatory control, cost savings and public 
image. 

(13) It is therefore necessary to ensure the competence of the 
environmental verifiers by providing for an independent 
and neutral accreditation system and an appropriate 
supervision of their activities in order to ensure the 
overall credibility of EMAS; close cooperation between 
the national accreditation bodies should accordingly be 
set up. .. 

(14). Organisations should be encouraged to produce and 
make publicly available periodic environmental state 
ments providing the public and other interested parties 
with information on their environmental performance. 

(15) In addition to the general requirements of the environ 
mental management system EMAS places special signifi 
cance on the following elements: legal compliance, 
improvement of environmental performance and also 
external communication and employee involvement. 

(16) The Commission should adapt the Annexes to this 
Regulation, with the exception of Annex V, recognise 
European and international standards for environmental 
issues of relevance to EMAS and establish guidelines in 
partnership with EMAS interested parties for the purpose 
of ensuring consistent implementation of the EMAS 
requirements across Member States. 

(1 O) It is important that small and medium-sized enterprises 
participate in EMAS and that their participation should 
be promoted by facilitating access to information.' to 
existing support funds and to public institutions and by 
establishing or promoting technical assistance measures. 

(11) The information provided by Member States should be 
used by the Commission to assess the need for developing 
specific measures aimed at greater participation in EMAS 
by organisations, in particular small and medium-sized 
enterprises. 

(17) The measures necessary for the implementation of this 
Regulation should be adopted in accordance with Council 
Decision 1999/468/EC of 28 June 1999 laying down the 
procedures for the exercise of implementing powers 
conferred on the Commission (1 ). · 

(18) This Regulation should be revised, if appropriate, in the 
light of experience gained after a certain period of 
operation. 

(1 9) The European institutions should endeavour to adopt the 
principles laid down in this Regulation. 

(12) The transparency and credibility of. organisations 
implementing environmental management systems are 
enhanced when their management system, audit pro 
gramme and environmental statement are examined to 
verify that they meet the relevant requirements of this 
Regulation and when the environmental statement and 
its subsequent updates are validated by accredited 
environmental verifiers. 

(20) This Regulation takes over and replaces Regulation (EEO 
No 1836/93 which should therefore be repealed, 

(I) OJ L 184, 17.7.1999, p. 23. 
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HAVE ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 

Article 1 

(d) 'prevention of pollution' shall mean use of processes, 
practices, materials or products that avoid, reduce or 
control pollution, which may include recycling, treatment, 
process changes, control mechanisms, efficient use of 
resources and material substitution; 

The eco-management and audit scheme and its objectives 

1. A Community eco-management and audit scheme 
allowing voluntary participation by organisations, hereafter 
referred to as 'EMAS', is established for the evaluation and 
improvement of the environmental performance of organis 
ations and the provision of relevant information to the public 
and other interested parties. 

2. · The objective of EMAS shall be to promote continual 
improvements in the environmental performance of organis- 
ations by: · 

(a) the establishment and implementation of environmental 
management systems by organisations; 

(b) the systematic, objective and periodic evaluation of the 
performance of such systems; 

(c) the provision of information on environmental perform 
ance and an open dialogue with the public and other 
interested parties: 

(d) the active involvement, including appropriate training, of 
employees. 

.,· 

Article 2 

Definitions 

For the purposes of this Regulation: 

(a) 'environmentalpolicy' shall mean an organisation's overall 
aims and principles of action with respects to the environ 
ment including compliance with all relevant regulatory 
requirements regarding the environment and also a com 
mitment to continual improvement of environmental 
perf orrnance; the environmental policy provides the frame 
work for setting and reviewing environmental objectives 
and targets; 

(b) 'continual improvement of environmental performance' . 
shall mean the process of enhancing, year by year, the · 
measurable results of the environmental management 
system related to an organisation's management of its 
significant environmental aspects, based on its environ 
mental policy, objectives and targets; the enhancing of the 
results need not take place in all spheres of activity 
simultaneously; 

(c) 'environmental performance' shall mean the results of an 
organisation's management of its environmental aspects; 

(e) 'environmental review' shall mean an initial comprehensive 
analysis· of the environmental issues, impact and perform 
ance related to activities of an organisation, (Annex VII); 

(f) 'environmental aspect' shall mean an element of an 
organisation's activities, products or services that can 
interact with the environment, (Annex VI); a significant 
environmental aspect is an environmental aspect that has 
or can have a significant environmental impact; 

(g) 'environmental impact' shall mean any change to the 
environment, whether adverse or beneficial, wholly or 
partially resulting from an organisation's activities, prod 
ucts or services; 

(h) 'environmental programme' shall mean a description of the 
measures (responsibilities and means) taken or envisaged to 
achieve environmental objectives and targets and the 
deadlines for achieving the environmental objectives and 
targets; 

(i) 'environmental objective' shall mean an overall environ 
mental goal, arising from the environmental policy, that 
.an organisation sets itself to achieve, and which is quanti 
fied where practicable; 

0) 'environmental target' shall mean a detailed performance 
requirement, quantified where practicable, applicable to 
the organisation or parts thereof, that arises from the 
environmental objectives and that needs to be set and met 
in order to achieve those objective; 

(k) 'environmental management system' shall mean the part 
of the overall management system that includes the 
organisational structure, planning activities, responsi 
bilities, practices, procedures, processes and resources 

: for. developing, implementing, achieving, reviewing and 
· maintaining the environmental policy; · 

CT) 'environmental audit' shall mean a management tool 
comprising a systematic, documented, periodic and objec 
tive evaluation of the performance of the organisation, 
management system and processes designed to protect the 
environment with the aim of: 

(i) facilitating management control of practices which 
tnay have an impact on the environment; 

(ii) assessing compliance with the environmental policy, 
including environmental objectives and targets of the 
organisations, (Annex II); 
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(m) 'audit cycle' shall mean the period of time in which all the 
activities in an organisation are audited, (Annex II); 

Article 3 

Participation in EMAS 
(n) 'auditor' shall mean an individual or a team, belonging to 

the organisation personnel or external to the organisation, 
acting on behalf of the organisation's top management, 
possessing, individually or collectively, the competences 
ref erred to in Annex II, point 2.4 and being sufficiently 
independent of the activities they audit to make an 
objective judgement 

(o) 'environmental statement' shall mean the information 
detailed in Annex III point 3.2 ((a) to (g)); 

(p) 'interested party' shall mean an individual or group, 
including authorities, concerned with or affected by the 
environmental performance of an organisation; 

(q) 'environmental verifier' shall mean any person or organis 
ation independent of the organisation being verified, 
who has obtained accreditation, in accordance with the 
conditions and procedures referred to in Article 4; 

(r) 'accreditation system' shall mean a system for the accredita 
tion and supervision of environmental verifiers operated 
by an impartial institution or organisation designated or 
created by the Member State (accreditation body), with 
sufficient resources and competency and having appropri 
ate procedures for performing the functions defined by 
this Regulation for such a system; 

(s) 'organisation' shall mean a company, corporation, firm, 
enterprise, authority or institution, or part or combination 
thereof, whether incorporated or not, public or private, 
that has its own functions and administrations. 

The entity to be registered as an organisation under EMAS 
shall be agreed with the environmental verifier, taking 
account of Commission guidance, established in accord 
ance with the procedure laid down in Article 14, but shall 
not exceed the boundaries of one Member State. The 
smallest entity to be considered shall be a site. Under 
exceptional circumstances identified by the Commission 
in accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 14, 
the entity to be considered for registration under EMAS 
may be smaller than a site; · 

(t) 'site' shall mean all land at a distinct geographic location 
under the management control of an organisation covering 
activities, products and services. This includes all infrastruc 
ture, equipment and materials; 

(u) 'competent bodies' shall mean the bodies designated by 
Member States, whether national, regional or local, in 
accordance with Article 5, to perform the tasks specified 
in this Regulation. 

1. EMAS shall be open to the participation of any organis 
ation dedicated to improving its overall environmental per 
formance. 

2. In order for an organisation to be registered under EMAS 
it shall: 

(a) conduct an environmental review of its activities, products 
and services in accordance with Annex VII addressing the 
issues contained in Annex VI and, in the light of the results 
of that review, implement an environmental management 
system covering all the requirements referred to in Annex I. 

However, organisations which have a certified environ 
mental management system, recognised according to the 
requirements of Article 9, do not need to conduct a 
formal environmental review when moving on to EMAS 
implementation, if the necessary information for the 
identification and evaluation of the environmental aspects 
set out in Annex VI is provided by the certified environ 
mental management system; 

(b) 'carry our, or cause to be carried out, environmental 
auditing in accordance with the requirements set out in 
Annex II. · The audits shall be designed to assess the 
environmental performance of the organisation; 

(c) prepare, in accordance with Annex III, point 3.2, an 
environmental statement. The statement shall pay particu 
lar attention to the performance of an organisation against 
its environmental objectives and targets; 

(d) have the environmental review, if appropriate, manage 
ment system, audit procedure and environmental state 
ment examined · to verify that they meet the relevant 
requirements of this Regulation and have the environmen 
tal statement validated by the environmental verifier to 
ensure it meets the requirements of Annex III; 

(e) forward the validated environmental statement to the 
competent body of the Member State in which the 
organisation seeking registration is located and, after 
registration, make it publicly available. 

3. In order for an organisation to maintain registration to 
EMAS it shall: 

(a) have the . environmental management system and audit 
programme verified in accordance with the requirements 
of Annex V, point 5.6; 

(b) forward the yearly validated updates of its environmental 
statement of the competent body and make them publicly 
available. Deviations from the frequency with which 
updates shall be performed can be made under circum 
stances laid down in Commission guidance adopted in 
accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 14(2). 
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Article 4 

Accreditation system 

1. Member States shall establish a system for the accredita 
tion of independent environmental verifiers and for the 
supervision of their activities. To this end, Member States may 
either use existing accreditation institutions or the competent 
bodies referred to in Article 5 or designate or set up any other 
body with an appropriate status. 

Member States shall ensure that the composition of these 
systems is such as to guarantee their independence and 
neutrality in the execution of their tasks. 

2. Member States shall ensure that these systems are fully 
operational within 12 months of the date of entry into force 
of this Regulation. 

3. Member States shall ensureappropriate consultation of 
parties involved, in setting up and directing the accreditation 
systems. 

4. The accreditation of environmental verifiers and super 
vision of their activities shall be in accordance with the 
requirements of Annex V. 

In order to ensure a harmonised development of the func 
tioning of accreditation bodies and the verification process in 
all the Member States, the forum shall develop procedures for 
a peer review process. The aim of the peer review shall be to 
ensure that the accreditation systems of Member States meet 
the requirements of this Regulation. A report of the peer 
review activities shall be transmitted to the Commission which 
shall forward it for information to the Committee referred to 
in Article 14(2) and make it publicly available. 

Article 5 

Competent bodies 

1. Within three months of the entry into force of this 
Regulation, each Member State shall designate the competent 
body responsible for carrying out the tasks provided for in this 
Regulation, in particular in Articles 6 and 7 and shall inform 
the Commission thereof. 

2. Member States shall ensure that the composition of the 
competent bodies is such as to guarantee their independence 
and neutrality and that the competent bodies apply the 
provisions of this Regulation in a consistent manner. 

5. Environmental verifiers accredited in one Member State 
may perform verification activities in any other Member State 
in accordance with the requirements laid down in Annex V. 

6. Member States shall inform the Commission of the 
measures taken pursuant to this Article and communicate 
relevant changes in the structure and procedures of the 
accreditation systems. 

7. The Commission shall, in accordance with the procedure 
laid down in Article 14(2), promote collaboration between 
Member States in order, in particular, to avoid inconsistency 
between Annex V and the criteria, conditions and procedures 
which the national accreditation bodies apply for the accredita 
tion and supervision of environmental verifiers to ensure a 
consistent quality of environmental verifiers. 

8. A forum, constituted of all accreditation bodies, shall be 
set up by the accreditation bodies with the aim of providing 
the Commission with the elements and means to fulfil its 
obligation under paragraph 7. It shall meet at least once per 
year in the presence of a representative of the Commission. 

The forum shall, as appropriate, develop guidance on issues in 
the field of accreditation, competence and supervision of 
environmental verifiers. Guidance documents produced shall 
be submitted to the procedure laid down in Article 14(2). 

3. Member States shall have guidelines for suspension and 
deletion of the registration of organisation, for the use of 
competent bodies. Competent bodies shall, in particular, have 
procedures: 

- for considering observations from interested parties con 
cerning registered organisations, and 

for refusal of registration, deletion or suspension of 
organisations from registration. 

4. The competent body shall be responsible for the regis 
tration of organisations under EMAS. It shall therefore control 
the entry and maintenance of organisations on the register. 

5. Competent bodies from all Member States shall meet, at 
least once a year in the presence of a represeritative of the 
Commission. The objective of these meetings is to ensure the 
consistency of procedures relating to the registration of 
organisations under EMAS, including suspension and deletion 
of registration. A peer review process shall be put in place by 
the competent bodies for the purpose of developing a common 
understanding of their practical approach towards registration. 
A report of the peer review activities shall be transmitted to 
the Commission which shall forward it for information to the 
Committee referred to iii Article 14(2), arid make it publicly 
available. 
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Article 6 

Registration of organisations 

Registration of organisations shall be dealt with by competent 
bodies on the basis of the following cases. 
.... 
1. If a competent body 

has received a validated environmental statement, and 

has received a completed form, which includes at least 
the minimum information set out in Annex VIII, from 
the organisation, and 

has received any registration fee that may be payable 
under Article 16, and 

is satisfied, on the basis of evidence received, that 
the organisation meets all the requirements of this 
Regulation, 

it shall register the applicant organisation and give it a 
registration number. The competent body shall inform the 
organisation's management that the organisation appears 
on the register. 

2. If a competent body receives a supervision report from the 
accreditation body which gives evidence that the activities 
of the environmental verifier were not performed 
adequately enough to ensure that the requirements of 
this 'Regulation are met by the applicant organisation, 
registration shall be refused or suspended as appropriate 
until assurance of the organisation's compliance with 
EMAS is obtained. 

3. If an organisation fails to submit to a competent body, 
within three months of being required to do so, 

the yearly validated updates of the environmental 
statement, or 

a completed form, which includes at least the minimum 
information set out in Annex VIII from the organis 
ation, or 

any relevant registration fees, 

the organisation shall be suspended or deleted from the 
register, as appropriate, depending on the nature and scope 
of the failure. The competent body shall inform the 
organisation's management of the reasons for the measures 
taken. 

4. If, at any time, a competent body concludes, on the basis 
of evidence received, that the organisation is no· longer 
complying with one or more of the conditions of this 
Regulation, the organisation shall be suspended or deleted 
from the register, as appropriate, depending on the nature 
and scope of the failure. 

If a competent body is informed by the competent 
enforcement authority of a breach by the organisation of 
relevant regulatory requirements regarding environmental 
protection, it shall refuse registration of that organisation 
or suspend it from the register as appropriate. 

5. Refusal of registration, suspension or deletion of organis 
ations from the register shall require the consultation of 
the appropriate interested parties, in order to provide the 
competent body with the necessary elements of evidence 
for taking its decision. The competent body shall inform 
the organisation's management of the reasons for the 
measures taken and of the process of discussion with the 
competent enforcement authority. 

6. Refusal or suspension shall be lifted if the competent body 
has received satisfactory information that the organisation 
is in compliance with the requirements of EMAS or if it 
has received satisfactory information from the competent 
enforcement authority that the breach has been rectified 
and that the organisation has made statisfactory arrange 
ments with the aim of ensuring that it does not recur. 

Article 7 

. List of registered organisations and environmental 
verifiers 

1. The accreditation body shall establish, revise and update 
a list of environmental verifiers and their scope of accreditation 
in their Member State and shall directly, or via the national 
authorities as decided by the Member State concerned, com 
municate changes in this list each month to the Commission 
and to the competent body. 

2. The competent bodies shall establish and maintain a list 
of registered organisations in their Member State and update 
this list on a monthly basis. The competent bodies shall 
directly, or via the national authorities as decided by the 
Member State concerned, communicate changes in the list 
each month to the Commission. 

3. The register of environmental verifiers and EMAS regis 
tered organisations shall be maintained by the Commission 
which shall make it publicly available. 

Article 8 

Logo 

1. Organisations participating in EMAS may use the logo 
set out in Annex IV only if they have a current EMAS 
registration. Technical . specifications regarding the repro 
duction of the logo shall be adopted in accordance with the 
procedure laid down in Article 14(2) and published by the 
Commission. · 

2. The EMAS logo may be used by organisations in the 
following cases: 

(a) on validated information as described in Annex Ill, 
point 3.5, under circumstances defined in Commission 
guidance adopted under the procedure laid down in 
Article 14(2) which shall ensure thatthere is no confusion 
with environmental product labels (version 2 of the logo, 
as given in Annex IV, shall be used in this case); 
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(b) on validated environmental statements (version 2 of the 
logo, as given in Annex IV, shall be used in this case); 

(c) on registered organisations' letterheads (version 1 of the 
logo, as given in Annex IV, shall be used in this case); 

(d) on information advertising an organisation's participation 
in EMAS (version 1 of the logo, as given in Annex IV, shall 
be used in this case); · 

(e) on or in adverts for products, activities and services, only 
under circumstances defined in Commission guidance 
adopted in accordance with Article 14(2) which shall 
ensure that there is no confusion with environmental 
product labels. 

3. The logo shall not be used in the following cases: 

(a) on products or their packaging, 

(b) in conjunction with comparative claims concerning other 
products, activities and services, 

The Commission shall however, as a part of the evaluation 
provided for in Article 15 (3), consider under which exceptional 
circumstances the logo may be used and, for these cases, shall 
adopt rules in accordance with the procedure laid down in 
Article 14(2) which shall ensure that there is no confusion 
with environmental product labels. 

Article IO 

Relationship with other environmental legislation in the 
Community 

1. EMAS shall be without prejudice to: 

(a) Community law, or 

(b) national laws or technical standards not governed by 
Community law and 

(c) the duties of organisations under those laws and standards 
regarding environmental controls. 

2. Member States should consider how registration under 
EMAS in accordance with this Regulation may be taken 
into account in the implementation and enforcement of 
environmental legislation in order to avoid unnecessary dupli 
cation of effort by both organisations and competent enforce 
ment authorities. 

Member States shall inform the Commission of the measures 
taken in this regard. 

Article I I 

Article 9 

Relationship with European and international standards 

Promotion of organisations; participation, in particular of 
small and medium-sized enterprises 

1. Organisations implementing European or international 
standards for environmental issues relevant to EMAS and 
certified, according to appropriate certification procedures, as 
complying with those standards shall be considered as meeting 
the corresponding requirements of this Regulation, provided 
that: 

(a) the standards are recognised by the Commission acting in 
accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 14(2); 

(b) the accreditation requirements for the certification bodies 
are recognised by the Commission acting in accordance 
with the procedure laid down in Article 14(2). 

1. Member States shall promote organisations' participation 
in EMAS and shall, in particular consider the need to ensure 
the participation of small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) 
by: 

facilitating the access to information, existing support 
funds and public institutions, 

- establishing or promoting technical assistance measures, 
especially in conjunction with initiatives from appropriate 
professional or local points of contact (e.g. local authorities, 
chambers of commerce, trade or craft associations). 

The references of the recognised standards . (including the 
relevant sections of EMAS to which they apply) and recognised 
accreditation requirements shall be published in the Official 
Journal of the European Communities. 

2. To enable organisations referred to in paragraph 1 to be 
registered under · EMAS, the organisations concerned shall 
demonstrate to the environmental verifier compliance with 
requirements not covered by the recognised standards. 

In order to promote participation of SMEs, including those 
concentrated in well defined geographical areas, local auth 
orities, in participation with industrial associations, chambers 
of commerce and interested parties may provide assistance in 
the identification of significant environmental impacts. SMEs 
n,ay then use this in defining their environmental programme 
and setting the objectives and targets of their EMAS manage 
ment system. In addition, programmes designed to encourage 
the participation of SMEs, such as a step-by-step approach 
which will eventually lead to EMAS registration, may be 
developed at regional or national level. 
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2. In order to encourage organisations' participation in 
EMAS the Commission and other institutions of the Com 
munity as well as other public authorities at national level 
should consider, without prejudice to Community. law, how 
registration under EMAS may be taken into account when 
setting criteria for their procurement policies. 

3.. Member States shall inform the Commission of the 
measures taken under this Article. 

Article 12 

Information 

1. Each Member State shall take appropriate measures to 
ensure that: 

(a) organisations are informed of the content of this Regu 
lation; 

(b) the public is informed of the objectives and principal 
components of EMAS. 

Member States shall in particular use professional publications, 
local journals, promotion campaigns or any other functional 
means to promote general awareness of EMAS. 

2. Member States shall inform the Commission of the 
measures·taken under this Article. 

3. The committee shall adopt its rules of procedure. 

Article 15 

Revision 
... 

1. The Commission shall review EMAS in the light of the 
experience gained during its operation and international 
developments no later than five years after the entry into force 
of this Regulation, and shall, if necessary, propose to the 
European Parliament and Council the appropriate amend 
ments. 

2. All the Annexes to this Regulation, with the exception 
of Annex V, shall be adapted by the Commission, acting in 
accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 14(2) in 
the light of experience gained in the operation of EMAS and in 
response to identified needs for guidance on EMAS require 
ments. 

3. The Commission shall in particular evaluate, in cooper 
ation with the Member States, no later than five years after the 
entry into force of this Regulation, the use, recognition and 
interpretation, especially by the public and other interested 
parties, of the EMAS logo and assess whether there is a need 
to revise the logo and the requirements for its use. 

Article 16 

3. The Commission shall be responsible for promoting 
EMAS at Community level. It shall, in particular, examine in 
consultation with the members of the Committee referred to 
in Article 14(1) the possibility of disseminating best practice 
by appropriate ways and means. 

Article 13 

Infringements 

Member States shall take appropriate legal or administrative 
measures in case of non-compliance with the provisions of 
this Regulation and communicate these measures to the 
Commission. 

Article 14 

Committee 

1. The Commission shall be assisted by a committee, 
(hereinafter referred to as 'the committee'). 

2. Where reference is made to this paragraph, Articles 5 
and 7 of Decision 1999/468/EC shall apply, having regard to 
the provisions of Article 8 thereof. 

The period referred to in Article 5(6) ofDecision 1999/468/EC 
shall be set at three months. 

Costs and fees 

1. A system of fees in accordance with arrangements 
established by Member States may be set up for the adminis 
trative costs incurred in connection with the registration 
procedures for organisations and the accreditation and super 
vision of environmental verifiers and other related costs of 
EMAS. 

2. Member States shall inform the Commission of the 
measures taken under this Article. 

Article 17 

Repeal of Regulation (EEC) No 1836/93 

1. Regulation (EEq No 1836/93 shall be repealed as from 
the date of entry into force of this Regulation, subject to 
paragraphs 2 to 5 of this Article. 

2. National accreditation systems and competent bodies set 
up pursuant to Regulation (EEC) No 1836/93 shall modify the 
procedures followed by accreditation systems and competent 
bodies under the corresponding provisions of this Regulation. 
Member States shall ensure that these systems are fully 
operational within 12 months of the date of entry into force 
of this Regulation. 
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3. Environmental verifiers accredited in accordance with 
Regulation (EEC) No 1836/93 may continue to perform their 
activities in accordance with the requirements established by 
this Regulation. 

Article 18 

4. Sites registered in accordance with Regulation (EEC) 
No 1836/93 will remain on the EMAS register. The new 
requirements of this Regulation shall be checked at the time of 
the next verification of a site. If the next verification is to be 
carried out sooner than six months after entry info force of 
this Regulation, the date of the next verification may be 
extended by six months in agreement with the environmental 
verifier and the competent bodies. 

5. Paragraphs 3 and 4 shall also apply to environmental 
verifiers accredited and sites registered in accordance with 
Article 14 of Regulation (EEC) No 1836/93, provided that the 
responsible accreditation bodies and competent bodies have 
agreed that the environmental verifiers and registered sites 
comply with all the requirements of Regulation (EEC) 
No 1836/93 and notify this to the Commission. 

Entry into force 

This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day 
following its publication in the Official Journal of the European 
Communities. .., 

This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly 
applicable in all Member States. 

Done at ... 

For the European Parliament 

The President 

For the Council 

The President 
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ANNEX I 

A. Environmental management system requirements 

The environmental management system shall be implemented according to section 4 of the EN/ISO 14001:1996 
European standard for environmental management systems(1). .. 

B. Issues to be addressed by organisations implementing EMAS 

1. Legal compliance 

Organisations shall be able to demonstrate that: 

(a) they have identified, and know the implications to the organisation of, all relevant environmental legislation; 

(b) they provide for legal compliance with environmental legislation; 

(c) they have procedures in place that enable the organisation to meet these requirements on an ongoing basis. 

2. Perfonnance 

Organisations shall be able to demonstrate that the management system and the audit procedures address tlie 
actual environmental performance of the organisation with respect to the aspects identified from Annex VI. The 
performance of the organisation against its objectives and targets shall be evaluated as part of the management 
review process. The organisation shall also commit itself to the continual improvement of its environmental 
performance. In doing so, the organisation may base its action on local, regional and national environmental 
programmes. 

The means to achieve the objectives and targets cannot be environmental objectives. 

If the organisation comprises one or more sites, each of the sites to which EMAS applies shall comply with all 
the requirements of EMAS including the continual improvement of environmental performance as defined in 
Article 2(b). . 

3. External communication and relations 

Organisations shall be able to demonstrate an open dialogue with the public and other interested parties 
including local communities and customers with regard to the environmental impact of their activities, products 
and services in order to identify the public's and other interested parties' concerns. 

4. Employee involvement 

In addition to the requirements in Annex I, Section A employees shall be involved in the process aimed at 
continually improving the organisation's environmental performance. Appropriate forms of participation such 
as the suggestion-book system or project-based group works on environmental committees could be used for 
this purpose. Organisations shall take note of Commission guidance on best practice in this field. 

(1) The full text of EN/ISO standard 14001:1996 will be inserted in this Annex as soon as the copyright agreement has been signed 
between the Commission and CEN. The translations of the text of the standard will be those provided by CEN. 
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ANNEX II 

REQUIREMENtS CONCERNING INTERNAL ENVIRONMENTAL AUDITING 

2.1. General requirements 

Internal audits ensure that the activities carried out by an organisation are being conducted in accordance with 
established procedures. The audit may also identify any problems with those established procedures or any 
opportunities for improving those procedures. The scope of audits carried out within an organisation may vary 
from the audit of a simple procedure to the audit of complex activities. Over a period of time all activities in a 
particular organisation shall be subject to an audit. The period of time taken to complete audits of all activities is 
known as the audit cycle. For small non-complex organisations, it may be possible to audit all activities at one 
time. For these organisations the audit cycle is the interval between these audits. 

Internal audits shall be carried out by persons sufficiently independent of the activity being audited to ensure an 
impartial view. They may be carried out by employees of the organisation or by external parties (employees from 
other organisations, employees from other parts of the.same organisation or consultants). 

2.2. Objectives 

The organisation's environmental auditing programme shall define in writing the objectives of each audit or 
audit cycle including the audit frequency for each activity. 

The objectives shall include, in particular, assessing the management systems in place, and determining 
conformity with the organisation's policy and programme, which shall include compliance with relevant 
environmental regulatory requirements. 

2.3. Scope 

The overall scope of the individual audits, or of each stage of an audit cycle where appropriate, shall be clearly 
defined and shall explicitly specify the: · 

l. subject areas covered: 

2. activities to be audited: 

3. environmental criteria to be considered; 

4. period covered by the audit. 

Environmental audit includes assessment of the factual data necessary to evaluate performance. 

2.4. Organisation and resources 

Environmental audits shall be performed by persons or groups of persons with appropriate knowledge of the 
sectors and fields audited, including knowledge and experience on the relevant environmental, management, 
technical and regulatory issues, and sufficient training and proficiency in the specific skills of auditing to achieve 
the stated objectives. The resources and time allocated to the audit shall be commensurate with the scope and 
objectives of the audit. 

The top organisation management shall support the auditing. 

The auditors shall be sufficiently independent of the activities they audit to make an objective and impartial 
judgement. 
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2. 5. Planning and preparation for an audit 

Each audit shall be planned and prepared with the objectives, in particular, of: 

ensuring the appropriate resources are allocated, 

ensuring that each individual involved in the audit process (including auditors, management, and staff 
understands his or her role and responsibilities. 

Preparation shall include familiarisation with activities of the organisation and with the environmental 
management system established there and review of the findings and conclusions of previous audits. 

2.6. Audit activities 

Audit activities shall include discussions with personnel, inspection of operating conditions and equipment and 
reviewing of records, written procedures and other relevant documentation, with the objective of evaluating the 
environmental performance of the activity being audited to determine whether it meets the applicable standards, 
regulations or objectives and targets set and whether the system in place to manage environmental responsibilities 
is effective and appropriate. Inter alia, spot-checking of compliance with these criteria should be used to 
determine the effectiveness of the entire management system. , 

The following steps, in particular, shall be included in the audit process: 

(a) understanding of the management systems; 

(b) assessing strengths and weaknesses of the management systems; 

(c) gathering relevant evidence; 

(d) evaluating audit findings: 

(e) preparing audit conclusions; 

(0 reporting audit findings and conclusions. 

2.7. Reporting audit findings and conclusions 

l. A written audit report of the appropriate form and content shall be prepared by the auditors to ensure full, 
formal submission of the findings and conclusions of the audit, at the end of each audit and audit cycle. 

The findings and conclusions of the audit shall be formally communicated to the top organisation 
management. 

2. The fundamental objectives of a written audit report are: 

(a) to document the scope of the audit; 

(b) to provide management with information on the state of compliance with the organisations' 
environmental policy and the environmental progress at the organisation; 

(c) to provide management with information on the effectiveness and reliability of the arrangements for 
monitoring environmental impacts of the organisation; 

(d) to demonstrate the need for corrective action, where appropriate. 

2.8. Audit follow-up 

The audit process shall culminate in the preparation and implementation of a plan of appropriate corrective 
action. 

Appropriate mechanisms shall be in place and in operation to ensure that the audit results are followed up. 
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2.9.Audit frequency 

The audit or audit cycle shall be completed, as appropriate, at intervals no greater than three years. The frequency 
with which any activity is audited will vary depending on the: 

(a) nature, scale and complexity of the activities; 

(b) significance of associated environmental impacts: ... 
(c) importance and urgency of the problems detected by previous audits; 

(d) history of environmental problems. 

More complex activities with a more significant environmental impact shall be audited more frequently. 

An organisation shall define its own audit programme and audit frequency taking account of Commission 
guidance adopted in accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 14(2). 
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ANNEX III 

ENVIRONMENf AL STA TEMENf 

3.1. Introduction" 

The aim of the environmental statement is to provide environmental information to the public and other 
interested parties regarding the environmental impact and performance of the organisation. It is also a vehicle to 
address the stakeholder requirements identified as a result of Annex I, section B(3) and considered as significant 
by the organisation (Annex VI, point 6.4 (d)). Environmental information shall be presented in a clear and 
coherent manner in printed form for those who have no other means of obtaining this information. On its first 
registration and every three years thereafter, the organisation is required to make available the information 
detailed under point 3.2 in a consolidated printed version. 

The Commission shall adopt guidance about the environmental statement in accordance with the procedure laid 
down in Article 14(2). 

3.2. Environmental statement 

On its first registration an organisation shall produce environmental information, taking into account the criteria 
of point 3.5 to be referred to as the environmental statement, to be validated by the environmental verifier. This 
information shall be submitted to the competent body following validation, and then be made publicly available. 
The environmental statement is ·a tool for communication and dialogue with the public and other interested 
parties regarding -environmental performance. The organisation shall consider the information needs of the 
public and other interested parties when writing and designing the environmental statement. 

The minimum requirements for this information shall be as follows: 

(a) a clear and unambiguous description of the organisation registering under EMAS and a summary of its 
activities, products and services and its relationship to any parent organisations as appropriate; 

(b) the environmental policy and brief description of the environmental management system of the organisation; 

(c) a description of all the significant direct and indirect environmental aspects which result in significant 
environmental impacts of the organisation and an explanation of the nature of the impacts as related to 
these aspects (Annex VI); 

(d) a description of the environmental objectives arid targets in relation to the significant environmental aspects 
and impacts; 

(e) a summary of the data available on the performance of the organisation against its environmental objectives 
and targets with respect to its significant environmental impacts. The summary may include figures on 
pollutant emissions, waste generation, consumption of raw material, energy and water, noise as well as other 
aspects indicated in Annex VI. The data should allow for year-by-year comparison to assess the development 
of the environmental performance of the organisation; 

(f) other factors regarding environmental performance including performance against legal provisions with 
respect to their significant environmental impacts; 

(g) the name and accreditation number of the environmental verifier and the date of validation. 

3.3. Criteria for environmental performance reporting 

The raw data generated by an environmental management system will be used in a number of different ways to 
show the environmental performance of an organisation. Organisations are encouraged to use environmental 
performance indicators where appropriate. If an organisation uses environmental performance indicators (e.g. 
energy usage per tonne of product), it shall ensure that any performance indicators it selects: 
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(a) give an accurate appraisal of the organisations performance: 

(b) are understandable and unambiguous; 

(c) allow for year-on-year comparison to assess the development of the environmental performance of the 
organisation: 

(d) allow for comparison with sector, national or regional benchmarks as appropriate; .., 
(e) allow for comparison with regulatory requirements as appropriate. 

3.4. Maintenance of publicly available information 

The organisation shall update the information detailed in point 3.2 and shall have any changes validated by an 
environmental verifier, on a yearly basis. Deviations from the frequency with which updates shall be performed 
may be made under circumstances laid down in Commission guidance adopted in accordance with the procedure 
laid down in Article 14(2). After validation changes shall also be submitted to the competent body and be made 
publicly available. 

3.5. Publication of information 

Organisations may wish to address different audiences or interested parties with the _information generated by 
its environmental management system and use only selected information from the environmental statement. 
Any environmental information published by an organisation may bear the EMAS logo provided it has been 
validated by an environmental verifier as being: 

(a) accurate and non-deceptive; 

(b) substantiated and verifiable: 

(c) relevant and used in an appropriate context or setting: 

(d) representative of the overall environmental performance of the organisation: 

(e) unlikely to result in misinterpretation: 

(f) significant in relation to the overall environmental impact, 

and makes reference to the organisation's latest environmental statement from which it was drawn. 

3.6. Public availability 

The information generated in point 3.2(a) to (g) which forms the environmental statement for an organisation 
and the updated information specified in point 3.4 shall be available to the public and other interested parties. 
To this end, organisations are encouraged to use all methods available (electronic publication, libraries, etc.). The 
organisation shall be able to demonstrate to the environmental verifier that anybody interested in the 
organisations environmental performance can easily and freely gain access to the information required in 
point 3.2(a) to (g) and point 3.4. · 

3. 7. Local accountability 

Organisations registering under EMAS may wish to produce one corporate environmental statement covering a 
number of different geographic locations. The intention of EMAS is to ensure local accountability and thus 
organisations shall ensure that the significant environmental impacts of each site are clearly identified and 
reported within the corporate statement. 
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ANNEXN 

Logo 

Version 1 Version 2 

... 

EMAS 
VERIFIED 

ENVIRONMENTAL 
MANAGEMENT 

REG.NO. 

EMAS 
VALIDATED INFORMATION 
REG.NO. 

The logo may be used by an EMAS registered organisation in any of the 11 languages provided the following 
wording is used: 

Version 1 Version 2 

Danish: 'veriflcerer miljaledelse' 'bekreeftede oplysninger' 

German: 'gepruftes Umweltmanagement' 'geprufte Information' 

Greek: 'an\kwp11µi:vii n£p1~illovma'J 61axcip1or]' 'amcupwµi:v£~ MTJp0<popu:~· 

Spanish: 'Gesti6n ambiental verificada' 'informacion validada' 

Finnish: 'vahvistetru ymparistoasioiden hallinta' 'vahvistettua tietoa' 

French: 'Management environnernental verifie' 'information validee' 

Italian: 'Gestione ambientale verificata' 'informazione convalidata' 

Dutch: 'Geverifieerd milieuzorgsysteem' 'gevalideerde informatie' 

Portuguese: 'Gestao ambiental verificada' 'informacao validada' 

Swedish: 'Kontrollerat miljoledningssystem' 'godkand information'. 

Both versions of the logo shall always bear the registration number of the organisation. 

- in three colours (Pantone No 355 Green; Pantone No 109 Yellow; Pantone No 286 Blue); 

- in black on white or 

- in white on black. 
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ANNEXV 

Accreditation, supervision and function of the environmental verifiers 

5 .1. General 

The accreditation of environmental verifiers shall be based on the general principles of competence set out in 
this Annex. Accreditation bodies may choose to accredit individuals, organisations or both, as environmental 
verifiers. The procedural requirements and detailed criteria for accrediting environmental verifiers are defined 
pursuant to Article 4 by national accreditation systems in accordance with these principles. Conformity with 
these principles shall be ensured through the peer review process established by Article 4. 

5.2. Requirements for the accreditation of environmental verifiers 

5.2.1. The following competence constitutes the minimum requirements with which an environmental verifier, 
individual or organisation, shall comply: 

(a) knowledge and understanding of the Regulation, the general functioning of environmental management 
systems, relevant standards and guidance issues by the Commission, under Articles 4 and 14(2), for the 
use of this-Regulation; 

(b) knowledge and understanding of the legislative and regulatory requirements relevant to the activity subject 
to verification; 

(c) knowledge and understanding of environmental issues; 

(d) knowledge and understanding of the technical aspects, relevant to environmental issues, of the activity 
subject to verification; · 

(e) understanding of the general functioning of the activity subject to verification in order to assess the 
appropriateness of the management system; 

(f) knowledge and understanding of environmental auditing requirements and methodology; 

(g) knowledge of information audit (environmental statement). 

In addition, the environmental verifier shall be independent, in particular of the organisation's auditor or 
consultant, impartial and objective in performing his or her activities. 

The individual environmental verifier or verification organisation shall ensure that he or she or the organisation 
and its staff is free of any commercial, financial or other pressures which might influence their judgement or 
endanger trust in their independence of judgement and integrity in relation to their activities, and that they 
comply with any rules applicable in this respect. 

The environmental verifier shall have documented methodologies and procedures, including qualitycontrol 
mechanisms and confidentiality provisions, for the verification requirements of this Regulation. 

In case the environmental verifier is an organisation, the environmental verifier shall have and make available 
on request an organisation chart detailing structures and responsibilities within the organisation and a 
statement of legal status, ownership and funding sources. 

5.2.2. Scope of accreditation 

The scope of accreditation of environmental verifiers shall be defined according .to the classification of 
economic activities (NACE codes) as established by Council Regulation (EEC) 3037/90(1). The scope of 
accreditation shall be limited by the competence of the environmental verifier. The scope of accreditation shall 
also take into account the size and complexity of the activity, where appropriate; this will be assured through 
supervision. 

(1) OJ L 293, 24.10.1990, p. 1. Regulation as amended by Regulation (EEQ No 761/93 (OJ L 83, 3.4.1993, p. 1). 

/ 
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5.2. 3. Additional requirements for the accreditation of individual environmental verifiers performing verifications on their own 

Individual environmental verifiers performing verification on their own, in addition to complying with the 
requirements of points 5.2. l and 5.2.2 shall have: · 

all the necessary competence to perform verifications, in their accredited fields, 

a limited scope of accreditation dependent on their personal competence . 

. Compliance with these requirements shall be ensured through the assessment carried out prior to the 
accreditation and through the supervisory role of the accreditation body. 

5.3. Supervision of environmental verifiers 

5. 3.1. Supervision of environmental verifiers carried out by the accreditation body which granted their accreditation 

The environmental verifier shall immediately inform the accreditation body of all changes which have a 
bearing on the accreditation or its scope. · 

Provision shall be made, at regular intervals not exceeding 24 months, to ensure that the environmental 
verifier continues to comply with the accreditation requirements and to monitor the quality of the verifications 
undertaken. Supervision may consist of office audit, witnessing in organisations, questionnaires, review of 
environmental statements validated by the environmental verifiers and review of verification report. It should 
be proportionate with the activity undertaken by the environmental verifier. 

Any decision taken by the-accreditation body to terminate or suspend accreditation or curtail the scope of 
accreditation shall be taken only after the environmental verifier has had the possibility of a hearing. 

5.3.2. Supervision of environmental verifiers performing verification activities in a Member State other than that where their 
accreditation was granted 

An environmental verifier accredited in one Member State, before performing verification activities in another 
Member State, shall provide to the accreditation body of the latter Member State, at least four weeks in 
advance, notification of: · 

his or her accreditation details, competences and team composition if appropriate, 

when and where the verification will occur: address and contact details of the organisation, measures 
taken to deal with legal and language knowledge if necessary. 

The accreditation body may request further clarification of the necessary legal and language knowledge as 
detailed above. 

This notification shall be communicated before each new verification. 

The accreditation body shall not require other conditions which would prejudice the right of the environmental 
verifier to provide services in a Member State other than the one where accreditation was granted. In particular; 
discriminatory fees for notification shall not be charged. The accreditation body shall also not use the 
notification procedure to delay the arrival· of the environmental verifier. Any difficulty to supervise the · 
environmental verifier on the date communicated shall be adequately justified. If costs for supervision arise, 
the accreditation body is allowed to charge appropriate fees. , 

If the supervising accreditation body is not satisfied with the quality of the work done by the environmental 
verifier, the supervision report shall be transmitted to the environmental verifier concerned, the accreditation 
body which granted the accreditation, to the competent body where the organisation being verified is located 
and, in case of any further dispute, to the forum of accreditation body. 
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Organisations may not refuse the right of accreditation bodies to supervise the environmental verifier through 
witnessed assessments during the verification process. 

5.4. The function of environmental verifiers 

5.4.1. The function of the environmental verifier is to check, without prejudice to the enforcement powers of 
Member States in respect of regulatory requirements: 

(a) compliance with all the requirements of this Regulation: initial environmental review if appropriate, 
environmental management system, environmental audit and its results and the environmental statement; 

{b) the reliability, credibility and correctness of the data and information in: 

the environmental statement (Annex III, point 3.2 and point 3.3), 

environmental information to be validated (Annex III, point 3.4). 

The environmental verifier shall, in particular, investigate in a sound professional manner, the technical 
validity of the initial environmental review, if appropriate, or audit or other procedures carried out by the 
organisation, without unnecessarily duplicating those procedures. Inter alia, the environmental verifier should 
use spot-checks to determine whether the results of the internal audit are reliable. 

5.4.2. At the time of the first verification, the environmental verifier shall, in particular, check that the following 
requirements are met by the organisation: . 

(a) a fully operational environmental management system in accordance with Annex I; 

{b) a fully planned audit programme, which has already begun in accordance with Annex II so that at least 
areas with the most significant environmental impact have been covered; 

(c) completion of one management review; 

(d) the preparation of an environmental statement in accordance with Annex III, point 3.2. 

5.4.3. Legal compliance 

The environmental verifier shall ensure that an organisation has procedures in place to control those aspects 
of its operations subject to relevant Community or national laws and that these procedures are capable of 
delivering compliance. The checks of the audit, shall in particular, provide for evidence of the capability of the 
procedures in place to deliver legal compliance. 

The environmental verifier shall not validate the environmental statement, if during the verification process 
he observes, for example through spot-checks, that the organisation is not in legal compliance. 

5.4.4. Organisation definition 

When verifying the environmental management system and validating the environmental statement, the 
environmental verifier shall ensure that the components of the organisation are unambiguously defined and 
correspond to a real division of the activities. The content of the statement shall clearly cover the different 
pans of the organisation to which EMAS applies. 

5.5. Conditions for the environmental verifier to perform his/her activities 

5.5.1. The environmental verifier shall operate within his/her scope of accreditation, on the basis of written 
agreement with the organisation which defines the scope of the work, enables the environmental verifier to 
operate in an independent professional manner and commits the organisation to providing the necessary 

- cooperation. 
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5.5.2. The verification shall involve examination of documentation, a visit to the organisation including, in particular, 
interviews with personnel, preparation of a report to the organisations' management and the organisations' 
solution of the issues raised by the report. 

5.5.3. The documentation to be examined in advance of the visit shall include basic information about the 
organisation and activities there, the environmental policy and programme, the description of the 
environmental management system in operation in the organisation, details of the environmental review or 
audit carried out, the report on that review or audit and on any corrective action taken afterwards, and the 
draft environmental statement. 

5.5.4. The environmental verifier shall prepare a report for the organisation's management. This report shall specify: 

(a) all issues relevant to the work carried out by the environmental verifier; 

(b) the starting point of the organisation towards implementation of an environmental management system; 

(c) in general, cases of non-conformity with the provisions of this Regulation, and in particular: 

technical defects in the environmental review, or audit method, or environmental management 
system, or any other relevant process, 

points of disagreement with the draft environmental statement, together with details of the 
amendments or additions that should be made to the environmental statement, 

(d) the comparison with the previous statements and the performance assessment of the organisation. 

5.6. Verification frequency 

In consultation with the organisation the environmental verifier shall design a programme to ensure that all 
elements required for registration with EMAS are verified in a period not exceeding 36 months. In addition 
the environmental verifier shall, at intervals not exceeding 12 months, validate any updated information in 
the environmental statement. Deviations from the frequency with which updates shall be performed may be 
made under circumstances laid down in Commission guidance adopted in accordance with the procedure laid 
down in Article 14(2). 
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ANNEX VI 

ENVIRONMENT AL ASPECTS 

6.1. General .. 
An organisation shall consider all environmental aspects of its activities, products and services and decide on 
the basis of criteria, defined by the organisation, which of its environmental aspects have a significant impact, 
as a basis for setting its environmental objectives and targets. These criteria shall be publicly available. 

An organisation shall consider both direct and indirect environmental aspects of its activities, products and 
services. 

6.2. Direct environmental aspects 

These cover the activities of an organisation over which it has management control and may include, but is 
not limited to: 

(a) emissions to air; 

(b) releases to water. 

(c) avoidance, recycling, reuse, transportation and disposal of solid and other wastes, particularly hazardous 
wastes; 

(d) use and contamination of land; 

(e) use of natural resources and raw materials (including energy); 

(0 local-issues (noise, vibration, odour, dust, visual appearance, etc.); 

(g) transport issues (both for goods and services and employees); 

(h) riskos of environmental accidents and impacts arising, or likely to arise, as consequences of incidents, 
accidents and potential emergency situations; 

(i) effects on biodiversity. 

6.3. Indirect environmental aspects 

As a result of the activities, products and services of an organisation there may be significant environmental 
aspects over which it may not have full management control. 

These may include, but are not limited to: 

(a) product-related issues (design, development, packaging, transportation, use and waste recovery/disposal); 

(b) capital investments, granting loans and insurance services; 

(c) new markets; 

(d) choice and composition of services (e.g. transport or the catering trade): 

(e) administrative and planning decisions; 

(0 product range compositions: 

(g) the environmental performance and practices of contractors, subcontractors and suppliers. 

Organisations must be able to dcmonstr.uc that th!' signifkant environmental aspects associated with their 
procurement procedures have been identified and that significant impacts associated with these aspects are 
addressed within the management system. The org,misation should endeavour to ensure that the suppliers 
and those acting on the organisation's behalf comply with the organisation's environmental policy within the 
remit of the activities carried out for the contract. 
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In the case of these indirect environmental aspects, an organisation shall consider how much influence it can 
have over these aspects, and what measures can be taken to reduce the impact. 

6.4. Significance 

It is the responsibility of the organisation to define criteria for assessing the significance of the environmental 
aspects of its activities, products and services, to determine which have a significant environmental impact. 
The criteria developed by an organisation shall be comprehensive, capable of independent checking, 
reproducible and made publicly available. 

Considerations in establishing the criteria for assessing the significance of an organisation's environmental 
aspects may include, but are not limited to: 

(a) information about the condition of the environment to identify activities, products and services of the 
organisation that may have an environmental impact; 

(b) the organisation's existing data on material and energy inputs, discharges, wastes and emissions in terms 
of risk; 

(c) view of interested parties; 

(d) environmental activities of the organisation that are regulated; 

(e) procurement activities; 

m design; "development, manufacturing, distribution, servicing, use, reuse, recycling and disposal of the 
organisation's products; 

(g) those activities of the organisation with the most significant environmental costs, and environmental 
benefits. 

In assessing the significance of the environmental impact of the organisation's activities the organisation shall 
think not only of normal operating conditions but also of start-up and shutdown conditions and of reasonably 
foreseeable emergency conditions. Account shall be taken of past, present and planned activities. 
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ANNEX VII 

ENVIRONMENT AL REVIEW 

7.1. General 
... 

An organisation that has not supplied the necessary information needed to identify and assess the significant 
environmental aspects according to Annex VI must establish its current position with regard to the 
environment by means of a review. The aim should be to consider all environmental aspects of the organisation 
as a basis for establishing the environmental management system. 

7.2. Requirements 

The review should cover five key areas: 

(a) legislative, regulatory and other requirements to which the organisation subscribes; 

(b) an identification of all environmental aspects with a significant environmental impact in accordance with 
Annex VI, qualified and quantified as appropriate, and compiling a register of those identified as significant; 

(c) a description of the criteria for assessing the significance of the environmental impact in accordance with 
Annex VI, point 6.4; 

(d) an examination of all existing environmental management practices and procedures; 

(e) an evaluation of feedback from the investigation of previous incidents. 
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ANNEXVIll 

REGISTRATION INFORMATION 

Minimum requirements 

.., 

Name of the organisation: · . 

Address of the organisation: 

Contact person: . 

NACE code of activity: . 

Number of employees: . 

Name of the environmental verifier: 

Accreditation number: . 

Scope of accreditation: " . 

Date of the next environmental statement: . 

Name and contact details of the competent enforcement authority, or authorities, for the organisation: 

Done at : , . 2000 

Signature of the representative of the organisation 
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STATEMENT OF THE COUNCIL'S REASONS 

I. INTRODUCTION 

1. On 3 November 1998 the Commission forwarded to Council a proposal for a Council Regulation 
allowing voluntary participation by organisations in a Community eco-management and audit 
scheme (EMAS), based on Article 130s(1} of the Treaty (Amsterdam Treaty: Article 17 5(1)). 

2. The European Parliament and the Economic and Social Committee delivered their opinions on 
15 April 1999 and on 26 May 1999 respectively. 

3. The Committee of the Regions decided on 28 June 1999 not to deliver an. opinion on this 
proposal. 

4. On 24 June 1999 the Commission forwarded to Council an amended proposal for a Regulation 
of the European Parliament and of the Council on the abovementioned subject. 

5. On 28 February 2000 the Council adopted its common position in accordance with Article 251 
of the Treaty (former Article 18 9c). 

II. OBJECTIVE 

The Regulation aims to broaden the scope of the original EMAS scheme as established by Council 
Regulation (EEO No 1863/93 of 29 June 1993 by widening participation of interested organisations 

· from the industry sector. to all economic sectors. By so doing, the Regulation is also intended to 
increase the . potential . of EMAS to contribute to sustainable development and rationalise the 
relationship between EMAS and the international standards now existing in the field of environmental 
management. 

It also intends to enhance the involvement of employees, increase the visibility of participation in 
EMAS for business as well as the consistency of the implementation of EMAS across the Member 
States. 

III. ANALYSIS OF IBE COMMON rosrnox 

A. AMENDED COMMISSION PROPOSAL 

In its amended proposal the Commission accepted, in their entirety, in part or in principle, 18 of 
the 5 9 amendments proposed by the European Parliament in the first reading. · 

A good number of the EP amendments accepted by the Commission were incorporated wholly, 
partly or in principle in the common position. 

Some further explanations for those amendments not accepted by Council are given below under 
the relevant sections. · 
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B. MAIN CHANGES INTRODUCED BY COUNCIL 

General comments 

The following general comments concern terminological and editorial changes across the text of 
the common position and are indicated here at the beginning for reasons of simplicity: 

the concept of 'stakeholders' has been replaced throughout the text with that of 'interested 
parties' for reasons of compatibility with ISO 14001. A definition of interested parties has 
therefore been inserted in Article 2; 

- when mention is made to Commission guidance in the text, the adoption of these guidance 
documents has been subject to the procedure laid down in Article 14 of the Regulation. 

Preamble 

The Preamble has been modified to bring it in line with the amended text of the common 
position, to highlight the specificity of EMAS and to take into account some of the amendments 
proposed.by the European Parliament and accepted by the Commission in its amended proposal. 

Amendments 4 (recital 14a) and 5 (recital 14c) of the European Parliament have not been retained 
· as the Council has estimated that their implications were not clear, neither with regard to the 
incentives for organisations beyond the measures already provided for in this Regulation to 
encourage the organisations' participation in EMAS, nor with regard to the necessary structures 
in the candidate countries since no special provision concerning such countries is contained in 
this Regulation. 

Article 1 

This Article in the common position contains now.greater emphasis on the active involvement of 
employees, with an explicit reference to their training. Furthermore, the clause contained 
previously in the last paragraph of this Article is now incorporated in the new Article 10. 

Article 2 

Main changes include the following: 

- the definitions of 'interested party' , 'environmental performance', 'continual improvement of 
environmental performance' and 'preventionof pollution' have been added in line with ISO 
140001 definitions, 

- the definition of 'environmental policy' has been adapted so as to include the commitment to 
continual improvement of environmental performance and to state more clearly that it 'will 
provide a framework for setting and reviewing environmental targets and objectives', 

- the definition of 'environmental programme' has been modified to better clarify its relationship 
. with environmental objectives and targets, 

the definition of 'organisation' has been amended to better clarify its link with the 'site' for 
registration purposes, · 

furthermore, the definition of 'competent bodies' has taken into account the amendment 
proposed .by the European Parliament and· incorporated in the Commission amended 
proposal. · 
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Article 3 

The text has been modified in paragraph 2, concerning the maintenance of EMAS registration by 
the organisations, where the cominon position provides for the possibility of deviations from the 
frequency of yearly validated updates of the organisations' environmental statements under 
circumstances to be defined in Commission guidance. 

Article 4 

This Article has been reorganised in the common position. Main changes include: 

extension of the deadline by which the system shall be operational to 12 months following 
the date of entry into force of the Regulation in order to give greater flexibility to the 
organisations concerned given the enlarged scope of the Regulation, · 

a simplified wording concerning the efforts to improve consistency of EMAS requirements 
with regard to accreditation and supervision of environmental verifiers across Member States, 

reduced frequency with which the forum of the accreditation bodies shall meet ('at least once 
a year'), 

request to the Commission to forward the report of the peer review activities it receives also 
to the Article 14 committee and to make the report publicly available. 

Articles 5, 6 and 7 

These Articles have been reorganised for reasons of greater clarity without substantial changes in 
the common position. 

In particular, the redrafting of Article 6 is intended to group together and make dearer the 
conditions for registration, refusal of registration, suspension or deletion of organisations from 
the register. · · 

Article 8 

The Article on the logo has been modified by the Council. 

The Council has agreed on the EMAS logo as given in Annex IV. Further technical specifications 
concerning the reproduction of the logo are left to the procedure laid down in Article 14 of the 
Regulation. Article 8(2) lists the cases in which the use of the logo (and which version of the logo) 
by organisations is allowed. In particular, the use of the EMAS logo on adverts for products, 
activities and services, excluded in the Commission proposal, has been retained by the Council as 
admissible only under circumstances to be defined in Commission guidance and provided that no 
confusion with environment products labels is created. The same conditions apply to t.he use of 
the logo on validated information as described in Annex III. 

The Article also excludes the use of the logo in the cases listed in the subsequent paragraph 3. 

It is however foreseen that the Commission shall, as part of the evaluation exercise undertaken 
under Article 15 of the Regulation, consider under which exceptional circumstances the logo may 
be used and subsequently adopt guidance texts, again ensuring that there is no confusion with 
environment product labels. · 
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Article IO 

This is a new Article introduced by the Council to cover the relationship with other Community 
environmental legislation: it incorporates text previously contained in Article 1(1) and Article 1 O 
of the Commission proposal (paragraph 2). Paragraph 2 is addressed to Member States that should 
consider how registration to EMAS may be taken into account in implementing and enforcing 
environmental legislation in . order to avoid unnecessary duplication of efforts by both the 
organisations and the competent enforcement authorities. Member States are also requested to 
inform the Commission of the measures taken in this regard. 

Article 11 

The common position incorporates, in the first paragraph, some of the amendments proposed by 
the European Parliament with regard to this Article and all accepted by the Commission in its 
amended proposal. As far as the proposed amendments not retained in the common position are 
concerned, the Council has considered difficult to ensure their application in practice with regard 
to the 'non excessive burden' and the 'reasonable fees'. Measures to promote the participation of 
organisations in EMAS, and in particular of SMEs, are dealt with in the whole Article 11 and costs 
and fees relating to this Regulation are covered by Article 16 whereby a system of fees 'in 
accordance with modalities established by Member States' is foreseen. 

Some of the last paragraphs of this Article as contained in the Commission proposal are now in 
Article 10 and in the Preamble (old paragraph 4) of the _common position. 

Article 11 of the Council text contains a new paragraph 2 that invites the EC institutions and other 
public authorities to consider, without prejudice to Community law, how the registration to 
EMAS may be taken into account when setting criteria for procurement policies as one of the 
means to encourage organisations' participation in EMAS. 

Article 12 

The Council has considered particularly important the provisions on information, given that one 
of the objectives of the Regulation is to increase the visibility of the EMAS scheme. Article 12 has 
been therefore strengthened by the Council by including in its paragraph 3 a request to the 
Commission to examine, in consultation with the members of the Article 14 committee, the 
possibility of disseminating best practice by appropriate ways and means. 

Article 14 

The Council has decided on a regulatory committee in accordance with the procedure laid down 
in the new Decision 1999/468/EC adopted by the Council on 28 June 1999,- · 

Article 15 

The Article on the revision of the Regulation was modified by the Council with regard to: 

- the new paragraph 2, which, for reasons of simplification, incorporates a large part of the text 
previously in a separate Article concerning the Annexes to the Commission proposal 
(Article 13). The modified text of the common position allows for adaptation of all Annexes 
to the Regulation by the Commission in accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 
14 of this Regulation, with the exception of Annex V concerning the· accreditation, supervision 
and function of the environmental verifiers, 
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the new paragraph 3, which provides for an evaluation by the Commission in cooperation with 
the Member States no later than five years after the entry into force of the Regulation on 'the 
use, recognition and interpretation, especially by the public and other interested parties, of 
the EMAS logo' and an assessment of 'whether there is a need to revise the logo and the 
requirements for its use'. 

Article 17 . ..., 

This Article has been modified in the common position as follows: 

- paragraph 2: the deadline is brought in line with the new deadline of 12 months in Article 4, 

- paragraph 4: a supplementary period of six months is given in certain cases to sites registered 
under the current EMAS scheme to allow the shift to the new scheme introduced by this 
Regulation, 

- paragraph 5: sites outside the industry sector 'experimentally' registered under the current 
EMAS scheme are now allowed to be registered under the new scheme, provided that corriply 
with all the requirements of this Regulation. 

Article 18 

The deadline for application has been removed in the common position in order to avoid 
confusion as different provisions allow for different application deadlines in the Regulation. 

Annexes 

✓• 

Annex I (Environmental management system requirements) 

Main modifications in this Annex concern: (a) a clarification of the aspects related to the 
organisation's legal compliance measured against environmental legislation; (b) a reference to 
organisation's commitment to continual improvement of its environmental performance and the 
reference to local, regional and national environmental programmes in this context and (c) the 
obligation to comply with all EMAS requirements foreach of the sites that an organisation may 
constitute. · 

The incorporation of the text of the ISO standard EN 14001: 19 9 6 in this Annex will depend on 
the conclusion of a copyright agreement between the Commission and CEN. 

An additional section 4 concerning the involvement of employees and some practical modalities 
for appropriate forms of employees' participation reflects the amendments made in this regard to 
Article 3 of the Regulation. 

Annex II (Requirements concerning internal environmental auditing) 

Apart from some editorial changes (point 2.3), the section on the audit frequency in the Council 
text (point 2. 9), specifically requires now that the audit or audit cycle be completed, as appropriate, 
at intervals no longer than three years. The factors to be taken into account when determining 
the frequency with which every activity is to be audited remain the same, as well as the principle 
that more complex activities with a more significant environmental impact shall be audited more 
frequently. 
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Annex III (Environmental statement) 

Main changes made by the Council include: 

- section 3.1: more precise requirements with regard to the way in which environmental 
information is presented· tQ. the public and other interested parties, the intent being to be able 
to provide information in printed form to those that have no other means of obtaining such 
information while at the same time not creating an excessive burden on organisations, 

- section 3.2: the character of the environmental statement as a dialogue and communication 
tool with the public and other interested parties has been emphasised, by incorporating in the 
Council text an amendment of the European Parliament accepted by the Commission in its 
amended proposal. The minimum requirements for the environmental statement have been 
complemented and made more precise by the Council in line with the modified Annex VI, in 
particular with regard to the relationship between environmental aspects and impacts and the 
kind of data to be provided on the environmental performance of the organisation, 

- section 3.3: the Council has estimated it useful to encourage organisations to make use of 
environmental performance indicators where appropriate, and in those cases, criteria for 
environmental performance reporting are given (they are unchanged. with respect to the 
Commission list with the exception of an adjustment to the criterion listed under (c)). The 
rewording is in line in principle with the amendment of the European Parliament. 

The numbering and sequence of sections has been reorganised by the Council. 

Annex IV (Logo) 

This Annex contains the EMAS logo, given in two versions (written part only), depending on the 
specific circumstances for its use as detailed in Article 8 of this Regulation. 

Annex V (Accreditation, supervision and function ofthe environmental verifiers) 

· Major changes tnade by the Council include: 

--'-- with regard to the requirements for accreditation (section 5.2): verifiers are requested to have a 
general understanding of the functioning of the environmental management system; 
furthermore, the independence of verifiers has been considered particularly important by the 
Council and therefore further specifications are given to ensure it in practice; the competence 
of the verifiers has been clearly indicated as one factor for defining · the scope of the 
accreditation: furthermore, compliance with the additional requirements set out in this Annex 
shall be ensured also through the assessment carried out prior to accreditation, 

. - with regard to the supervision of verifiers (section 5.3 ): intervals for regular quality controls on the 
verifiers and their activities are now extended to 24 months; as to the right of verifiers to 
exercise their activities in other Member States it is now explicitly indicated that such right 
should not be hampered by charging discriminatory fees for notiflcation.. it is additionally 
foreseen that supervision can include witnessed assessments, • · 

- with regard to the function of verifiers (section 5.4): the use of spot-checks by verifiers is foreseen 
in order to check the reliability of the results of the internal audit, . 

- with regard to the verification frequency (section 5.6): the text has been brought in line with the 
. amended Article 3, which allows for deviations from the established frequency through 
Commission guidance. 
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Annex VI (Environmental aspects) 

This Annex has been reorganised and modified by the Council. 

The requirement for an organisation to consider both direct and indirect environmental aspects 
of its activities, products and services, defined in terms of management control, has been made 
more explicit. The relationship between environmental aspects and significant environmental 
impacts for the purpose of setting the organisation's objectives and targets has been further 
developed with the intention of making it clearer throughout the text. . . 

The list of direct environmental aspects has been complemented and broadened so as to include, 
for instance, risks of environmental accidents and related impacts, as well as effects on biodiversity. 
The list of indirect environmental aspects now cover also the 'environmental performance and 
practices of contractors, subcontractors and suppliers'. The section on significance (6.4) has been 
reorganised and simplified, while not touching on the substance of the factors listed. 

Annex VII (Initial environmental review) 

This Annex has been adjusted following the modification of Annex VJ and therefore considerably 
shortened to avoid duplication. . 

Annex VIII (Registration information minimum requirements) 

Only minor editorial changes. 

The Commission has agreed to all changes made by the Council. 

/ 

, . 
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COMMON POSIDON (EC) No 22/2000 . . 

adopted by the Council on 28 February 2000. 

... 
with a view to adopting a Directive 2000/ ... [EC of the European Parliament and of the Council 
of ... on certain legal aspects of information society services, in particular electronic commerce, 

in the internal market ('Directive on electronic commerce') 

. (2000/C 128/02) 

THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND THE COUNCIL OF THE 
EUROPEAN UNION, 

Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Com 
munity, and in particular Arti_~~es 47(2), 55 and 95 thereof, 

Having regard to the proposal from the Commission (1), 

Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social 
Committee (Z), 

Acting in accordance with the procedure laid down in 
Article 251 of the Treaty+'), 

Whereas: 

(1) The European Union is seeking to forge ever closer links 
between the States and peoples of Europe, to ensure 
economic and social progress; in accordance with 
Article 14(2) of the Treaty, the internal market comprises 
an area without internal frontiers in which the free 
movements of goods, services and the freedom of estab 
lishment are ensured; the development of information 
society services within the area without internal frontiers 
is vital to eliminating the barriers which divide the 
European peoples. 

(3) Community law and the characteristics of the Community 
legal order are a vital asset to enable European citizens and 
operators to take full advantage, without consideration of 
borders, of the opportunities afforded by electronic 
commerce; this Directive therefore has the purpose of 
ensuring a high level of Community legal integration in 
order to establish a real area without internal borders for 
information society services. 

(4) It is important to ensure that electronic commerce could 
fully benefit from the internal market and therefore that, 
as with Council Directive 8 9 / 5 5 2/EEC of 3 October 198 9 
on the coordination of certain provisions laid down by 
law, regulation or administrative action in Member 
States concerning the pursuit of television broadcasting 
activities (4), a high level of Community integration is 
achieved. 

(2) The development of electronic commerce within the 
information society offers significant employment oppor 
tunities in the Community, particularly in small and 
medium-sized enterprises, and will stimulate economic 
growth and investment in innovation by European com 
panies, and can also enhance the competitiveness of 
European industry, provided that everyone has access to 
the Internet. 

(1) OJ C 30, 5.2.1999, p. 4. 
(2) OJ C 169, 16.6.1999, p. 36. 
(3) Opinion of the European Parliament of 6 May 1999 (OJ C 279, 
.. 1.10.1999, p. 389), Council common position of 28 February 

·'"() ~JJ.4. decision of the European Parliament of ... (not yet 
·- • •',0 O~cial Journal). 

t 
-~---,,~.-4~¥~:~. 

(5) The development of information society services within 
the Community is hampered by a number of legal 
obstacles to the proper functioning of the internal market 
which make less attractive the exercise of the freedom of 
establishment and the freedom to provide services; these 
obstacles arise from divergences in legislation and from 
the legal uncertainty as to which national rules apply 
to such services; in the absence of coordination and 
adjustment of legislation in the relevant areas, obstacles 
might be justified in the light of the case-law of the Court 
of Justice of the European Communities; legal uncertainty 
exists with regard to the extent to which Member States 
may control services ·originating from another Member 
State. · 

(4) OJ L 298, 17.10.1989, p. 23. Directive as amended by Directive 
97/36/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council (OJ 
L 202, 30.7.1997, p. 60). . 
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Discussion of the work programme's item 3 has 
focused primarily on the issues of eco-labellin_g, 
handlingJequirements (such as requirements for 
packaging, recycling, re-use, recovery, and disposal), 
and environrnentaLtaxes. 

Eco-labelling 

Eco-labelling - labelling products, often voluntarily, 
according to environmental criteria such as use of 
recycled material, etc - has been one of the most 
controversial aspects of the WTO Committee on Trade 
and Environment's work. 

It has received considerable attention, and its use by 
governments, industry and non-governmental 
organizations is increasing. 

http://www. wto .org/english/tratop _ e/envir _ e/cte03 _ e.htm 

Product v. process 

A key theme running through the 
discussion of these issues is the distinction 
between a measure (such as a tax or 
labelling requirement) that applies to a 
product, and one that applies to a 
process (i.e. the way a product Is made). 

Under WTO rules, dealing with an 
Internationally traded product is more 
straightforward. Measures applied to the 
processes used to make an Internationally 
traded product cause more problems. They 
could even be Illegal under WTO rules. 

Why are processes more problematic? 

The measures would still be applied to 
products (e.g. an environmental tax on an 
imported product) but it is not always 
easy to determine exactly what processes 
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The CTE recognized that well designed programmes 
for eco-labelling can be effective environmental policy 
instruments, which may be used to foster 
environmental awareness amongst consumers. 

However, it noted that these schemes raise significant 
concerns about their possible trade effects (if labelling 
requirements are too narrow they could be 
unnecessarily difficult for some suppliers to fulfil). 

Eco-labelling schemes differ in their design. Some are 
based on a single criterion, such as what the products 
contain. Others are based on life-cycle analysis, i.e. 
they take into consideration the environmental effects 
of products all the way through their production 
process until their final disposal. 

In practice, life-cycle analysis is not easy to conduct. 
Labels following the latter approach are frequently 
based on criteria that relate to only a few aspects of a 
process of production or of a product. This creates the 
potential for unwarranted trade restriction, in 
particular protectionism in disguise. 

The criteria used for eco-labelling are determined 
through consultation among interested parties within 
countries. As a result, a common complaint by the 
users of eco-labels has been that the criteria focus on 
local concerns and do not address the views of foreign 
suppliers, nor the specific environmental situation of 
the supplier countries. 

The use of life-cycle analysis also results in eco-labels 
being based on process and production methods 
(PPMs) that are not related to specific products. 

In other words, when eco-labels are successful in 
influencing consumer choice, and are necessary to 
maintain market share, suppliers have to alter their 
production processes in order to qualify for the eco- 

In addition, the environmental 
implications of a particular process can 
vary from place to place, from country to 
country - for example, whether a 
particular resource such as water is 
scarce; or whether a particular location is 
already heavily polluted and therefore ill 
placed to absorb and degrade additional 
pollution. 

Another way of expressing this: products 
are "objective", processes are 
"subjective" (for the various reasons 
described above). The WTO is based on 
rules, and therefore promotes "objectivity" 
in trading schemes in order to ensure that 
the rules are as clear-cut as possible. 
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labels. 

More information on: 
> The. WTO Technical Barriers 

to Trac;!~_ (IBT) Agr.~~rTI<.:?Jlt 

Some countries have therefore expressed concern in 
the CTE that eco-labelling means that the 
environmental concerns of importing countries are 
imposed on the production methods of their trading 
partners. 

The principal WTO rules dealing with labelling are 
those of the Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT) 
Agreement. 

The extent to which the agreement applies to labels 
based on processes (instead of the_.characteristics. of 
the products themselve~ is unclear, and has been the 
subject of some discussion both in the CTE and the 
Committee on Technical Barriers to Trade, which 
administers the TBT Agreement. 

Currently, a major challenge to the TBT Agreement's 
effectiveness is the increasing use of regulations and 
standards that are process-based, as opposed to 
product-based, and not only in the area of the 
environment. This may require added reflection on the 
TBT Agreement's rules on mutual recognition and 
equlvalency (i.e. countries recognizing each others' 
methods and standards) as a means of addressing the 
problems posed by countries having differing 
environmental standards. 

The CTE has supported the view that environmental 
concerns are not the same in all countries, and that 
the eco-labels developed by different countries need 
not be based on the same criteria. 

In the context of international trade, this raises the 
issue of how to compare different criteria and different 
methods of assessing whether a product or process 
conforms. 

Some of the issues raised in this regard have 

Products, processes, 
and eco-labetllnq 

An issue at the heart of the eco-labelllng 
debate is how to distinguish between 
products, and the methods that are and 
are not accepted by the WTO. 

Products are defined differently for 
different purposes, as can be seen from 
the discussion of life-cycle analysis and its 
coverage by the TBT Agreement. 

For eco-labelling, life-cycle analy;;is tells 
consumers how a product is produced, so 
they can distinguish products that have 
harmed the environment during 
production from those that have not. 

There are, however, a number of 
arguments to support the view that you 
should not distinguish between products 
on the basis of how they were made. 

1. The polltlcal argument: 
sovereignty. 

If one country sets rules (such as 
requiring eco-labels) which deal with the 
way a product Is made in another country, 
then it is intervening in the producing 
country's rules. But the WTO offers its 
members the opposite - It shields them 
against unwelcome outside intervention, 
and that Is precisely why so many 
countries have joined. If that principle had 
not been so strong, the world could have 
been deprived of the benefits it has 
enjoyed from 50 years of the multilateral 
trading system. 
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included: how the positive environmental qualities of 
the imported products can be taken into account in 
the design of labelling schemes; how eco-labelling 
schemes can be made more transparent; the extent to 
which trading partners can participate in selecting the 
criteria; and so on. 

The CTE concluded that further discussions are needed 
on how criteria based on PPMs that are not related to 
the product itself should be treated under the TBT 
Agreement. It urged WTO members to respect their 
obligations under the TBT Agreement, including those 
on transparency. 

h ~i ··.:~ :1 f~ i! 1- ~ r. (!:;:J :1'¼ t::.- .. f: ·t, ·a~~:~ 

At present, handling requirements (such as 
requirements for packaging, recycling, re-use, 
recovery, and disposal) are applied on a smaller scale 
than eco-labels, but their use as environmental policy 
instruments is spreading. 

A number of countries, particularly in Europe, have 
instituted policies stipulating, for instance, the kind of 
packaging that can or cannot be used in their 
markets. They also prescribe the recovery, re-use, 
recycling or disposal of packaging materials once they 
have served their purpose. 

These policies can increase costs for exporters and can 
potentially be barriers to trade. They can result in 
discriminatory treatment, even if the same 
requirements are imposed both on domestic products 
and imports, when countries differ in the materials 
and other resources available to them, and when they 
face different constraints. 

Side4af6 

2. The economic: argument. 

This is an argument that environmental 
economists themselves make. When 
products are identified only by what they 
are, not how they are made, countries can 
set their own standards as appropriate for 
their level of development. Inappropriate 
standards are not Imposed on them from 
outside. 

Countries can then make their own trade 
offs between their needs for development 
and for environmental protection - 
according to how they themselves value 
these needs, and not on the basis of how 
other people make the valuations for 
them. 

3. The environmental argument. 

If countries do not impose their standards 
on each other, the standards can be 
tailored to the different conditions, 
priorities and problems in different parts 
of the world, including varying ability to 
absorb pollution. 

For example, wood is used for packaging in many 
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recyclable and therefore pays a penalty in the 
marketplace. 

On waste handling requirements, the CTE has followed 
a similar approach in its analysis of the potential trade 
effects to that used for eco-labelling. 

Among the concerns it has expressed are: 

• the extent to which the criteria for selecting 
waste handling schemes are delegated to 
domestic industry groups and therefore tailored 
to their preferences; 

• the degree to which foreign suppliers are 
allowed to participate in the design and 
preparation of these schemes; 

• the extent to which packaging favoured by 
overseas suppliers is accepted by the schemes; 

• the cost of participating in the schemes. 

Environmental charges and taxes 

Governments are increasingly using environmental 
charges and taxes in order to meet national 
environmental policy objectives, and to "internalize" 
domestic environmental costs (i.e. to make producers 
pay for the environmental costs such as pollution, 
which they would not normally have to face). 

These charges have an impact on international trade if 
they are imposed on imported products or rebated on 
exports. That is where WTO rules discipline 
governments' actions. 

The issue is of considerable interest and importance to 
trade and environment policy-makers in the context of 
proposals to increase taxes on environmentally 
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and transportation. 

Under existing GATT rules and jurisprudence, 
"product" taxes and charges can be adjusted at the 
border (i.e. when products are imported or exported), 
but "process" taxes and charges by and large cannot. 

For example, a domestic tax on fuel can be applied 
perfectly legitimately to imported fuel. But a tax on 
the energy consumed in producing a ton of steel (a 
tax on the production process) cannot be applied to 
imported steel, even if it is charged on domestically 
produced steel, which could make the imported steel 
cheaper (and presumably less environmentally 
friendly). 

For this reason, there is some concern that the WTO 
rules could affect the competitiveness of domestic 
producers when they face environmental process 
taxes and charges. Indeed, these concerns about 
competitiveness were widely reported to have been 
behind the European Commission's decision to 
abandon its proposal for a carbon tax in 1992. 

The CTE says it is important for further work to be 
undertaken on the extent to which WTO rules need to 
be reviewed to accommodate environmental taxes and 
charges. 

< _Previous Next_> 

Side 6 af 6 

CONTACT US : World Trade Organization, rue de Lausanne 154, CH-1211 Geneva 21, Switzerland 
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6 Prazo de Validade 

Prefaclo 

Esta Norma lnterna, cujo conteudo e de responsabilidade da Gere)Wi~;(le ... Jltpa,;:ao - DTC, foi elaborada 
por uma Cornissao lnterna de Normalizacao - CINOR. tL ;~- - ... 

'"'::>i,tf;ii,. 
Esta Norma lnterna foi aprovada pela Diretoria Tecnica nlA / 'W/;;:_:_ . 

:t?fltl?J: . ·~'\? 
Esta Norma lnterna esta conforme a NI/ABNT 01.00.02 .:.1s1aodta9ao de Normas lnternas. 

.N1i}{;L~-~-1·. ":{i~!;:__··~~l~;- 
Os projetos de Normas lnternas elaboradosno ]in'.iJiito"/t~~!~ CINOR circularam para verificacao entre as 
Unidades Operacionais - UO - envolvidas. · · <:·, · '?::"':· 

lntrodueao _A<..: 

A obtencao da marca ABNT,>".- Q1..i"alj~_§£le Arribiental e uma certiflcacao do produto calcado para as 
orqanizacoes que produzarn,-g:Cal,;:ados 'ffi!fltr,o 'de cuidados ambientais que abranjam desde a selecao e ~'!:',,,,.~ _,. ·.t,... 

producao de rnaterlas prim.a's'~ate,.,o'.tdescartedinal. 
·-~{:~t , ;~-~\fl . . 

'!"' atribuicao do r6_!_u_l.o ec~i~@)J~i/)e ~,ffib~ objetivo_~ melhori~ da _qual_i~a_de dos produto~ e process_~s. E um 
importante mecar@m~,de 1m~ ~, · fata,;:ao de pollticas ambientals, dmg1do aos consurnidores, auxillando-os 
na escolha de gr_ct'ci'fitf~;Jmenos~ag essivos ao meio ambiente, coma tarnbem um instrumento de Marketing 
para as empr~,~ijJ q~~ifil¥~¾~m nessa area e querem os seus produtos diferenciados no mercado. 

•":t)·;.f. ~•;• 
··'-',< ·. ~- 

;,,~~- 

,:i~( 
ron,..,::f,,f''1nterna estabelece crtterios para a concessao da Marca ABNT - Qualidade Ambiental para 

2 Referencla Normativa 

A Norma relacionada a seguir contern disposicoes que constituem prescricoes validas para esta Norma. A 
edicao indicada estava em vigor no momenta desta publicacao. Como toda Norma esta sujeita a revisao, 
recomenda-se aqueles que utilizem esta Norma, que verifiquem a conveniencia de utilizar a edicao mais 
recente. A ABNT rnantern registros das Normas validas atualmente. 

- Norma DIN 4843: 1985 - Calcados de protecao - exlqencias tecnicas de seguran,;:a - Teste - item 6.3 

- Norma DIN 53313: 1996- Determinacao do conteudo de pentaclorofenol 
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- Norma DIN 53314: 1996 - Deterrninacao de cromo hexavalente 

- Norma DIN 53316: 1997 - Determinacao de azocorantes em couro 

- Norma DIN 53516: 1987 - Determinacao da resistencia a abrasao 
- Norma DIN 53328: 1979 - Reslstencia a tracao de tiras do cabedal 
- Norma DIN 53339: 1978 - Determinacao da resistencia da coloracao e do acabamento a trlccao 
- SATRA physical test method PM 92 - Flexoes continuas em calc;:ados. Resistencia dos solados e sua 
fixacao ao cabedal 

- SATRA physical test method PM 108 - Strength of top-piece attchment - setembro 1992; 
arrancamento do tacao 

- SATRA physical test method PM 113 - dezembro 1996 - Measurement of the strength of attachment of 
heels to footwear and backpart of such footwear - Arrancamento do salto 

- SATRA physical test method PM 181 - agosto 1996 - Strength of buckle and strap attachment - 
Resistencia a tracao de enfeites e pontos crfticos do cabedal 

- Standard methods for the examination of water and wastewater (SMEWW): 1985 

- NBR ISO 14001:1996- Sistemas de gestao ambiental- Especificacao e diretrizes para uso · 

- NBR 10004: 1987 - Resfduos s61idos- Classiflcacao 

- NBR 10561:1988 - Aguas - Deterrninacao de resfduo sedimentavel (s61idos seoimentavels) - Metodo 
cone Imhoff 

- N BR 11031: 1998 - Deterrninacao da cinza total sulfatada 

- NBR 11041: 1997 - Determinacao da resistencla a tracao e alongamento 
- NBR 11055: 1997 - Determinacao da forc;:a de rasgamento progressivo 

- Projeto NBR 11057: 1998 - Couro - Deterrninacao do pH e da cifra diferencial 

- NBR 11114: 1998 - Determinacao da medida de resistencia a flexoes contfnuas 

- NBR 11126: 1989 - Deterrninacao da adsorcao estatica - Metodo de Kulbeka 

- NBR 11671: 1995 - Deterrninacao estatica da fixacao de substancias extrafveis em agua (fixacao de 
corantes) 

- NBR 12846:1993 - Deterrninacao da resistencia do acabamento a friccao .. 
- NBR 13340:1995 - Banho residual de caleiro - Deterrninacao do teor de sulfeto 

- NBR 13341: 1995 - Ban ho residual de curtimento e recurtimento - Deterrninacao do teor de 6xido de 
cromo Ill 
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- NBR 13346:1995 - Banho residual- Determinacao do pH 

- NI/ABNT 09.00.06:1998- Regulamento Geralda Marca ABNT- Qualidade Ambiental 

- NI/ABNT 09.00.07: 1998- Diretriz para elaboracao dos criterios da Marca ABNT-Qualidade Ambiental 

3 Deflnlcces 

Para os efeitos da presente Norma Brasileira aplicam-se as seguintes definicoes: 

3.1 Produto 

Qualquer bem ou service. 

3.2 Categoria de produto 

Grupo de produtos que tern funcao equivalente. 

3.3 Adequacao ao uso 

Capacidade de um produto, processo ou service, em atender a um prop6sito definido, sob condicoes 
especlficas. 

3.4 lmpacto ambiental 

Qualquer modiflcacao do meio ambiente adversa ou benefica, que resulte no todo ou parte das atividades, 
produtos ou servicos de uma orqanizacao. 

3.5 Criterio ambiental de um produto 

Requisito ambiental que o produto deve atender para que lhe seja concedida a llcenca de uso do r6tulo 
ambiental. 

3.6 Organizacao 

Companhia, corporacao, firma, empresa ou insfituicao, ou parte, ou cornbinacao destas, publica ou privada, 
sociedade anonlrna, limitada ou com outra forma estatutarla, que tern funcoes e estrutura pr6prias e que 
solicita a concessao da marca. · 

3.7 Efluentes 

Todas as correntes de salda de um processo. 

3.8 Cifra diferencial 

Diferenca entre o valor do pH de uma solucao e o valor do pH desta solucao dilufda dez vezes. 

3.9 Avesso 

4 Campo de aplicacao 
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Os crlterios para concessao da marca ABNT - Qualidade Ambiental para Calcado - referem-se a calcados: 

a) cabedal, sola, forro, palmilha interna e avesso - de couro . 

b) de uso diario e medic desempenho, definidos atraves de requisitos de reslstencla e durabilidade conforme 
informacoes obtidas no Institute de teste e pesquisa para a producao do calcado de Pirmasens. 

.. 

5 Criterios 

Os crlterlos ambientais devem ser atendidos pelos produtores de calcados que queiram usar o r6tulo 
ambiental em seus produtos. Para tanto, serao auditadas as diversas etapas da producao do calcado, a 
saber: modelagem, carte, preparacao, costura, montagem, acabamento, embalagem e expedicao, bem 
coma, sera avaliada a qualidade do produto final. As rnaterias primas utilizadas na producao sao de 
responsabilidade do pr6prio fabricante do calcado, o qual deve evidenciar criterios de desempenho por parte 
de seus fornecedores. 

5.1 Docurnentacao 

A orqanizacao deve estabelecer e manter procedimentos para o controle de todos os documentos relativos 
aos crlterios para concessao da marca ABNT- Qualidade Ambiental para calcados, para assegurar que: 

a) possam ser localizados; 

b) sejam periodicamente analisados, revisados quando necessario e aprovados quanto a sua 
adequacao, por pessoal autorizado; 

c) as versoes atualizadas dos documentos pertinentes estejam disponfveis em todos os locais onde 
sao executadas operacoes essenciais de producao do calcado: 

d) documentos obsoletos sejam prontamente removidos de todos os pontos de emissao e uso ou, de 
outra forma, garantidos contra o uso nao intencional 

e) quaisquer documentos obsoletos retidos por motives legais e/ou para preservacao de conhecimento 
sejam adequadamente identificados. 

A docurnentacao deve ser legfvel, datada (com datas de revlsao) e facilmente ldentiflcavel, mantida de forma 
organizada e retida por um perlodo de tempo especificado. Devem ser estabelecidos e mantidos 
procedimentos e responsabilidades referentes a criacao e alteracao dos varies tipos de documentos. 

5.1.1 Acompanhamento e rnedlcao 

A orqanizacao deve estabelecer e manter procedimentos documentados para acompanhar e medir 
periodicamente as caracteristicas principais de suas operacoes e atividades que possam ter um impacto 
significativo sabre os criterios contidos neste documento. Tais procedimentos devem incluir o registro de 
inforrnacoes para acompanhar o desempenho, controles operacionais pertinentes e a conformidade com os 
criterios. 

Os registros de callbracao de equipamentos de monitoramento devem ser mantidos e ficar retidos, segundo 
procedimentos definidos pela orqanizacao. 

5.1.2 Legislacao 

A orqanizacao deve estabelecer e manter um procedimento documentado para avaliacao peri6dica do 
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atendimento a legislagao e regulamentos pertinentes. 

5.1.3 Registros 

A orqanizacao deve estabelecer e manter procedimentos para a identficacao, rnanutencao e descarte de 
registros referentes aos criterlos. 

Estes registros devem ser legfveis e identificaveis, permitindo rastrear a atividade, produto ou service 
envolvido. Devem ser arquivados e mantidos de forma a permitir sua pronta recuperacao, sendo protegidos 
contra avarias, deterioracao ou perda. O perfodo de retencao deve ser igual ao da validade da concessao da 
marca. 

5.2 Cumprimento da lei 

A orqanizacao deve demonstrar que esta cumprindo a legislac;:ao ambiental federal, estadual e municipal em 
vigor e outros requisitos por ela subscritos assim coma, atender aos acordos e tratados internacionais 
relativos aos impactos ambientais de sua atividade em que o Brasil e siqnatario, 

5.3 Residuos s61idos 

Toda o reslduo s61ido gerado na preparacao da rnateria prima e na producao do calcado deve ser controlado 
e minimizado atraves de metas quantificaveis. Deve ser classificado conforme norma vigente e ter 
destinacao final adequada. 

5.4 Emissoes atmosfericas 

A orqanizacao deve controlar e minimizar suas ernissoes atrnosfericas. 

5.5 Controle sobre materlas primas 

5.5.1 Sistema de acompanhamento 

A orqanlzacao deve manter mensalmente um gerenciamento dos resfduos s61idos e o monitoramento dos 
efluentes lfquidos, atraves de laborat6rio cadastrado pelo 6rgao ambiental competente ou na falta deste 
aceito pela ABNT. 

5.5.2 Couro 

As peles devem ser de animais cujo abate e cornerclalizacao nao tenham quaisquer restricoes legais .. 0 
processo de producao de couro sera considerado desde a pele verde ou conservada ate o couro acabado. 

5.5.2.1 Requisites de propriedade quimicas 

0 couro nao deve canter: 

a) aditlvos azocorantes, que gerem aminas arornatlcas, em concentracao superior a 30 mg.kg ·1 (limite de 
quantflcacao possfvel), conforme a norma DIN 53316. 

b) derivados arornaticos policlorados (pentaclorofenol e conqeneres) em concentracao superior a 5 mg.kg ·1 

(limite de quantificacao possfvel), conforme a norma DIN 53313. 
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c) Crome hexavalente em concentracao superior a 3 mg.kg-1, conforme a norma DIN 53314. 

O pH mlnimo do couro deve ser de 3,5 e a cifra diferencial maxima de 0,7, cuja determinacao deve ser 
conforme a norma NBR 11057. 

5.5.2.2 Requisites de propriedades fisicas 

a) Para couro cabedal - Requisitos a serem cumpridos 

Ensaio Norma Valor limite 
Determinacao da reslstencla a NBR 11041 Tracao na ruptura - minima 150 N 
tracao e alongamento ( na Alongamento - minima 40% 
ruptura) em couro vacum 
Determinacao da forca de NBR 11055 Calcado com ferro - minima 35 N 
rasgamento progressive em Calcado sem ferro - 50 N 
couro vacum 
Deterrninacao da resistencla da DIN 53339 Flor (acabamento) - nao abaixo de 3 na escala cinza- 
coloracao e do acabamento a branco; 
friccao Carnal(sem ferro)- nao abaixo de 3 na escala cinza-branco 
Determinacao da medida de NBR 11114 Modalidade a seco - 50 000 flexoes sem alteracao 
resistencia a flexoes contfnuas 

b) Para couro sola- Requisites a serem cumpridos 

Ensaio Norma Valor limite 
Deterrninacao da resistencla a DIN 53516 Maximo 400 mm" 
abrasao 
Deterrninacao da adsorcao NBR 11126 Mais de 1 O 000 flexoes sem penetracao de aqua 
estatica substituir!! 
Deterrninacao da cinza total NBR 11031 Maximo de 3% 
sulfatada Com sais de rnacnesio: maxima 4% 
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c) Para couro forro/palmilha/avesso - Requisitos a serem cumpridos 

Ensaio Norma I Valor limite 
Determinacao da forca de rasgamento 
orooressivo em couro vacum 

NBR 11055 I Couro forro: minima: 30N 

Deterrninacao da resistencla da coloracao e 
do acabamento a frlccao 

DIN 53.339 I Couro Forro e Palmilha: 

Tingido: seco - 100 friccoes: nae abaixo do 
grau 4 (na escala cinza-branco); 
urnldo - 50 friccoes: nao abaixo do 
grau 3 (na escala cinza-branco); 
suor slntetico - 20 friccoes: nao 
abaixo do grau 3 (na escala cinza 
branco) 

Nao tingido: seco - 100 friccoes: nao abaixo 
do grau 4 (na escala cinza 
branco); 
umldo - 50 friccoes: nao abaixo 
do grau 4 (na escala cinza 
branco); 
suor slntetico: 20 friccoes: nao 
abaixo do grau 4 (na escala cinza 
branco) 

Avesso: 
seco - 2000 friccoes 
urnldo - 1000 friccoes 
aceitavel ate um leve 
enovelamento superficial preso 
ao material- 

Deterrninacao estatica da fixacao de 
substancias extraiveis em aqua (fixacao de I NBR 11671 I Teste da tira: rnancharnento nae abaixo do 
corantes) grau 3 (na escala cinza-branco) 

5.5.2.3 Controle dos efluentes liquidos 

Os efluentes liquidos finais, quando lancados. nao devem ultrapassar os seguintes limites: 

Ensaio Norma I Metodo Valor limite* 
PH NBR 13346 6,0 a 8,5 
Temperatura SMEWW ** 212 menor do que 40 °C 
DBOs /20 °C SMEWW 507 40 a 200 mgr' 02 (conforme a vazao dos efluentes) 
DQO SMEWW508 160 a 450mqr' 02(conforme a vazao dos efluentes) 
Cromo total NBR 13341 maxima 0,5 rnq.L" ** 
Sulfetos NBR 13340 maxima 0,2 mo.L" 
S6Iidos suspenses totais NBR 13574 50 a 200 rnq.L" (Conforme a vazao dos efluentes) 
S6Iidos sedimentavels NBR 10561 ate 1 ml.L" .h-1 

"Resolucao do CONAMA n° 20 de 18/06/86. "Portaria da SSMA do RS n° 01/89 
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5.5.3 Componentes 

Os componentes rnetalicos ou nao rnetalicos nao devem conter nfquel em sua cornposicao ou em seu 
revestimento. A deterrninacao deve ser atraves de espectrofotometria de absorcao at6mica. 

5.6 Producao do calcado 

5.6.1 Aproveitamento do couro 

Todo o couro utilizado deve ter um aproveitamento mfnimo de 75%. 

5.6.2 Ambiente de trabalho 

O calcado a ser certificado deve ser produzido por orqanizacao que possua um piano de protecao a saude e 
de sequranca ocupacional para seus funcionarios, conforme a leqislacao. 

.. 
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5. 7 Adequacao do calcado ao uso 

O calcado deve atender aos seguintes requisites mlnimos de durabilidade e desempenho: 

Ensaio Norma/Metodo Valor limite 
Flexoes conUnuas em calc;:ados - SATRA PM 92 Resistencia ao flexionamento: mlnimo-500 mil 
Resistencla dos solados e sua fixacao ciclos sem alteracoes no aspecto visual 
no cabedal 
Reslstencia de colagem (sola x cabedal) Calcado feminine: bico- minimo 250N 
a 90°. DIN 4843 planta - mlnimo 200N 

Calcado masculine: bico-mlnimo 250 N 
planta-mlnimo 200 N; 

Calc;:ado infantil: bico - minimo 300N 
planta - mlnimo 250N 

Resistencia a tracao de enfeites e SATRA PM 181 Feminine: mlnimo 200N 
pontos crlticos do cabedal Masculine: 250N 

lnfantil: 250N 
Porosidade do fevestimento NBR 14223/98 Mfnimo nfvel 3 
Resistencia a tracao de tiras do cabedal DIN 53328 Feminine: mfnimo 200N 

Masculine: 250N 
lnfantil: 250N 

Arrancamento do salto SATRA PM 113 Mfnimo 500N 
Arrancamento do tacao SATRA PM 108 Mfnimo 140N 

5.8 Descarte final do calcado 

0 fabricante de calcado deve fazer recornendacao sabre o produto, com vista a estender a vida do mesmo, 
quanta a sua conservacao e conserto, possibilidade de doacao e destinacao final adequada. 

5.9 Embalagem 

Todo material utilizado para embalagem deve ser de rnateria prima de origem renovavel e de caracterlsticas 
biodeqradaveis. 

6 informacao aos consumidores 

0 calcado deve ter identificado a cornposicao da sola, do cabedal, do forro e da palmilha. 

7 Prazo de validade 

Estes criterios tern validade de dois anos. 
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Annex 18a 

Summary of Annex 18 

Brazilian Association for Technical Standards 

Criteria for Awarding of Label ABNT-Environmental Quality of Shoes 
Provisional version October 1999 

Product: Shoes (leather uppers, sole, lining, insole) 

General criteria: The whole manufacturing schedule, from the raw hide to the final product, is 
taken into consideration. 

Production, as well as waste treatment and disposal, must take place in accordance with the 
existing 
legislation. 

Functional requirements to the leather: 

Upper leather: 

Tensile strength 
(bovine leather} 

Load at break 
Elongation at break 

Min. 150 N 
Min. 40% 

Tearing load 
(bovine Jeathe:!} 

Shoe with lining 
Shoe without lining_ 

Min. 35 N 
Min. SON 

Colour fastness to rubbing Grain side 
Flesh side, if no lining_ { Min. 3 on the grey scale* 

Flexing endurance (dry) 

*) Number of rubbings not stated 

Sole leather: 

Abrasion resistance 
Water penetration 
Sulphated ash 
Sulphated ash incl. magnesium salts 

Lining leathers: 

Tearing load: 

Lining and insole leather: 
Colour fastness to rubbing 

Min 50.000 flexes 

Max. 400 mnr' 
No penetration after 10,000 flexes 

Max. 3% 
Max. 4% 

Min. 30N 

Dyed: Dry 100 cycles, min. 4 on the grey scale. 
Wet 50 cycles, min. 3 on the grey scale. 
Synthetic perspiration: 
20 cycles, min. 4 on the grey scale 



Not dyed: Dry 100 cycles, min. 4 on the grey scale 
Wet 50 cycles, min, 4 on the grey scale 

Synthetic perspiration: 20 cycles, min 4 on the grey scale. 

Colour fastness to water 
Environmental criteria for the leather: 

Min. 3 on the grey scale. 

1. Waste water from the leather production; measured in the final outlet: 

Limits 
PH 6.0-8.5 
Temperature less than 40°C 
BODs 40-200 nig/1 *) 
COD 160-450 mg/1*) 
Total Cr max. 0.5 mg/1 
Sulphide max. 0.2 mg/1 
Suspended solids 50-200 mg/1*) 
Settleable solids max 1 ml/1, h. 

*) dependent on recipient conditions 

2. Content of dangerous substances: 

Azo dyestuffs generating carcinogenous amines: 
Amines (according to German norms): Max. 30 ppm 

Polychlorinated aromates (pentachlorophenol and similar substances): Max 5 ppm. 
Hexavalent chromium: Max. 3 ppm 
pH: Min. 3.5. Difference figure: Max. 0.7 

3. Solid wastes must be controlled and minimised, aiming at a specified goal. 

4. Atmospheric emissions must be controlled and minimised. 

5. In the shoe factory, at least 75% of the leather input must be utilised. 

The label is awarded on the basis of declarations and certification by an accredited third party. 
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List of banned aromatic amines 
Pursuant to Amendment 19 of EU Directive 76/769/EEC (28) 

No. Name CAS* EU 

No. No. 
1 4-aminobiphenyl 92-67-1 202-177-1 
2 Benzene 92-87-5 202-199-1 
3 4-chloro-o-toluidine 95-69-2 202-441-6 
4 2-naphthylamine 91-59-8 202-080-4 
5 o-aminoazotoluene; 4-amino-2' ,3-dimethylazobenzene 97-56-3 202-591-2 
6 5-ni tro-o-to 1 ui dine 99-55-8 202-765-8 
7 4-chloroaniline 106-47-8 203-401-0 
8 4-methoxy-m-phenylenediamine 615-05-4 210-406-1 
9 4,4' -diaminodiphenylmethane 101-77-9 202-974-4 
10 3,3 '-dichlorobenzene 91-94-1 202-109-0 
11 3 ,3 '<dimethoxybenzidine, o-dianisidine 119-90-4 204-355-4 
12 3 ,3 1 -dimethyl benzidine 119-93-7 204-358-0 
13 4,4 1-methylenedi-0-toluidine 838-88-0 212-658-8 
14 6-methoxy-m-toluidine; p-cresidine 120-71-8 204-419-1 
15 4,4' -methylene-bis-(2-chloroaniline) 101-14-4 202-918-9 
16 4,41-oxydianiline 101-80-4 202-977-0 
17 4,41-thiodianiline 139-65-1 205-370-9 
18 o-toludine; 2-aminotoluene 95-53-4 202-429-0 
19 4-methyl-m-phenylenediamine 95-80-7 202-453-1 
20 2,4,5-trimethylaniline 137-17-7 205-282-0 
21 o-anisidine; 2-methoxyaniline 90-04-0 201-963-1 

*Chemical Abstracts Services 
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Concentration limits set in ecolabelling schemes 

No. Pentachloro- Certain Hexavalent Formaldehyde Cadmium 
phenol Arylamines from chromium ppm Cd 
ppm azo dyestuffs ppm Ppm 

ppm 
I JCT Eco-Tox Label 5 50 5 50 
3 SG (Schadstoffgeprtift) 0.5 _3) _3) 150/502) 0.1 
4 Lederinstitut 

Gerberschule Reutlingen 5 - 3) - 3) 200 
5 EU Ecolabel to Footwear 5 30 IO 150 IO 
8 Oko-Tex Standard 100 0.5/0.052) 20 0.5 0.1 
10 Brazil, ABNT 5 30 3 300/754/202) 

11 Catalonia 5 30 5 150 
12 India, Ecomark 5 30 3 200 

1) Numbers according to Annex II 
2) For infants or children 
3) Below detection limit 
4) For direct skin contact 
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PART I - INTRODUCTION 

Leather worldwide still is appreciated as a natural product. A label bearing "genuine 
leather" in consumer products still does carry much market value, because of 
prevailing opinion among the end-users of leather product that leather as material is 
superior to synthetic supplements in ecological acceptability. 

For longest period of time this attitude on the consumers' end could be taken for 
granted, however, questions have been raised - not necessarily starting with leather 
products - regarding biodegradability and avoidance of any harmful chemical 
substances in manufacturing. 

Over the period of time, the leather manufacturing process as such has not changed 
significantly, except for changes in design or type of machinery used, variety of 
chemical substances applied. However, with particular reference to these chemicals 
worries about their potential harmful impact on environment as well as end-users 
health have been voiced. As can be easily noticed such worries play an increasingly 
important role in international trade. 
-----------------··· ·---···-----------------·- _ . 

ASPECTS DETERMINING FEATURES OF ECO-LABELLING SCHEMES 

In environmental consequences of both manufacturing processes and leather 
products are receiving much attention by environmentalist and consumer groups and 
need accordingly be addressed. 

=> Eco-label needs to address leather manufacturing process and product. 

As conditions of production vary from country to country (e.g. in terms of climatic 
conditions, locations, etc.) national regulations pertaining to the environmental 
performance or discharge of effluent of the leather industry have to be taken into 
account. 

=> Eco-label needs to rely on national environmental legislation 

The credibility and the impact of the Eco-label scheme - equal whether national or 
international - vis-a-vis · end-user/importing countries is based on the wide 
acceptance and participation in the scheme by a large percentage of the industry 
itself. Acceptance and participation can only be achieved in case tanners and 
associations are willing to take pro-active ownership of such as scheme. 

=> Eco-label needs to be administered by the concerned industry 

In times of global trade and communication, increasing the flood of information by 
each day, such a scheme may pass unnoticed, if not specific efforts are undertaken 
by the stake holders of the scheme in terms of marketing and public relation, even in 
the sense of a corporate image of the countries tanning/leather industry. 
Understandably concerted efforts by tannery/leather association will be required. 

=> Eco-label scheme needs to be internationally recognised 

With the proliferation of schemes as well as in view of the proposed self 
administration of the scheme by the concerned association itself, the selection of 
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criteria for obtaining the scheme as well as their easy monitoring and verification for 
are crucial. 

=> Eco-label criteria need to be kept simple and transparent 

PROPOSED CONTOURS 

From the above aspects, it may be concluded that such international Eco-labelling 
scheme for leather needs to constitute a) realisable parameters, b} cost effective 
compliance possibilities, c) monitoring systems and d) openness for evolving 
standards. 

Realisable parameters: In the case of leather products, parameters are necessary 
for the product, components and materials inclusive leather and manufacturing 
process of leather as well as products. With regard to the manufacturing process, the 
minimum nationai pollution control norms of waste water, soiid wastes and gaseous 
emissions may considered appropriate. 

As for the norms for the product, the proposed international eco-label for leather 
considers the semi-finished/finished leather itself as the "product" and confines itself 
to leather only. Thus, the question of the leather manufacture to account for 
parameters of components and material other than leather use din the final leather 
product does not arise. As a consequence, the product related parameters pertaining 
to chemical substances used in the manufacturing of the leather itself. 

Monitoring system: A neutral agency, internationally recognised, will be most 
suitable to catalyse the developments of norms and methodologies. While 
compliance with manufacturing process related parameters can be easily concluded 
from the fact that the concerned national environmental enforcement agency allows 
or disallows operation for compliance/non-compliance with the national pollution 
norms, the verification and monitoring of product related parameters needs to be 
done by a certified and recognised testing facility. 

In the latter case, standardisation of testing methods of these laboratories in line with 
established international standards is crucial to arrive at reliable test results. 

The Eco-label scheme as presented does not yet deal with the approach with regard 
to qualification for the scheme by individual companies. For example, as an outcome 
of the one-day workshop on international Eco-label for leather in October 1997 at 
Madras, India, the participants suggested a phased approach, with each step 
extending over a _period of two years, both in case of the process and product 
parameters. 

The detailed contours of such Eco-label are elaborated in part II of the paper. 
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PART II - CONTOURS OF AN INTERNATIONAL ECO. LABEL 
SCHEME FOR LEATHER 

NAME OF THE. SCHEME. 

• The scheme will be called International Eco-label Scheme for Leather (IESL). 

SCOPE OF THE SCHEME 

• The scope of the scheme is limited to leather only. The inclusion of products 
made of leather may be considered at a later stage. 

• The scheme is process-cum-product based. 

MEMBERSHIP 

• All - tanneries are eligible · to become members of the scheme subject to their 
compliance with the conditions as stipulated below. The membership is on 
voluntary basis. 

CRITERIA FOR OBTAINING 

The criteria for obtaining "eco-label" under this scheme are: 

• The applicant tannery will discharge effluent according to the pollutant discharge 
standards as stipulated by the country's environmental legislation (example 
Indonesia - annex I). This should be certified by the accredited laboratory in the 
country (Indonesia). The details regarding sampling/certification process and 
other modalities are to be elaborated on approval of the basic contours. 

• The applicant must not process hides and skins of endangered species. 

• The applicant must not use any chemicals, internationally banned, in the 
production process of leather. A list of such chemicals is enclosed in annex 11. 

• The applicant produces the leather strictly maintaining the limit values of 
chemicals as indicated in annex Ill. 

• The applicant of the Eco-label confirms that no child labour - as defined by the 
national legislation - is engaged in production of leather. 

ADMINISTRA T/ON OF THE SCHEME 

• The administration of the International Eco-label scheme for leather in Indonesia 
will be entrusted to any agency as per consensus to be evolved at the meeting). 
The agency to be selected in Indonesia will be confirmed after appropriate 
verification. 

• On application for membership of the scheme, the Indonesian agency 
responsible for the administration of the scheme will send a team of independent 
experts to assess the applicant tannery's capability to conform to the b~sic 
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criteria of the scheme. Based on the report of the independent team of experts, 
the Indonesian agency will issue an Eco-label certificate to the applicant tannery 
which will be valid for a period of one/two years. The team of independent 
experts will consist of three members, one of whom may be an international 
expert. Acquisition of the eco-label certificate by the applicant will authorise the 
applicant to put the "Eco-label" stamp on its products and/or an appropriate 
notification in all its communications. 

• At least one month before the expiry of the validity of the certificate, the applicant 
will apply for renewal of the certificate to the authorised agency in Indonesia. The 
agency will review the capability of the applicant with the help of a team of 
independent experts. Based on the report of the team, renewal application will be 
disposed of. 

• During the period the certificate issued by the Indonesian agency is valid, the 
Indonesian agency may suo mote or on the basis of a complaint that may be 
made, be free to depute one or more experts to the member tannery to verify 
the situation and take appropriate action as deemed necessary. Such action will 
include providing advice and guidance to the member tannery and adequate time 
for rectification of mistakes or inadequacies, if any. The Indonesian agency will 
have the right to revoke the certificate issued if it comes to the conclusion based 
on the report by an independent expert or team of experts that the member 
tannery did not adhere to the basic criteria of the scheme & to advice and 
guidance. 

FINANCING THE SCHEME 

• The scheme will be self-sustaining. Membership fee/inspection fee etc. will be 
collected by the Indonesian agency to administer the scheme. 

ACCREDITATION OF LABORATORIES 

• Laboratories in Indonesia whose certificates will be considered valid for the 
purpose of the scheme will be accredited. The criteria for accreditation of 
laboratories and the process thereof will be notified by the scheme. 

PUBLICITY 

• The scheme will be appropriately publicised in the international fora. 

• A Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) will be entered with the Indonesian 
agency responsible for administration of the scheme. As the credibility of the 
scheme is dependent on the efficiency, commitment and impartiality of this 
agency, this MOU will be subject to renewal annually for the first three years and 
thereafter, after every three years. 

INTERNATIONAL RECOGNITION 

• The scheme will be recommended to the concerned authorities in the European 
Union, International Organisation of Standards and other world organisations for 
their consideration and adoption. 
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• The Indonesian agency will be assisted in informing the importer organisations in 
the various export destinations about the scheme to motivate them to consider 
the availability of the eco-label in the choice of their supplier in Indonesia. 

• Changes in the scheme, if any, will be introduced after providing adequate 
notice to the members of the scheme. 


